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Calloway County
United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Laird Assures Congress That
American Ground Forces 'Will
Not Be Introduced' In Cambodia

t

29 Year Old
Man Dies At
His Home

36th Wreck Report
For January Filed
By The City Police

James Curtis Hutson of Murray
Route Five died about three
o'clock this morning at his home.
He was 29 years of age.
Death was due to a self inflicted
gun shot wound in the right side
of the head, according to Max
Churchill, coroner for Calloway
County, who was called to the
scene. The young man, who had
Miss Gayle Rogers
been in poor health, was found in
the bathroom of his home by his
wife, according to Churchill. The
gun used by Mr. Hutson was a 22
‘said.
rifle, Churchill
Hutson was a member of the
New Concord Church of Christ.
Miss Gayle Rogers,daughter of
He had been employed in the
Mr. and Mrs. James Rogers of
Press Department of the Murray
Murray, will be the speaker at
Division of the Tappan Company
the meeting of the Baptist Young
since 1959. He was born in
Women of the Blood River
Calloway County on February 4,
Baptist Association to be held on
1941.
Thursday, January 28, at seven
The deceased is survived by his
p.m. at the Elm Grove Baptist
wife, Mrs. Betty Cook Hutson,
Church.
two daughters, Cindy, age eight,
The speaker worked as a
and Pamela, age five months,
missionary
for churches in
all
and one son, Marty, age five,
Louisville this past summer. Her
of Murray Route Five; his
co-worker was Miss Celia Simmother,Mrs. Irma King of Paris,
mons, also of Murray. Both are
Tenn.; his father and stepudents at Murray State
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
University and members of the
Hutson of Murray Route Four;
Baptist Student Union.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
-Associations! officers are MissConrad Hutson of'Haig Route
Gail Kersey, associate director;
Two and Mrs. Travis King of
Mrs. Wilma Miller, study
Paris, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Pat
Miss Kicki Hopkins,
chairman;
Groves
(Clara Mae) Orr of Lynn
mission action; Miss Nancy
one half brother, Stevie Hutson of
Sledd, secretaryltreasurer; Mrs.
Murray Route Four.
Wanda Billington, song leader;
Funeral services have been
Misa Beverly Paschall, pianist;
scheduled for-Thursday at 2:30
Miss Shiela Garrison, publicity.
p.m. at the chapel of the BlalockAll single and married women,
Coleman Funeral Home.
18 to 30, are invited and
ages
Interment will be in the Hicks
encouraged to attend the
Cemetery with the arrangements
according to Miss
by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral meeting,
Home where friends may caL Kersey.
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The thirty-sixth accident report
for the month of January in the
city of Murray was filed by the
investigating officers of the
Murray Police Department on
Tuesday at 9:45 a.m. No injuries
were reported.
Cars involved were a Cadillac
Eldorado owned by American Oil
Company and driven by Kie
Haghigh of Murray, and a 1969
Volkswagen two door sedan
driven by Mary Lou Holland of
Murray Route One.
The police report said both cars
were parked on North 5th Street
in front of the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic, Inc. The Holland car,
parked behind the Haghigh car,
started into the lane of traffic and
hit the Haghigh car, according to
the police.
Damage to the Haghigh car
was on the left rear part and to
the Holland car on the right side.

Squad Answers Brother Of Local Appears Before Senate's
Early Morning Woman Dies Monday Armed Services Committee
Call To Fire

Word has been received of the
death of Noel Pace of 2550
Warsaw, Price Hill, Cincinnati, WASHINGTON (UPI) —De- might become involved directly
Ralph Nelsen
Ohio, brother of Mrs. Clyde fense Secretary Melvin R. in hostilities, they said.
Secretary of State William P.
The Murray Calloway County i Nell) Hendon, Nash Drive, Laird assured Congress today
Ralph Nelson Joins
Fire Rescue unit answered a call Murray.
that American ground forces Rogers is expected to explain
Lefebure Corporation
this morning at 3:15 a.m. to the Pace, age 61, a former resident "will not be introduced" in U.S. policy in Cambodia in
The LeFebure Corporation has Mo Go Oil Company on 641 North. of the Hickory Grove community Cambodia and that the Cambo- greater detail when he appears
named Ralph L. Nelson sales The attendant at the service ofCalloway.County,died Monday dians understood this.
before the Senate Foreign
engineer for southeastern station reported the fire to the at 2:30 p.m. at the St. Francis Laird made the assertion, in Relations Committee Thursday.
Illinois, southwestern Indiana, unit. A spokesman for the Rescue Hospital in Cincinnati. He was a statement to the Senate
Meanwhile, White House
and northwestern Kertucky.
Squad said that a transformer in the son of the Same and Willie Armed Services Committee, Press Secretary Ronald L.
Nelson. will sell • LeFebufe the neon lights was overheating Pace.
despite pictorial evidence that Ziegler repeated that adminisbanking equipment and security and had burned through some The deceased is survived by his there have been American tration
remains in
policy
systems in his new position. Heds wires but that no serious damage wife, Mrs. Bertha Pace of Cin- soldiers on the ground in concert with the Cooper-Church
a 20 year veteran in the bank was caused.
cinnati, Ohio; one daughter, Mrs. Cambodia very recently.
Amendment, passed by Conequipment field. Nelson formerly Seven .quad members an- Shirley Smith of L3bisville; four Laird was making his first gress late last year. which
was affiliated with Diebold, Ind swered the call
sisters, Mrs. Hendon of Murray, appearance on Capitol Hill in forbids the introduction. of U.S.
where most recently he was
Mrs. Hal ( Earlene ) Tucker of the new session of Congress. ground
combat troops or
Mrs. Rosa Leona Self, age 91,
North Central Manager of the
Aurora, Mrs. Dow (Emma) The committee meeting was advisers into Cambodia.
was claimed by death this
Bank Division.
Clark of Paducah, and Mrs. Bob held in private, but Laird's
morning at five o'clock at the
State Department cfficials
Nelson, a graduate of the
of Belleville, fll.; written preliminary testimony reported Emory C. Swank, the
Humerickhouse
Murray-Calloway County
University of Illinois, is a
twa_brothers, Tremon Pace of was released.
Hospital. Her death followed an rent
U.S. ambassador in Phnom
of Marray. He livike-atPaducah and Hoyel Pee of Laird was accompanied by a Penh, was exercising
tencTed lilbess1 — - his
1200 Doran Road.
Cincinnati, Ohio; several nieces small retinue of aides who influence towards restricting
Her husband, Rev. J. H. Self
County
Calloway
Murray
The
I,eFebure Corporatism,
brought along several maps and
d nephews.
died in 1956, and one daughter
of the delivery
in Cedar Rains*, Fire and Rescue Squad met at the Funeral services were held charts which were carefully - the activities
Miss Lerline Self, expired in 1922 headquartered
Tuesday,
teams which will be arriving
Iowa, is a major producer of Rescue headquarters
walked down
She was a member of the
The today at two p.m. at the Delbert covered as they
from Saigon.
banking equipment and security January 26, at 7:30 p.m.
and Woodruff Funeral Home, the corridor to the committee
Shanghai Baptist Church neat
by
order
Swank also was reported to
to
called
was
meeting
systems. The firm has a
room.
€inciinnati, Ohio.
Dora, Ala. Mrs. Self was born in
have clearly limited the operanationwide sales and service the squad chief.
Lt. Gen. John Voght, staff tions of U.S. military personnel -#
Calloway County on December
Discussed at the meeting was
organization
director of the Joint Chiefs of attached to his embassy so that
20, 1879, and her parents were the
the non-participation of the
Staff, wietded the pointer as they would not be drawn into
late Rob Outland and Ada
people of Calloway County in the
Laird referred to the maps in conflict 'with the Cambodian
Huouston Outland.
assistance to the squill. As of this
with current Amen connection
forces.
date only 6116.00 in cash has been
j can activity in Indochina.
by one stepdaughter, Mrs. Helen
received and only approximately Robert Woodrow Hamilton,
Last week Defense Secretary
American
defended
Laird
it outinued on Page F
pledges, j _"st uncle of Jam Ray Hamilton of
on in
Melvin R. Laird made it clear
ti said.
.a Velarasia! military action in Soothes's%
wilad
Nixon administration consiThe squad discussed having a Hospital in Florida on Sunday Asia as "an indispensable
dered operations in Cambodia
i_snintrv music show. This was morning at 7:15 a.m. His death at building block in President
against the North Vietnamese
The Veterans Administration suggested by Mr. Billy Hale, the age of 54 followed an illness of Nixon's strategy for peace."
"In essence," he said, "the and Viet Cong to be vital in
today announced that ex- manager of the Rock House one month.
President has said repeatedly assuring the withdrawal of U.S.
penditures for Kentucky for Creek Uprising,a local band. The
The deceased was a building
we are not going to retreat troops from South Vietnam. He
fiscal 1970 totaled $151,517,879, of squad agreed to the show in order
contractor and a veteran of
Calloway
the responsibilities of said the United States was
for
was
$925,250
which
j
from
"for the public to help and have World War II. He was born in
Two contests for school pupils teenagers," Alls said.
prepared to provide broad air
leadership in the world."
county.
same
the'
at
6,-1916,
enjoyment
acme
8
and
'September
7,
6,
grades
in
Students
County
Trigg
anwere
in Calloway County
the support for such activities.
retreating,
not
while
the
of
Director
But
Ratliff,
G.
J.
tune."
and was the son of the late Robert
nounced today by Willard Ails, will be invited to enter an essay
secretary said the administraLouisville VA Regional Office, Members in attendance were
This week the admstration
Finis and loda Hiler Hamilton.
chairman of the Calloway contest. Teachers of English in
money
the
of
bulk
tion "continues to pursue was indicating that while it
the
that
said
Max
Mullins,
brother,
Terry
follows:
as
supplied
been
have
one
school
are
each
The
Survivors
Education.
Drug
on
Did you see that big pink rascal in Council
was $101,053,965 in disability Dowdy, Bernard Steen, Jr., James _E. Hamilton of Miami, negotiations vigorously in Pa- might abide by the Coopertheme of these contests will be— with a copy of the rules and
the southern skies last night?
and pension Thorn. Ed Jennings, Steve
Church Amendment it also
compensation
recommendations for the contest.
Fla.; three sisters, Mrs. Joe
Blackwell called and a little while Drugs: Use and Misuse.
settlement might introduce personnel not
negotiated
"A
Kentucky Robertson. Joe Latham, Aaron
for
payments
Armeach
at
given
be
Garland
will
awards
Mrs.
Cash
and
Wyatt
later Max Weaver called our
A poster contest will be held for
would be the quickest way to specifically barred.
veterans-6647,756 for Calloway Dowdy, and Donald Ray Thorn.
strong of Trigg County and Mrs.
attention to it. It was some kind of students in grades one through school and the county-wide
the war, but I must,
end
veterans.
county
at
held
An open house will be
Gordon Vowel of Jackson, Mich.;
gas, maybe from the rockets they five. Winners in each school will winner will receive a Savings Other VA expenditures in
report that a
unfortunately,
the Calloway County Rescue several nieces and riephews infired yesterday morning.
compete with winners in all other Bond.
Calloway county for fiscal 1970, Squad headquarters on January cluding James Ray Hamilton of negotiated settlement does not
elementary schools in Murray
appear in sight."
The deadline for entering boll% Ratliff said, were for GI Bill and
Odd looking and downright eerie. and Calloway County. Cash contests is March 1, 1971. The other VA education programs, 30 and 31. Saturday from 1130 Murray.
had made clear
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and on Sunday Funeral services will be held Laird said he
prizes will be awarded at each posters will be judged by a $67,071; and insurance and inthat while reduction of ground
the
at
p.m.
4:30.
to
12:30
two
from
at
Thursday
school and certificates will be committee from each PTA and demnities- $77,123. Additional
forces continued in Indochina Ed Noles, father of Mrs. J. B.
These cold mornings our old car awarded to each grade winner. the Winning essays of each school expenditures in Calloway county "We urge all citizens of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz, "we will tale whatever actions Jones of Dexter, died Tuesday al
ofBaker
grumbles and carries on. Have to The Council urged to discuss will be sent to a special com- included direct loans, $133.300. Calloway County to come by and with Rev. Raymond
are necessary and appropriate 3:45 a.m. at the Benton Municipal
se what equipmerit they have ficiating.
get it all warmed up and then it the posters and the subject mittee of high school English
—in compliance, of course, with Hospital. He was 72 years of age
In announcing these figures,
why we need their help to Burial will be in the Powell
just creeps out of the ctivewa_y, matter with their children-__
teachers tor final judging. The Ratliff invited Calloway county continue the services rendeeed tO Cemetery j"at "Lafayette - in congressional actions — to and a resident of Benton Route
begrudging every foot.
end of U.S. Nine.
the
"It has been proven that grand prifij poster winner will be veterans to contact their VA them by this unit,"a spokesman Christian County with the hasten
fighting with
the
in
involvement
The deceased was preceded in
in
Place
Federal
600
at
office
by
selected
the
of
vote
of
citizens
with
talk
parents who cannot
arrangements by the Goodwin
added.
a•-• minimum loss.. of...American .death by his - wife, Delsie, who
Louisville for information on any
After the oil gets warmed up and their elementary school children Calloway County.
The next meeting will be Funeral Home, Cadit; where
lives ...
died four weeks ago. He was a
Mrs. Lucille Ross is director of program, including the GI Bill. February 9, at 7:00 p.m.
things get to clicking, it hums on subjects such as drugs are
friends may call.
The Cambodians understand member of the Briensburg
along ok, but it has difficulty unable to talk with and listen to the projects.
that American ground combat Church of Christ.
,getting going.
forces and American advisers
Funeral services will be held
will not be introduced into their
Friday at eleven a.m, at the
the
for
objective
Our
country.
Notice all the daylight at 5:00?
Mrs. Ethel Morris, formerly of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton,
future is that the United States
The shortest day in the year was
Calloway County, passed atria
with 0.D. MeKendree and Jewell
own
its
on
jrely
to
need
not
will
on December 21 which was five
Monday at Auburn Heights,
Norman
officiating. Grandsons
weeks ago Thursday. Daylight is
The Kirksey School Parent- cent of those sent to the reform manpower to ...achieve the will serve as pallbearers and
Mich. She was 74 years of age.
self-determination
of
objective
in
trouble
morthe
in
back
in
earlier
are
school
also coming
The former Calloway woman is Teacher Association voted to
burial will be in the Briensburg
ning too
survived by four daughters, Mrs. make a pledge of $200 to the three years; therefore Easley for our friends and allies in Cemetery._ friends may call at
Communist
Bertha Rhodes, Mrs. Dovie Calloway County Rescue Squad said this punishment was not Aisia and to thwart
the Collier Funeral Home.
Douglass, and Mrs. Wilma toward the fire fighting unit at used by Judge Robert 0. Miller in aggression in that part of the
Survivors are four daughters,
world."
abSquirrels still reinforcing their
Douglass, all of Auburn Heights, the regular meeting held at the juvenile court here unless
Despite the congressional ban Mrs. Jones of Dexter,' Mrs.
dens. Whether this means more
Mich4and Mrs. Nettie Gibbs of school on Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. solutelj, necessary.
cold weather and heavy snow, we
Padufah; one sister, Mrs. Anice This pledge is being made by The county attorney said that on sending UPS. advisers or El.:id Lee of Benton Route
Byers of Texas; nineteen the PTA for the work of the fire this year a federal grant has been ground troops into Cambodia, Seven, Mrs. Charles Darnall of
do not know, but they are getting
ready for something.
grandchildren; twenty great fighting portion of the Squad to made available to have a juvenile the Nixon administration now Benton, and Mrs. Roy Smith of
grandchildren; two great great endeavor to reach a goal with the probation officer to serve has acknowledged that some Benton Route Nine; Four sons,
squad's open house this weekend Calloway and Graves counties. types of military personnel Joe, Paul, Bill, and Sherman
grandchildren.
The body is being returned to that the fire unit may be kept in He said agencies for help for a might soon be dispatched there. Noles, all of Benton Routes; four
One of the saddest things about
In the first instance, military sisters; 24 grandchildren; 28
the Max Churchill Funeral Home operation after February I.
the Viet Nam war is the drug
child in trouble are Child
where friends may call after six Sidney Easley, Calloway Welfare, Aid to Dependent equipment delivery teams will great grandchildren; five step
problem among our troops.
to grandchildren; nine step great
Saigon
County Attorney, was the guest Children, Mental Health Clinic, be sent from
p.m. on Thursday.
Commentator the other night
Cambodia to turn over various grandchildren; one step great
Funeral services have been speaker and used as his subject, and Juvenile Court.
said that it is taking a toll nearly
types of weapons to- the great grandchild.
scheduled for Saturday at eleven "Concern For Children In
as large as the deaths from
- discussed -the-- The speaker said that it was Ciimbodiante--.m. at the chapel of the Max Trouble"
combat.
Churchill Funeral Home with Juvenile Court of Calloway impossible to write a set of rules Defense -Department Press
Rev. Jerre] White officiating. County and said the sole criteria for rearing children due to the Officer Jerry Friedheim out
Burial will be in the Barnett in the disposition of a case in this fast changing world. He said he lined forsnewsmen Tuesday the
A residual handicap also is the
U Tted Proms Interimatto.al
courtetaas "what is the best in- felt this was a bright young functions of the delivery teams
Cemetery,trouble this will cause after the
terest of the, child"
generation with a sincere interest and said they might also make
war is long over. One of our big
West Kentucky Fair and cold
Easley said last yew.,in Ken- of love and concern.
sure Cambodian ,forces know today and tonight. Partly cloudy
problems today here on this side
Now Yon Knot;
Apollo, the name accorded Lucky 10,500 children under the Mrs. Dwight Watson gave the how to operate the equipmen Thursday and not so cold by
of the ocean is the fact that many
afternoon. Highs today mild and
the American -moon landing—lige of eighteen were in juvenile devotion on the subject of "Love" they are receiving.
people apparently cannot meet
.life's problems without help or a
protect- was _a Greek and court. He said the two things to be reading from the thirteenth
Military specialists, however, Low 30s lows tonight low 20s
crutch of some kind. These ranks
Roman god of major impor- done in a case are, one, to put the chapter of Corinthians and insisted that this role was not
, is t e mo.
umPSYCHEDELIC, YOU
tance who was regarded an chitd on probation,or two, to send closing with a poem. Max Hurt that of an "adviser." In the Highs Thursday mid and upper
will be reinforced with returning
strict definition of that term, an 30s. Winds northerly 10 to 15
servicement who have suc- cipal Judge Eugene Puglisi in Ashland, Ohio. It has
averter of evil arid was the child to the Kentucky led in prayer.
of.
scales
the
of
replicas
yellow
and
bands
black
fancy
It
Corrections.
Harold
of
The
Mrs.
president,
of
adviser actually accompanies m.p.h and light and variable
Departmer.t
enticement
symbolic of law; order and
cumbed to the
•juStice adorning sleeves. He and secretary•designed it
I ontinued on Page Fourteen
local troops into combat end tonight and Thursday
has been found that eighty per
moral and mental excellence.
drugs in the far east

Miss Gayle Rogers
Speaker, Baptist
Young Women

Seen&Reard
Around

Mrs. Rosa Self
Expires Today

Rescue Squad
Holds Meeting

r

Themw,„ssur„,,„ VA Announces
Expenditures Amn
way
For School

Robert W. Hamilton
Succumbs Sunday

Two Contests
Children Announced Today

Murray

Father, Mrs. Jones
Dies At Hospital

Mrs. Ethel Morris
Claimed By Death

Kirksey PTA Pledges $200 To
Calloway County Rescue Squad

The Weather

Persons Planning To Vote On The County School Tax Must Register By 6 p.m., Friday, January 29
z,skowr
V

_

PA r.F.
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lot Li', KENTUCKY

deserve an explanation about
Dear Editor:
how umiak this _special Ali/WonAs a property owner and tax

Letters To The Editor

TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
PUBLISHED by LEDGER
Inc., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and
The Times-Herald, October 20, MB. and the West Kentuckian,
•"' January 1, 1942.
103 N. 4th Street. Mtirrtry._Kentyth 42071, Phone 753 1916

News Coverage, Prom, Big Snow,
And People Of HazelAre Topics

JAMISS-C:WILLYAIMIr-PUB/X511111R --We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or.Public Voice items which. in our opinion, are not for the beat Dear Editor:
interest of our readers.,
TV Guide for the week of
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1609 January 23 begins a five part
N.Y.,
York,
New
Bldg.,
Ufa
•
Time
Tenn.;
Axe,
Memphis.
Madison
series dealing with student
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
dissent and the news media,
specifically television news.
Entered Daily at the Post Office, 4!durray, Kentucky, for
- transmission as &tonal Class Matter
Part one of the article points
that there is seldom any
out
per
33e,
week
per
Murray,
SUBSCF•TION RATES: By Carrier in
of student dissent until
coverage
year.
per
MN:
tsh $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties.
1 & 2, 113.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions WOO. it involves violence. It is a timely
article, for at this moment, the
-The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community Is the
is set and the characters
scene
Integrity of its Newspaper'.
cast for a direct confrontation
between the students and the
WEDNESDAY-JANUARY V.1971
administration of Murray State
University.
Tuesday evening, January
19th, there was a demonstration
by several hundred students on
LEDGER•TIMES PILE
of Murray State
.
the caPifils
University. The demonstration
was given minimum coverage by
John M. McCuiston, age 54, of Murray Route Five died
the local press ad no coverage
and
Chris
the
his
Mr.
at
of
Mrs.
Mchome
parents,
yesterday
by the local radio station. Nor
Cuiston.
was voveiage provided by the
television news staff servicing
Two Korean students at Murray State College, Eun -Kim and
this area. In the news items
_ --lotriss Sock Huh, presented the program at the meeting of the
published there was little or no
--Murray Rotary Club.

-=ne

Ten Years Ago Today

to assume responsibility for their

own actions. Indeed the most
important part of any education
must be individual responsibility.
If you as parents cannot trust
your sons and daughters to act in
a responsible manner when they
are alone together in the same
room, how then do you justify
sending an 18 year old boy off to
fight in Vietnam,or an 18 year old
girl to vote? This is the question
that must be placed before the
public, on television, in full view
of all. These young people will be
responsible adults if you will only
let them try.
This is in essence the cry of
students in a hundred universities across this land. They are
asking that you get out of their
lives and leave them free to
choose. Is it so very much to ask?
The second issue is military
training on campus, the student
here ask only that they be given
the choice of taking it or not. As

Dear Editor:
As a reader of the Ledger &
Times, I cannot help but notice
the controversy concerning the
possibility of a prom at Calloway
High School. It seems that the
problem stems from the inability
of people to objectively see
people and things as they are.
The picture formed from one's
desires and fears is difficult to
separate from the objective
picture. To be objective, you have
to attain knowledge and put forth
effort. This isn't easy to do. It is
much easier to be narrow minded.
If a youngster does not receive
faith from adults in the growth of
his potentialities, if adults put
into him what is desirable and
suppress what seems to be undesirable-then the child is
manipulated. Our teen _ are
riot reboil -tis be main
they need to be educated (the
opposite of manipulation).

yet, they do not see the deeper
People speak of the evilness,
philosophical implications. A sinfulness, and immorality of
university is a unique institution, dancing?! Why not speak of
it is a place wherein the best of FAITH' I mean the kind of faith
our youth should gather to study in recognizing the potentialities
the ideas of great men. It is not a of ourteenagers to build a social
training ground for the military. structure of equality, justice, and
ROTC has absolutely no place on love. We as adults have not
a university campus.
veloped such a structure.
Both Of these issues should and Of course, we can do our job
could be solved immediately. Not and guide them; but, they are not
next semester or next year, but objects to be manipulated. I think

and demoralizing influence In the
lives and on the character of our
young people we,the members of
Scotts Grove Baptist Church, by
action of the church, did by a
majority vote on this Sunday
morning January 24th, while in
conference, vote to write the
Calloway County School Board
expressing our disapproval of
such a prom and asking them
that they give prayerful and
serious consideration to the effects that such an occasion might
have on the lives of the students
involved.
We also stated in our letter to
the school board that we are not
opposed to a junior-senior
banquet and that we would look
with favor on such if it could be
held separately from the prom.
Done by action of Scotts Grove
Baptist Church while in conference . this Suriday. morning,
January 24, 1971.

payer in Calloway County I am
interested in how our tax money
is spent. I think that the tax
payers are entitled to know how
much of the county's tax money
will be spent on the special

county school tax election on Dear Editor:
February 9th. I know that the
I am a citizen of Hazel, which I
workers at each precinct receive
am very proud of. We live on the
around $12.00 to $13.00 each in
west side of Hazel in sight of
regular elections, but I do not
where Porter Bramlett, Jr. was
know wliat actllitional expenses found. Mr. Williams, you would
the
are invit1ved in opening of
have to see to believe that so
polls all over the country. I many people were out to help
imagine that it requires a con- Monday morning after the search
siderable amount of money. I all night. There were about 150 or
would like an answer to this 175 men and boys,(my husband
inquiry. I think others would be and son were in the bunch) lined
y
ted
Itrisesm
inIe
up on the west side of the road
d.ing that the here by our house. It brought
statino
thris
inde
un
Calloway County Board of tears to my eyes. In this old
Education can request a special wicked world, you sometimes
election such as this one and state wonder if people care anymore.
stautes..say it is mandatory on As someone said,"we are a small
the Fiscal Court that it approve town and there is a lot of gossip,
the request. Our tax money is but when the chips are down
used for the expense that this everyone turns out."

Leon Penick, pastor - moderator
Jackie Hoke,church clerk

attempt made to analize or
Dear Editor:
James Garrison, general manager of the Ryan Milk Company, clarify, nor were comments from
It has been very interesting
was named as president of the Western Kentucky Dairy Products the administration published.
reading the weather comments
In the issues facing this
Association in a meeting held at Hopkinsville.
on when the big snow came.
university, the news media and
Without the shadow of a doubt, it
especially television news could
began to fall on Friday afternoon,
do a great service by giving
New officers of the Murray Manufacturing Wives Club are Mrs.
December 7, 1917.
public exposure to these
Dwanton Seals, Mrs. Bob Wyman, Mrs. Jim Payne, and Mrs.
I was teaching the 7th grade at
problems.
Cletus Colson.
Murray High, My father, John
'There are two major issues;
Dunn lived near Kirksey. I went
(1) Dorrhitories: students are
now.It should not be as a gift or a Fredrick S. Perls sums one of our home for the week-end in a car.
regulating
rules
asking that the
the ad- major social problems very well But I did not get to return to
concession from
dormitory living be changed or
Murray until Tuesday, then oily
ministration, it should be in the in his motto:
abolished. (2! ROTC: students
because my brother D.Y. Dunn
form of an apology. An apology to do my.thing, and
LEDGES & TIMIS FILL
training,
military
that
are asking
had to return to camp. Another
the stuck 3 of Murray State you do your thing.
-ROTC, now mandatory for all
Brother took us in a wagon, with
Universi:, who as citizens of I am not in this world
freshman male students, be
mules falling right and left in the
are con- to live up to
United
States
these
S. 0. iOury ) Miller, age 81, died yesterday at his home near
made voluntary.
drifts. This brother had to spend
inguaranteed
stitutionally
expectations
your
-—
Lynn Grove.
These are the two major
the night in Murray, and return
dividual freedom.
' And you
issues, the premise at the root of
home the next day. He spent the
be
can
of
press
nation
The
any
James Knight who is serving with the Army in Wiesbaden,
are not in this world
both is that students are asking
night at Tom Morris'. We had
of great service in upholding the
mine.
to
Germany, is now spending his leave here.
up
live
to
own
their
make
to
for the right
in the wagon bed, covered
straw
is
enjoy.
we
That
freedoms
-- You are you
decisions about life and how they
with quilts. Also started with hot
failing
do
to
by
is
so
evidenced
and I am I
Thirteen polio patients were helped last year by the Calloway
live it. All of the discussion thus
bricks that later were very cold.
the hundreds of underground
d if by chance
County March of Dimes with twelve still on chapter rolls.
far has been concerned with the
One of my pupils that year was
have
that
newspapers
blossomed
.
other,
we
each
the
find
for
Road
the
Coldwater
Mrs. E. J. Beale opened her home on
issues and not about the most
Prestin(Ty)Holland. No doubt in
W fill the need:
it's beautiful.
meeting of the Murray Rose and Garden Club.
important part; the reason why
Our news media is still „Give the youngsters a chance- my mind that December 7 was
these issues have become points
its

20 Years Ago Today

incurs!
Mr. Williams, I believe the'
a
Proposals such as this one were
defeated when they were on the people of Calloway County should
ballot in the regularly scheduled get behind the Murray Rescue-------e-,
"elections in May and November Squad. They never give up until
1970. I can understand the fact the job is done. The Henry County
that the Board of Education people and squad were just grand
wishes to get this proposal in helping. Lots of the volunteers
passed, but I question the ad- worked all night and next day
visability of creating the expense until Jr. was found.
of an unscheduled election and
Just a line to let you know how
using badly needed tax money for
the citizens of Hazel appreciate
this purpose.
all the help from so many people
Also, it seems to me that
God
bless all.
time
unlikely
most
a
February is
to ask people to go to the polls.
Sincerely
The weather is normally cold and
Mrs. Wesley Paschall
bad during that month. I feel that
this condition might ,prevent
many from going to vote.
Therefore, we may not get a true

wallowing in
passive 'non t them do their thing! -the date.
of contention.
• _
Mrs.Genella Padgett Lawrence
biased' Astite. One day,
Sirsoarely,
interview
After a 30 mishit*
IMO
somewhere a major news service i 1 request that you withhold my
the
of
with the president
Italian pipebus
will discover that to be biased lame
university. I came from his office
toward individual freedom is an
:••
ANCISCO(ITO adthe
that
convinced
honorable thing. Someday,
A pipeline that would service
ministration would not change its
somewhere a newspaper or a Dear Editor:
the rapidly increasing indusrules until it became absolutely
radio station will go out or, a limb
We, the members of Scotts trialization of the island of
Thou shalt lend unto many nations, but thou shalt not borrow.- necessary.
freedom. ;rove Baptist Church, and Sicily and the industrial areas
defensek of
in
Deuteronomy 15:1.
Following several discussions
Southern Italy is being
A people without a nation or country can prosper if they follow with students I learned that they Somewhere in The vast news -citizens of Calloway County, of
a man who Kentucky, and many of us the planned.
be
may
there
media
sound practices. Israel did prosper.
intend to keep asking for change
The first phase in a feasiwill LEAD a fight against,.. an parents of students who attend
until they got it, the result will be oppressive law
bility study ..for theonatural
schools located in the
-tbe
,
'"
elsewhere.
been
has
it
as
nomination of a major party.
Someday, but probably not Calloway County School District, gas pipeline from North Africa
The Almanac
There is however a possible
By United Press International She lost
very soon, and that is a sad do here and now go on record across the Akditeminean Sea
and Sicily to the Italian mainIn 1967 astronauts Virgil alternative. One that depends thought.
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 27,
publicly as being opposed to a land hos becii completed.
Grissom. Edward White and heavily on our local news media; As a matter of record, I perthe 27th day of 1971.
junior-senior prom which, we
our newspapers,our radio station
The study was sponsored
The moon is between its new Roger Chaffee died when their
sonally and gratuitously offer understand that Some of our
Paducah
the
important,
most
and
by Italian firms, the Algerianfire
caught
space capsule
phase and first quarter. •
..my services in whatever capacity fellow-citizens are asking the
station. By bringing
govr(lin)ent and the Bank of
are during a test at Cape Kennedy. televisiqn
stars
morning
The
required.
Calloway County School Board,to Sicily arid performed by the
the
A thought for today! Thomas these issues fully before
John Cole allow to be held this spring
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
n Francisco-based Bechtel,
if it will,
Edison said, "There is no public, the media can,
Jupiter.
englarering, construcrelative to the close of this school Inc.,
solution.
proper
a
demand
Editor:
Dear
substitute for hard work."
The evening star is Saturn.
cs.riagement services
m
,
an
tion
year.
It is the function of a university
the
I am writing in regard to
Those born on this day are
Believing dancing to be a sinful firm.
president to actively 'guide the (controversy of a school prom for

Bible Thoughttor I oaay

----11
Yukon business aided

In 1880 Thomas Edison was
granted a patent for an electric
incandescent lamp.

A
OTTAWA (UPI)
In 1943 the 8th Air Force federally-sponsored small busistaged World War- 11's first all-.--flr-216 1uana-P1an-1ia4 So"-int"American raid'on Germany, operation in the Yukon and
Northwest Territories. Under
striking Withelmshaven.
In 1964 Sen. Margaret Chase the plan, a maximum 950,000
may be borrowed by any one
Smith became the ftrst woman
applicant.
to challenge for the presidential
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course of the school in the our seniors at Calloway High.
direction provided by the board had not planned on this letter but
of regents. The regents by and in view of the opposed letters I
large are to reflect a- direction have read in your paper I feel I
suitable to government, alumni must add my two cents worth.
and parents. This of course is a I have lived tri Calloway County
political system and as such for 15 years now and did not atworks as a system of com- tend school here but where I did
promises.
attend school we had senior
What we have failed to proms and they still do. These
acknowledge and hold above this schools not only have senior
political system, .i.e. establish- proms they also - have other
ment, is that certain areas of our dances through the year such as

life that should not be regulated Halloween. Freshman 0,c. These
by government, at any level.
proms and dances are fully
This is the basis of the conflict, chaperoned by parents and

Open I pei iira•iy aim I ma '
Alba,: Midis 14•4,Tsd'

IS,QUITE SIMPLY,
-iv THE BEST AMERICAN FILM I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR,1 mscrs"- .

1

here at Murray State and at teachers. The dress is strictly
many other colleges and formal, so please tell me how
universities in this Lowiti y.
many girls are going to run
Students are asking to be left around in their gowns after a
alone to choose and be respon- dance.
sible for their own lives.
rI feel these boys and girls
The administration of Murray deserve a dance. No, they don't
State University reflecting what dance like we did, but my parents
they believe to be the desires of generation did the Charleston
the people they serve -have and because we did the jitterbug
decreed that all freshmen and they didn't refuse to let us have
sophomore students under 21 our senior proms.
years of age must reside in a I can see what they mean by
dormitory and female students the generation gap when we don't
be subject to hours when they even want our children to dance
must report in. Further, that anymore. I don't have a child in
neither male or female students Calloway High this year since my
may visit each other in their oldest graduated last year, but I
rooms.
will have a.son there next fall and
Superficially these rules ap- I hope for his sake as, w) as

pear to be quite reasonable. others there will be a senior prom
especially to concerned parents at Calloway High. Let's give our
whose sons and daughters are boys and girls something else to
from home for the first look forward to when they
away
• . tune. Let
us look more closely; ,graduate. Have you counted the
other young people leaving home drop-outs lately'
at 18, going off to jobs or to the I can't believe this hand full of
military are not bound by these people who have written to this
rules. Age 18 means that a young paper saying "you don't dance
person is fully subject to the like we did so you can't have a
courts, that a young man is dance" or the ones who think
.
subject to the draft and the 18 dancing is sinful will be the
year old girl can marry without. majority' I surely hope not' 1st
parental consent Further take back these teen-agers and now 1..
into consideration that young the time to do so'.
'people choosing a university are
"it mother over 35"
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ier.e is another factor about
Pr es
holding an election in February. I NOW the sexual revolution

IS COM•tete
know from observation that the
Cainty Court Clerk's office is
n01111111
very busy at election time. Also, I I.
know that they are especially
part III
busy at this time of the year with
t
the issuing of new license plates.
cane rotc.i.A %RON KTURtS SUISSE
1, for one, feel that an election at
DK COM CCe?
DIVI50/
this time of the year is an imX
position on that office.
the tax payers All Adult.Admissionsq 50

/arl e

:A DESPERATELY FUNNY FILM. IT SUCCEEDS. CARL REINER IS
ABSOLUTELY AT HIS BEST WITH SUCH MAGICAL ABSURDITIES,'
sod Dm Nem Vol Time

IP

THE STORY Of A
YOUNG MAN TORN
BETIMEEN HIS LOVE
FOR MOTHER AND
HIS URGE TO KILL HER.

'THE BEST
FILM I HAVE
SEEN
THIS YEAR,'
tail W48C•fV.

'1 WOULDN T WANT
THE YOUNG AND
UNINHIBITED TO
1MS THIS PICTURE.
ITS TOO WILD,'
me Ike Nee V•Pit Pao,

'EASILY THE
FUNNIEST AND
MOST INVENTIVE
BITS OF
SLAPSTICK
EVER TO BE
SHOWN OW
THE SCREEN'
raid 4e Village Voice.

'AN
OUTRAGEOUS
COMEDY.
RIDICULOUSLY
FUNNY,'
eo4
Doilst
Neat.

Chose young people best qualified

GEORGE SEGAL - RTH GORDON
Open 7 p.m. Nitely
plus 1 p.m. Sat.&Sun.
Admission Adults '1.50
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representation of the pepple's
opinion on this subject.
For-instance,from what I have
heard some of our older voters
who are county property owners
and are opposed to an additional
tax burden were able to make
their views known in the two
previous elections. Some feel that
they may be unable to go to vote
in th cold February weather.
I feel that a truer picture of how
our county voters feel about this
proposal could be made at a
regularly scheduled election
time. Also, this would not requires
an extra outlay of the county's
tax money.
In all fairness, surely the Board
of Education wants the true
opinion of the voters, instead of
trying to get their proposal
means
any
by
passed
necessaryat a time when
everyone feels the "pinch" of
higher and higher taxes and

-

under the sign of Aquarius.
On this day in history:
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will cost, and why It must be held
at this unusual time of the year. I
know I would like to have the
answers to these quest.
Name withheld by request
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iation about •
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t must be held
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to have the
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eld by request

laze!, which I
Are live on the
1 in sight of
nlett, Jr. was
is, you would
lieve that so
out to help
ter the search
e about 150 or
(my husband
bunch) lined
e of the road
!. It brought
In this old
U sometimes
are anymore.
ye are a small
lot of gossip,
)s are down

believe the
l'ounty should
Tray Rescue
give up until
ienry County
re just grand
he volunteers
nd next day
ou know how
el appreciate
many people.
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(ley Paschall
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South Marshall Slips
Sufgifig CallOway
HARDIN, Ky. - South Marshall used 54 per cent field
shooting to build a comfortable
lead, then held off surging Calloway County, 63-61 here Tuesday night.
The Rebels, 9-7 and ninth.
ranked in the regional coaches
poll, jumped to a 17-11 lead
after one quarter and maintained five-to-eight-point leads
through three periods.
Behind Sherman Cothran,
South Marshall's high-scoring

Small College
Grid Ratings

-11013M
,4e-s_ 4.cc

WEDNESDAY-JANUARY 27 1971

Dick Williams
akland Team

junior, Coach Charlie Lampley's
OAKLAND (UPI)-Charles 0.
forces built a 49-41 lead going
Finley Tuesday introduced his
Into the fourth period. Cothran
new choice to run his baseball
finished with a game-high 33
team, Dick Williams.
points.
"My job is to win ball
But the Lakers, who had won
four In a row to lift their mark games," said Williams, a Alwho
to 7-8 going into the game, year-old
coached
for
broke away in the last eight Montreal last season.
minutes with good field shootHe is the fourth manager for
ing to closc, the margin. Big
Pete Rone4 6-3 Laker center, the Oakland A's in the four
poured in 28 points to lead his years the team has been here.
Williams "will have 100 per
team, which hit only 38per
cent authority on the field,"
cent from afield.
The Rebels used their free said Finley. "It's his teamthrow advantage to gain the sink or swim."
win, hitting 15 of 20 attempts
to Calloway's 11 of 20.
Center Joe Reed added 10
points to the Rebel cause, and
Paul Rushing had 11 for Coach
Jerry Conley's Lakers.
The victory was South Marshall's second of the year over
Calloway County.
South Marshall
17 39 49 63
Calloway Count, • 11 29
41 Si
SOUTH MARSHALL (113) - Reed
10, Darnall S. Smith 14, Sleek 4. Cot&
ton 20. Lovett.
CALLOWAY COUNTY (Si) - Rush
Ms 11, Kittle S. Sears 11, Roney
28.
Chesnut* 3, Wyatt &

Alb

The new manager observed,
however, that he "can be fired"
if the players don't respond."
WWiams- was manger of the
pennant-winning Boston Red
Sox in 1967. They fired him
after the 1969 season. He
succeeds John McNamara as
Finley's aide.

TV!

Murray High Blasts
armington Tuesday
FARMINGTON, Ky.-Murray
dealt the Farmington Wildcats
a crushing 111-45 defeat here
Tuesday night. The setback was
the 16th of the season for the
Wildcats, who are still looking
for their first win.
Farmington led 19-17 at the
first stop, but Murray's zone
press forced the 'Cats into numerous mistakes in the second
period, and the Tigers took
command 39-28 at halftime.Murray increased Its lead In
the third stanza, altivaigh Coach
Bob loon substituted freely.
Five 'Tigers scored in double
figures, with Johnny Williams
leading the pack by 21 points.

Harold Arnett and Eddie Wright
each scored 13 points for the
Wildcats.
The victory was Murray's
eighth against five losses.
id-Urrai
17 311 Ti Ill
FarmInglon
19 28 33 43
MURRAY ill1) - Jones Is. Leash
ter 13. McCulaton 17, Alexander 11.
Weatherly S. Hale '7,
Cathay 3,
Wilhams 31. Brantley 4. Willis 4. roster, w. Cathay Z. Childress.
FARMINGTON (45a
Wright 1Z Styes 8.

Hunter 3. Smith 2

Arnett

13.

Bloodworth A

CAR
ALE, ILL.-Kathy Rowlett, third from left, of Murray, is a member of the intercolle
girl's basketball team of Southern Minois University, Carbondale. The team has 10
scheduled games with other universities.
Miss Rowlette is a sophomore majoring in physical education at SIU. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs.Tom W. Rowlett of P.O. Box 85.

NEW
YORK (UPI)-The
United Press International top
20 small college basketball
teams with first place votes
NBA Standings
and won-lost records in parenBy United Press International
theses. (Eighth week includes
Atlantic Division
games played through Jan. 24).
W. L.-Pd. 'CR
Team
Points
New York
36 17 .679 ...
1. Ky. St. (20) (14-1)
297
Philadelpli
33 M .600 4
2. Assumption (7) (12-0)
272
Boston
29 24 .547 7
3. S.W. La. (3) (12-2)
212
Buffalo
16 41 .281 22
By MILTON RICHMAN
4. Tennessee St. (11-2)
remarkably as general mana170 TWO MATCHES
Central Division
NEW'YORK (UPI)-Two
UPI Sports Writer
ger of the Chicago White Sox.
5. La. Tech (2) (12-3)
136
W. L. Pct. GB
6. La. St. (N.0.) (12-0)
131 world light heavyweight title
NEW YORK (UPI) -Young
31 20 .608 ...
Lane always would needle Baltimore
7. Ky. Wesleyan (12-3)
104 matches are scheduled for next fellows have to stick together Stengel and the Yankees but Cincinnati
21 29 .420 9/
1
2
8. S. F. Austin 112-4)
Murray State's Racers got when we might have folded under As a team the Raders are
95 month, with Bob Foster defend- so maybe it's only natural there never was any malice Atlanta
17 36 .321 15
averaging 83.1 points and 47.3
ing
his
crown
against
Hal Casey Stengel
9. Ashland (13-2)
in the Ohio Valley Con- the pressure."
back
83
Cleveland
47
.145
8
25
should get up on behind the jabs.
Jimmy Young's 20 points in the rebounds to their opponents' 72.0
10. Phila Tex. (11-2)
beating
Western
by
ference
race
70 "TNT" Carroll in Houston on his feet today, clear his throat,
Midwest Division
"They were up and we were
game brought his team leading points and 34.6 rebounds. They
11. Puget Sound (13-2)
58 Feb. 16 and Jimmy Dupree and put in a few words for a down so I used to needle them
W. L. Pct. GB Kentucky Saturday, but the
total to 265 and his average to 17.6 have hit, 50.1 from the floor and
meeting
Vincente
Rondon
in
12. Howard Payne (15-5)
conference
contender
of
perils
a
36
former rival -Frank Lane.
Milwaukee
41
9
...
.820
anytime I could merely to
Les Taylor is averaging 16.6, 63.8 from the free throw line.
13. Capital (11-2)
19 Caracas, Venezuela on Feb. 27 Stengel, who is 80, sees no excite greater interest,"
34 18 .654 8 are already haunting Racer
Lane Detroit
Hector Blondet 14.7, Ron Johnson The Racers will play only two
14. Oral Roberts (144)
Luther.
Cal
Coach
17 for the vacant World Boxing reason in the world why Lane, says. "Why pick on the have- Chicago
30 22 .577 12
15. Central (0.) St. (13-3)
The Racers, 13-2 overall and 4-1 8.8, Ron Williams 8.4, and BW games the next two weeks as
16 Association title.
just a growing boy of 74, should nots? If you had to pick on Phoenix
31 23 .574 12
16. Old Dominion (104)
in the OVC, will play Austin Peay Mancini 8.2. Taylor had 16 final exams are scheduled at the
15
have any trouble in his brand anybody I'd much sooner take
Pacific Division
rebounds, _twice as many as University this week and
17. Eau Claire (15-1)
13 REGAN SIGNS
new capacity as head man of on the best. That was why I
W. L. Pct. GB at Clarksville Saturday and
anyone else in the game, and registration for the second
CHICAGO (UPI)-Phil Re- the
18. Sam Hous St. (13-6)
11
Milwaukee Brewers. Stengel generally singled out Casey and Los Angeles
29 20 .592 ... Luther says his scouting reports leads
Murray in that department semester next week. Their next
19. Jackson St. (15-2)
10 gan, the hard-working relief believes he'll do a fine job.
San Francisco 27 26 .509 4 show the Governors to be the best
the Yankees."
with an average of 9.7. He also home game, also against Austin
20. Youngstown (11-3)
years.
in
team
Austin
Peay
10
9 pitcher of the Chicago Cubs,
24 28 .462 6Y2
Stengel doesn't hold those Seattle
leads Murray and the OVC in Peay, will be Feb. 6. They will
Others receiving five or more who made 54 appearances last "Always has before, hasn't past
24 30 .444 71e2 "Fred Overton (Murray's field
jibeslagainst Milwaukee's San Diego
he?"
goal shooting With a per- play Middle Tennessee there
.Casey
season
and
said
71
and
in
1969,
asked
has
at
points: Evansville, North Dakoscouted
coach)
Assistant
has
Portland
17
36
.32114
new
boss.
centage of 54.9. Young has hit 53 Feb.8, Morehead at Murray Feb.
ta State, Springfield, Stetson, singed his 1971 baseball con- the same time.
times
them
he
couple
of
and
a
Tuesday's Results
"He and I never ran around
"If he'd been in Europe
tract.
Wooster.
says they have the best,team and percent of his shots from the 13, and Eastern Kentucky at
New York 197 Milwaukee 98
Murray Feb. 15.
somewhere or if he was in the together but he's always been a
best material he's seen there. floor.
the
Baltimore
103
San
98
Fran.
success
in baseball," says
war in Vietnam it'd be a
Kinmari
(the
Greg
He
rates
also
Philadelphia
129
Atlanta
IV
different story, but he hasn't Casey. "He's been with two
Gov's 6-9 center) second only to
Phoenix 114 Buffalo 82
been laying idle. He's been very successful clubs and right
Western's Jim McDaniels among
Angeles
los
Chicago
136
111
now
he's
coming
over from a
scouting
and
working
for
the league's big men."
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore. He's been watching world championship club and
Although Murray has tied
Milwaukee at Boston
all the clubs in the American you got to remember he was in
Western for the conference lead,
Cincinnati
Baltimore
at
Mesico
looking
over
players
League, the Natival League,
Luther says the Hilltoppers still
Francisco at Detroit
the American Association and also so why would you ever be'San
have the commanding position
,
Atia_limeo
ta
fasiompo
New Yor.itatatsan
concerned
by
what
y
happened
the
Mankato
Ceest
Lenges.He
had 15.
By Unitsid Press Internadonat and Jimmy Jones combined for
By GARY KALE
since they're the only team that
still thinks he knows where the before?
hasn't lost at home. "WaverIn other NBA action, PhiWettlend at Cleveland - :-.-•
Swede Writer
The Indiana Pacers have the 54 points at Memphis. The Pros
His Club is Best
players are, how many are
theless,- Luther said, -Our Earlier this month Milwaukee Thdelphia downed Atlanta, 131.4
Utah Stars as company atop held comfortable leads during
"He always thinks his club is
good, how many aren't, and
beating them should make the defeated New York for the only 122, Baltimore topped Sang
ABA Standings
the American Basketball Asso- most of the game but needed
the best," Stengel adds. ''Half
how many never will be."
ciation's Western Divisiirn today five quick points by Steve Jones
the time he thinks he's right By United Press International league race a lot more in- time this season while the Francisco, 103-98, Phoenix beat
teresting.•'
Knicks team captain Willis Buffalo, 114-82, and Los Angeles
No Problem
East
and the Memphis Pros may in the closing minutes after the
and half the time he isn't. You
Luther called the win over Reed was suffering from one of routed ,Chicago, 136-111.
Then Lane shouldn't have an gotta remember he made some
W. L. Pct. GB
soon make it a crowd.
Pacers cut their deficit to 95-94.
Hal Greer scored 36 points as
34 17 .667 ... Western -a great team effort and his numerous ailments. Reed
Mel Daniels had 23 points for problem, regardless of his age very good trades for Chicago. Virginia
The Stars tied the Pacers for Indiana.
was the question asked of He got that pitcher (Billy) Kentucky
30 23 .566 5 certainly our most importnat win made up for that painful Philadelphia erased an 11-point
first place in the West when The Pacers and Stars each Stengel, who the Yankees once Pierce
of the season We got some great engagement Tuesday night third-period deficit to beat the
22 27 .449 11
for them and also New York
Pittsburgh
beat
the
they
23 31 .426 121/2 clutch play in the final minutes when he led New York to a 107- Hawks. Jim Washington led the
have 32-18 records while the let go at 70 because they felt he (Nellie) Fox. He knows what Pittsburgh
Condors, 145-177, Tuesday night Pros have a 31-23 mark.
was too old.
98 victory over the Bucks with third-quarter surge with 17 of
22 31 415 13
he's doing and I think he'll Carolina
his 26 points. Atlanta, paced by
and the Pros moved to within Rookie Dan Issel scored 39
a
35-point scoring spree.
Floridians
21
33
.389
t4,
02
"He's gonna be general come out all right in Milwaukee
three games of the two leaders points and had 13 rebounds as
Pete Maravich's 34 points and
West
or
wherever
he
goes
"
manager,
right?"
College
Basketball
Stengel
said.
Results
What's more, Reed held Lew Lou Hudson's 31. closed to
by downing Indiana, 106-102.
1111, L. Pct. GB
the Kentucky Colonels rallied 'He just sits and knows the
Lane, sort of a superscout for
Dvdsn 56 St. Jno (NY) 54
Alcindor, who tallied 29 points
George Stone scored seve for a 125-122 trismph over
)within 123-120 with 52 seconds
Indiana
.640
18
the rules. He's had the experience. the Orioles, already. is , busy
MU
SMU 85
scoreless in the last 6:22 of
left, but Greer's two foul shots
points during a key 14-poin Texas Chaps. The Chaps held a
32 18 .640
How many times has he been building up the Brewers He'll Utah
Detroit
Cleve.
85
St.
70
game, just when Milwauk
put the game out of reach.
second-period burst and Zelm 114-99 lead in the fourth
31 23 .574 3
period geheral manager before, three do it, too, even if he does Memphis
Villanova 72 Seton Hall 52
needed Big Lew's scoring
Jack Marin's three-point play
Beaty scored a game-high
19 31 .380 13
but Darel Carrier scored 12 of or 'four? 4four ). So you can't experience a pang now and Denver
Phila. Tex. 82 Kings Coll 67
punch. Oscar Robertson picked with 8:50 left put Baltimore in
points for the Stars in the' his 26 points in that period
Texas
18
32
14
.360
to say he don't know the job, can then over leaving Baltimore,
Assumption 114 Colby 75
up the slack with six points in a front for good and the Bullets
game at Pittsburgh. The 14 lead the comeback. Joe HamilTuesday's Results
you? He's been scouting Jost he especially on those hot summer
Hofstra 60 Boston U. 59
10-point Buck outburst that went on to beat San Francisco,
point drive carried the Star ton had 27 points and Wayne
Floridians
121
New
York
97
nights
when
his
Milwaukee
knows the player situation. Am>
Allegheny 79 Thiel 57
whittled a fourth-qualier 13- stretching their Central DiviInto a 55-51 lead and they add
Hightower 25 for the Chaps.
man who does that has more pitchers may be having a spot Kentucky 125 Texas 122
Notre Dame 104 Mich.St. 80
point Knick lead to one at 95-94. sion lead over Cincinnati to 9"2
an eight-point burst for a 6
Utah
Pittsburgh
145
127
Larry Jones scored 25 points knowledge about the players of trouble
Ind. Cen. 90 Hanover 78
games. Mann scored 21 points
halftime lead. The Stars neve and Mack Calvin
22, offsetting than the managers have. The
"It was an honor to have Memphis 108 Indiana 102
Mo.Harvey 105 Salem 73
But Reed's final field goal for the Bullets, who received a
trailed again.
Wesnesday's Games
a 30-point effort by Rick Barry managers never get to scout been a part, even a small part,
two key baskets by Dic 26-point
Bluefld St. 72 Bckly 59
Beaty led in rebounds with 1 and carrying the Floridians
game
from
Earl
to a
of the highly efficient Baltimore New York at Indiana
Barnett and Jive points by B' Monroe. Nate Thurmond led the
Ohio U. 92 Cincinnati, 83
isildition tti
;111-_-.poin 121-97 win over the New
Floridians
vs. Virginia
York
organization,"
says.
Lane
Stengel
.'Noand
Bradley
Marquette
Lane
106 No. Ill. 81
in the,-last 52 secon
were rivals
Warriors with 23 points.
while George Thompson had
at Hampton Texas A&141 74 Rice 73
Nets in the only other ABA in the 50's when Stengel was body in the world could've
gave New York its third victo
points for the -Condors.
The Suns placed six players
game. The Floridians, who led having his remarkable run as possibly treated me dny better Denver at Utah
over the Bucks this season.
Ark. St 59 Trinity 51
in double figures in turning
The Pros scored their fif all the' way, had a
63-44 manager of the Yankees and than Jerry Hoffberger, Frank (Only games scheduled
Alcindor
credited
the Knicks' back Buffalo. Dick Van Arsdale
straight victory as Steve Jone advantage at halftime.
Lane was performing almost as Cashen and Harry Dalton did. I
defense, tops in the league, paced the Phoenix
attack with
just hope they miss me one half
with
stopping
the
Bucks' 23 Points and Paul Silas
as much as I'll miss them "
offense, also tops in the league. grabbed 19 rebounds.
Paul Long
"They pressed so hard and scored 19 points for Buffalo.
caused so many turnovers we Jerry West, although
NEW CONTRACTS
hamjust couldn't get back ' pered by a sore
SAN DIEGO (UPI Starting
toe, scored 33
Alcindor
said.
pitcher Clay Kirby and utilitypoints in pacing the Lakers to
Frazier scored 22 points for their fourth victory
man Ron Slocum signed their
in a row.
NEW YORK (UPI)-If you he was flabbergasted when he
New York and Bill Bradley and West played only 33
192i ,contracts Tuesday with the were surprised that Chuck learned he was the winner.
minutes
Dave DeBusschere each netted and sat out
the last quarter as
San Diego padres of the Howley won the automobile as
Howley was the first member 18. Robertson
scored 20 for the Lakers' subs protected a 25National League.
the Most Valuable Player in the of a losing team to win the
Milwaukee and Jon McGlocklin, point lead. Chet
Walker paced
Super Bowl, you're not alone. award since an auto was first
the Bucks' other starting guard, the Bulls with 21
points.
Chuck Howley was, too
presented to the MVP of the
Biggest pennant margin
The Dallas Cowboys' line- NFL championship game startRepresentatives from close to traded away Bill
By JOE CARNICELLi
Kilmer, last
PITTSBURG (UPI) 'the backer
received
the
auto ing in 1958 and,Then the Super
20 pro teams have been on the year's quarterback, to
UPI -Sports Writer
Washing- biggest pennant -margin rVer • presented
by Sport Magazine to Bowl five years ago.
NEW YORK (UPI) -Time is Patriots doorstep ever since the ton Saturday and probably will was 27)4
hits-'
the
games I)),
the Super BoWl MVP at a
The Cowboys were beaten, 16running out on the Boston season ended. At least eight hand the first-string quarter- burgh Pirates in
1902.
luncheon Tuesday and admitted 13, on Jan. 17 by the Baltimore
teams are in dire need of a back slot to whichever
Patriots.
signal
Colts on Jim O'Brien's field
The PatriOts, who finished quarterback and Plunkett, who caller they choose on the first
'A DESPERATELY FUNNY FILM IT SUCCEEDS, CARt REINER IS
goal with five seconds remainwith the worst record in the set NCAA career and single round.
ABSOLUTELY AT HIS BEST WITH SUCH MAGICAL ABSURDITIES,'
ing.
National Football League last season passing records, seems
Other selections in the first
,at Ti,. New Yvk
"I was really surprised," said
season and thus earned the No. to fit the bill perfectly.
round in order are:
Howley, "I didn't think a
1 choice in the college draft, The Baltimore Colts, the
Houston, Buffalo, Philadelchampions
two
have
who
member of the losing teamaren't sure what to do with it. world
Here
phia, the New York Jets,
the 1970 and career passing records of the'
especially a member of the
The draft opens Thursday at first-round choices, are one of Atlanta,
expected
five
too
first
draft:
in
the
quartitliadts
Pittsburgh,
Denver,
defensive team-would get the
10 a.m. EST at New York's the leading eim_didatpo_ for ashington,
Chicago, Green
award *T'
in the shower
Belmont Plaza Hotel and the Boston's choice. The Colts
Bay, San Diego, Cleveland,
'A FREE
when they came in to notify
Att. Corn. Yds. TDs lat.
Boston front office must decide supposedly have.offtred a wide Cincinnati,
Kansas
City,
St.
me. It was a grelit honor and
Plunkett
WHEELING
358 191 2,715 18 111whether to exercise the choice receiver and a linebacker, two
Louis,
the
New
York Giants,
Pastorinl
136 80 1,015 11 7
it's almost beyond my compreSATIRE
and take Stanford's Jim Plun- of the Patriots' critiCal needs, Oakland, Los
Angeles, Detroit,
Manning
233 121 1,481 14 14
A PORTNOYIAN
hension to receive the award."
kett,. the Heisman Trophy plus one of their first-round Baltimore
(from Miami), San
Dickey
364 180 2,163 7 .711When asked whom he would
FANTASY
winning quarterback, or trade picks.
Tancisco,
Minnesota,
Hart .............;....
Dallas
306 160 2,236 7 12
San Francisco, where Califorhave voted for, Howley' hesitatestablished
ABOUT MOMMA,'
rights for
the
nd to Colts' own choice.
nian Plunkett's rooting interests
ed and then smiled, "I'm
tioI Neirritek
veterans.
Career
prejudiced "
any lie, is another club seeking the
made
haven't
"We
A timeNlimit of la .,,minutes
Att. Corn. Yds. Mint.4
John
heir
Stanford
star
an
to
as
Patriots'
a
decision yet," said
per 'ghoice is hv,effec( for the
Plunkett
962 530 7,544 52 47 I
spokesman Tuesday. "We're Brodie.
first two rounds"-artelja fiveSlugging percentage
Pastorini
540 283 3,820 35 31
New Orleans has second minute deadline is set-on the
still thinking it over. We rriay
Manning
76' 402 4,753 31 40
(Alt
\(.1
I
(I
PI)
To (Ivdraft and remaining 15 rounds A total of
in the
Dickey
still trade the choice If that choice
944 501 6,208 29 h3
'termini. a_batter.:Auggnig.
• 877 487 6,116 23 32
happens. it could be anytime up presumably will take Mississip- 442 players will be drafted 'fh - Hart
cent*
tura I at hat.
•
pi's Archie Manning. Th...e _saints__ the two-day session.
to Thursday morning "
F AtIMIIIIIMAMINIMNIMOMPahahtw -40irvaiszz4
totatka-c,

Standings

Racers To Travel To
Austin Peay Saturday

Sportsst ra

Reed Leads New York
To Win Over Milwaukee

Stars Tie Pacers For
First Place With Win

9,1

Howley Surprised at
Being Named Super MVP

Patriots Aren't Sure
What To_ Do With Top
Pick In NFL Draft

The Big Five
are

1970 Record-

as

Record

0

•

•••

-

-
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Mrs. Bunn Swann Is
Hostess For Faith
Mr. and Mrs. David Adams of
104 South 4th Street, Murray, are Doran Circle Meet
the parents of a baby boy,

E'RAY, KENTUCKY

eA(
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Adams-Lowe Engagement

"Need To Make Education, Relevant" Is!
Discussed By Dr. Sparks At Meeting

0

Dr. Harry M. Sparks, presiden and the resort at violence
.!
of Murray State University, was many of our campuses today.
the guest speaker at the meeting Dr Sparks said he detects -,
of the Home Department of the change and predicts a new trend
Murray Woman's Club held on in education, that is, we will
Thursday, January 21, at two involve the student r-liore in
o'clock in the aftern000 at the relatistic decision diaking on the
level at which a student may
club house.
The Need To Make Education choose wisely. By so doing, we
Relevant" was the subject of his will avoid placing the student in
talk. He said "our youth today situations where failure will
are better informed than the being him disaster.
youth
of . any
preceding In closing the speaker said "tie
generation. They are better home and schools are responsilne
taught and have had better for the failure to help students In
schools than any adults have ever the development of judgment
had; however they have had capability. It is my hope atid
limited experience in solving the belief that both the home and tie
problems of real life and school will meet this need and
therefore have less capability that our future generations will
than previous generations in be able to cope more effectively
with life's situations, and will
making wise judgements."
Dr'. Sparks said "we in experience more happiness ar,i
education have oversold the fruitfulness in living." concept that education is in- Mrs. Albert Crider, departformation. Our evaluation ment chairman, presided at the
system is keyed to what one meeting and the devotion vies
knows and rarely examines one's given by Mrs. David Henry.
capability to select information During the social hour refreshand apply It to real life ments were served by the
hostesses who were Me
- —
The speaker said "if weiare to Quinton Gibson, F. R. Ha
make education relevant, the Fleetwood Crouch, J. T. Samhome and the school must involve mons, Max Hurt, and 'teratik
the Student more in the learning
process. We must not demand
that they make judgements that
are beyoung their capability, but
provide real live situations where
students have a chance to sucJames Barry Harrison • of
ceed in judgement situations as Hardin Route One has
been
well as to fail and experience dismissed from the Western
frustration and disappointmenC!
ptist Hospital, Paducah,
The MSU president said "our
laboratories in our schools, the
Gann L. Scott of Murray Route
problem approach to learning,
Six has been a patient at LourSles
and the new progress in
Hospital, Paducah.
cooperative education help to
provide such experience. A
Use fish and shellfish •o,
student with limited experience
soon as you_ean. Pretend*,
ho faces a judgment situatiop do not buy it *Cos you pfan
e cannot solve tends to "cosi- to use it the Mime
ut" or to react violently. This thoiih'it
-safe ticitearg-IVr.
Ips to explain the use of drugs a short time 'whenyOu 'Cot.

Mrs. Bun Swann opened her
lovely home on Poplar Street for
the meeting of the Faith Doran
Circle of the Women's Society of
Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church held on
The United Daughters of the
Tuesday, January 19, at two
Confederacy met in special
o'clock in the afternoon.
session at the Holiday Inn
The guest speaker was Mrs.
Wednesday, January 20, for a
Cletus Fain who gave an inluncheon program honoring the
Wednesday, January 27
spiring program on "Epiphany of
birthdays of three famous
The Goshen United Methodist
Our Seasons As Appearing in
Confederates - General Robert E.
Church
WSCS will observe the
Revelations" which begins in
Lee, General Stonewall Jackson,
January and continues until Lent. call to prayer and self-denial with and
Admiral Matthew Fontaine
She gave a fictional story about a joint service at seven p.m. at Maury who
commanded the
the
church.
Visitors are welcome. Confederate
three wise wives written by
Navy.
Murell Brown.
The table for the luncheon was
Mrs. J. T. Sammons gave the
Bridge will be played by the decorated with red
and white
devotion
X baby boy, James Payne, Jr.,
reading from Matthew women of the Oaks Country Club
carnations and small American
was born to Mr. and Mrs. James 25:13-17 and assisted Mrs. Swann at 9:30 a.m. For reservations call
flags implanted in red gumdrops
Payne of ltansh Street, Murray, in conducting a memorial service 753-26M.
served as favors for the guests.
on Thursday, January 21, at 3:42 for four circle members who
At the conclusion of the lunp.m. at the Murrey-Calloway have passed away in the past
Thursday, January 28
cheon the president, Mrs.
County Hospital. The, baby year. They were Mrs. Essie
The Magazine Club will meet at Leonard Vaughn, opened
the
weighed eight pounds 'three Brown, Mrs. L. R. Putnam, Mrs. the Murray Woman's Club House
meeting with salutes to the
ounces.
• Autry Farmer, and Mrs. W. H. at two p.m. with Mrs. Leland American and Confederate
flags
They have another son, Walter,
. Mrs. Swarm closed with Owen as hostess.
and called on the chaplain, Miss
age seven. The father is em- the Nem,"They Are Not Dead".
Cappie Beale,to offer the opening
ployed at the Murray Division et The chairman, Mrs. F. E. The Zeta
Department of the prayer. Mimegraphed copies of
the Tappan Company..
Crawford, presided, and the slate Murray Woman's Club
will meet announcements and information
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. of new officers fur the year was at theclub houseat
7:30p.m. with from state and national
Evie Walls and Mrs. Marion presented and elected pis follows Willard Alls
as speaker. headquarters were distributed to
Greer, all of Murray.
Mrs. Leornard
Voughn, Hostesses will be Mesdames each member and
a motion to
chairman; Mrs. Andrew Rhos, Maurice Ryan, Charles
Shuffett, dispense with all other business
Miss Fleda Kay Adams
Amber Dawn is the name vice;chairman; Mrs. Vernon Vernon Stubblefield,
Jr., A. H. was made and passed.
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Gary Roberts, spiritual life; Mrs. iltsworth, and
Voris Wells.
Mrs. Vaughn introduced the
Mr. and Mrs. William Adams of Hazel Route Two announce the
Siegmund, 503 North 6th Street, Isaac Clanton, treasurer; Mrs.
speaker, Dr. Raymond Carter, engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Fleda
Murray, for their baby girl, Jack Wilcox, flowers and cards; The Baptist
Young Women of Professor of Education at Kay, to George Waymond Lowe, son of Mr. and Mrs. Laudell
weighing seven pounds seven Mrs. J. T. Sammons and Miss the Elm Grove'
Church will s.
Lowe of Route One, Buchanan, Tennessee.
urray State University, who
ounces, born on Sunday. January Meadow Huie, co-secretaries.
at the church at seven p.m.
Living grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Adams and Mrs.
gave a most informative and
24, at 4.20 a.m. at the MurrayReports were given by Mrs.
delightful review of the lives and Mary Hawthorne, all of Hazel Route Two, and Mrs. Floyd Smith
Calloway County Hospital.
Clanton, finance, and Mrs. Murray Sub District
Methodist exploits of the three illustrious of Kenton, Tennessee.
The new father is a student at Dwight Crisp from the general
Youth Fellowship will meet at the Confederate officers honored on
Miss Adams is a senior at Murray State University majoring in
litirray State University.
society meeting. Mrs. 0. C. Martin's
Chapel
library science and English. Mr. Lowe is employed by Buck's
United this,day.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Wrather led the closing prayer. Methodist
Church at seven p.m.
The speaker paid homage to Body Shop, Murray.
C. F. Siegmund of Oak Hurst, N. Lovely refreshments were
Wedding plans are incomplete.
Robert E._ Lee and Stonewall
J., and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse served by the hostesses. Mrs_
Thursday, January 28
Jackson briefly, and then cenVinson of Cadiz. Great grand- Swarm and Mrs. Wrather, to the The Band Boosters of Calloway
tered his talk on the little-known
coils or break them.
parents are Mrs. C. T. Vinson of thirteen members and one
HOUSEHOLD
ty High School will meet in and obscure Admiral Maury. The
** *
Cadiz, Mrs. Alice Siegmund of visitor.
the band room at seven p.m.
If storage is necessary, rememthorough research the Dr. Carter
Oak Hurst, N. J., and Mr. and
HINTS
ber that the lower the ternhad done on this brilliant and
Mrs. Ernest Owsley of Bandana.
ess iireoffee inay-bey perat use _the slower the deFriday, January 29
illusive seaman revealed him to
,by allowing coffee to terioration.
This is the last day for persons be a most fascinating and in- causecl
to register to vote in the special triguing character in onfederate stand iirsthe percolator, using
school tax election to be held in history. The witticisms and stale,eoffee, r Bowing coffer
Calloway County on February 9. cleverness of the speaker in his to percolate.took.
All persons who will be 18 by chatty style kept the group in a
. _
Mrs. Durwood Beatty opened February 9 are eligible to vote, state of hilärit
Irona- will. immetimes
The Magazine Club will meet in her home
Mrs. John Liviviay and Mist to clothing. This is particularly
on College Terrace Persons may register at the
the Club House Thursday at two Drive
for the meeting of the office of County Court Clerk Maude Nance, descendants of the true'if too much starch ha,
p.m. with Mrs. Leland Owen as Dorothy
Group of the Woman's Marvin Harris before six p.m. family of Nathan B. Forrest, been used. A small amount
hostess. Election of officers will Missionary
were welcomed into the cha
infisalt ill the starch will help
Society of the First today. a •
be held.
.
*view Members, sod Mee, J
taaVoit44114 igto
Baptist Church held fuesday, • - - 'Sunday,
'January 31
The Iron may ,.tieb-10 rayon
Sammons, a
prospecti
anuary 19, at ten o'clock in the
Teens
Care
Who
will
sponsor
a
In the last meeting J. C. Winter •rung.
or synthetue fabrics because
member, was a special guest
party
for
12
the
and
14
year
old
of the Music Department of
the iron is too hot.
Ray Gillespie, a student at children of Outwood Hospital, the chapter.
**
.
Murray State University en- Murray State
University and ar Dawson Springs. For informanon
tertained with recordings of active member
of the Baptist call the sponsors, Dan Shiple or
Ne‘er put pins through a
music and comments under the Student Union,
was the guest Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wagar, or
heating pad or blanket.
title "Communication Through speaker. He showed
can short circuit the heating
slides and the officers, Chuck Hussung,
Music." He made his own discussed his
work as a summer Dean Willis, Gail Lyons or Karen
recording, using a variety of missionary
REG 1999, 2199, 22.99
in New Mexico.
Russell.
types of music and instruments, The speaker was
introduced by
including the popular T.V. Mrs. Neil
Brown, program
Mr. and Mr,,Jesse Wells The Women's Society of
,
dramas and closed with the leader.
Lassiter
of 506 Vine Street will be Christian Service of the Russell's
easily recognized theme music . Mrs. H.
FAST
L. Oakley, chairman, honored with an open house at Chapel United Methodist Church
WASH 'N DRY,A WINK
for "Johnny Carson" and As presided and
Mrs. Lloyd Jacks, their home from two to four p.m. met on Tuesday, January 19, at
The World Turns." He was in- secretary, read the
one-thirty
o'clock
in
the
afminutes and in celebration of their 50th
troduced by program leader, correspondence.
2399, 24.99, 26 99
Announcement wedding anniversary. All friends ternoon at the church.
Mrs. Harry Sparks.
Rev. Roger Joseph, pastor pf
was made of Focus Week ac- and relatives are invited.
Mrs. W. Z. Carter presided as tivities and of
the church, was the speaker 'for
the mission study
REG. 1199
%airman. Mrs. Tax Hopson was to be heed
the meeting. He closed with a
March 3.
sostess for Mrs. J. A. Outland
prayer.
Refreshments were served by
+rho was absent.
During the businesssession the
Mrs. Beatty. Also present were
These easy-care maminutes and treasurer's report
Mesdames James Carlin, Robert
chine washable pont
New members introduced were Fox, James Martin, Homer
were given. Officeis Said the aim
dresses look great, and
Mesdames Hess Crossland, J. C. Miller, Hugh Hoffsinger, Castle
of the society/is to better the
stay that may all day!
Winter, Raymond F. Dixon, and Parker,Eugene Tarry,and Jerry
2 piece polyester short
church on repairs', etc., and also
& long sleese styles,
Miss Roberta Whitah.
Mrs. Danny Phillips was to promote friendship and
Upton.
Pre-mixed, ready to use. No
modified bell slacks
hostess for the meeting of the prayer.
pre-shampooing necessary; no
. . in a carrousel
after-odor.
Creme lotion condiSunnyside Homemakers Club Two new members of the WSCS
of colors Petite 3
tions
as
it
waves.
Takes
less
thru 11, Jr 7 thru
held on Thursday, January 14, at are Mrs. Toni Hopson and Mrs.
time for a beautiful, long15, Mossy 12 thru
eleven o'clock in the morning. Suean Adams. Other members
lasting wave. Choice of Reg20, Women 14'2
ular, Gentle,
Mrs. Phillips presided at the present were Mrs. Millie Hopson,
thru 24'
Super,
Silver
Or
meeting.
Mrs. Marie Marvin, Mrs. Shirley
Little Girls'.
Guest speakers were Terry Garland. Mrs. Lori Wilkinson,
Mullins and Donald Ray Thorn of and Mrs. Daisy Wickoff. Mrs.
the Calloway County Rescue Pattye Overcast was a visitor.
WRINKLE FREE.
Squad who explained the need Refreshments were served by
No matter -what the
weather, keep dry irs—
and support the club could give to Mrs. Wickoff and Mrs. Garland.
t
hese beoutifutfy
help keep the fire truck in ser- The next meeting will' be held Da14.eitubblitfiefd
fashioned wash 'n
at the home of Mrs. Toni Hopson
vice.
wear raincoats! Your .
The main lesson on "Basic on Tuesday, February 16, at 1:30
choice of newest
Resell Drugs for
Fashion
calor sFurniture" was presented by p.m.
,
stylas.
Mrs. Danny Phillips and Mrs.
Eosy core nylon streittt, polyester,
for you.
•
Mickey Cherry.
& Banton tops . .
short sleeve
styles with mock turtle & lewd
Mrs. Max Dowdy gave the
necklines
Perfect
.
matchmates
devotion reading from Matthew
for any outfit! S-M L XL & 34
7:7-12 and tne thought, "Abram
thru 40 Reaularh;- 53 99
went out bylffaith not knowing
whither he went—". Mrs. Cherry
called the roll with members
N
answering with traits they can
AN
acquire throughout the new year
EASY-CARE
OUTRAGEOUS
to make themselves a better
COMEDY
friend to those around them.
RIDICULOUSLY
The landscape notes on
.'EASILY THE
FUNNY'
'Budgeting For Outside ImFUNNIEST AND
end
provement" were given by Mrs.
. MOST INVENTIVE
REG S799
Ike Dilly
Danny Phillips....
—
_
BITS OF
Non
During the business ma'am
THItlf
SLAPSTICK
Mrs. Donald Ray Thom was
- EVER TO BE
—
elected as president of the club
SHOWN ON•
for the year. The club voted to
THE SCREEN'
have a woodcraft lesson at the
mid At Weise pip
One piece short &
next meeting.
long sleeve shifts,
Toss them in the washer
pop
Two new members were Mrs.
sheaths, & A
fhb's 'in the dryer' These wide leg
Ruth Futrell and Mrs. Nancy
lines
polyester pants are ready to weer'
oh l ma
chine washable'
Permanent stitch create in nosy,
Clark. Mrs. Grade Holland was
Petty trims &
& block, saes 8 thru
another member present. Two
18
colors to choose
guests were Mrs. Keys Mcfrom Petite 3
thru 11, Junior
Cuiston and Mrs. Oumes-Deurin.
5 thru 15
Mrs. Mickey Cherry will be
CAROlINE AND-JACKIE—Carrying a clear plastic minitoboggan and looking quite gt•own up at 13. Caroline- hostess for the February 11th
Keneedy. .uid her mother. Jackie Onassis. wark aloini.
meeting at eleven am A potluck \
fisstielth in .New 'York's ssuiwy Central p.ii k •
luncheon will be served
Richard Thomas, weighing seven
pounds twelve ounces, born on
Thursday, January 21, at five
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son, Robert,
age two. The father is a member
A the faculty of the school of
business at Murray State
University.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs..
Leroy Adams of Greenwood,
Ind., Mrs. Delta Green of
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Jean
Green of Murray. Mrs. Pearl
Green of Murray is a great
grandmother.

J. C. Winter Gives
Program At Meet

United Daughters Of Confederacy Hold
Lee-Jackson-Maury Luncheon Wednesday

Ray Gillaspie Is
Speaker At Meet
Of Dorothy Group

Lib
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Yelli
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PANT DRESSES

RAINCOATS

qkx,_,/oFAST

PERMANENTS

TOPS
$7

DRESSES (64C

_- SLACKS

- 12.-99

With

NI16.
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Open from 8 a.m. till 12 p.m.
7 Days A Week for Your
Shopping Convenience.
We

-

Stamps...
Double Tues. and Wed.
.
0

Southside Shopping Center

cR i ck E Rs
B A By FOOD

Lara Lynn

Grade A

.

Med.

, .
,,,
doz. 39

EGGS

.

OLEO

_

Chum

Harrison - of
One has been
the Western
Paducah.

—

.

SALMON

R i NGE ju c

shellfish -0,
• Preferaliin
!less you plan
ame day, 11
.'toticeer-ibr
en you 'ffEwnt.

FRUIT PIES
FRUIT COCKTAIL
BISCUITS Plantation
ICE
CREAM PIES Kitchen Treat
MIRACLE WHIP
CAKE MIX

Kitchen Treat
Del Monte

Turners

MILK

Martha White

rs

38
138

TIDE

Gt. Size

TREET

12-oz. can

59c

DOG FOOD

.what the
cep dry in-beaurifutly
wash 'n
nits! Your

newest
is

25-lb. bag 159

$1

,

8-oz. can

li Gal. .

434

_
4/$1 . Qt. 49' i
3 9.

Blue Seal

1.44.4

FLOUR
10-lb

bag

99',

E.
P

e

-

r

HUCK

14 Sli ce d

S .Florida

can
,

Smoked

PICNICS lb. 4 3c
Sked

PORK STEAK
lb

49'

39t

Boston Butt

, .- ..

Tender Smoked

113.55t

Shink Por. 43e1b.

lb.

Cuts

Oven Ready

lb

391 Ham Slices
h

'

lb.

99c

.49c

.

.,k1T '

KLEENEX

Every Day
Low Price
GODCHAUX

,.

ORANGES 125
"
size 3/$1
.YELLOW 3-lbs for 25t
ONIONS
CABBAGE Fresh Green - lb. 74
Red or Yeliow
4-1b. bag 49c
APPLES
Cello
9 1-101W
's k. CARROTS
& bags 1-j

tall

lb.

ROAST _

(4,111 IPIROMV

Evaporated

PORK LOIN
55'

lb. $1°9
THICK SLICED BACON
0`.6. INSP.
HAMS
ib.49t
WHOLE. _ -- CHICKEN BREAST
,
PORK CHOPS Filst
39t.
BAKING HENS
b.45
,
lb.
12oz. pkg.
39'
,„. WIENERS Johnson Skinless
1 Center Cut

200 ct. 3/$100
• boxes

Martha -White

PANCAKE MIX

lb. 29c
box

"
Del Monte

,r--•",r,
--",..- —
SAVE 1 Ge
:.1 with this
. coupon
when vou buy a
, i it). can of
t '' MAXWELL HOUSE

CATSUP

SUGIR

96t
LI
RK
EY
S
17

ANON MD
t. LIBERTY COUPON I.FREN
CH
FRIES
2balb,.
35' SAVE 30c
SAVE 104 i:
:
wah th,syou coupon
.. when
cbuuran
'=.' ORANGE JUICE 6 6-cans°'.95' wwihthenthyoisu
buy
of
jar
4-oz.
!. 3 Bars Bath Size
r
_ Instant
MEAT DINNERS Kitchenl
i Woodbury
Treat "F1
Sanka
Soap
PET RITZ2 35C
Pnce'1.07 :
leg.
PEE SHELLS
I, Reg. Pre 3/39'
With Coupon79` 1
With coupon3/29g.
1.2i,cLatr..2t2.L • STRAWBERRIEST.,"3/$1. •,void after Feb 2
.
L LIBERTY COUPON-

PORK CUTLETS
lb. 694

U.S. PRIME

By the Piece

Freih

. CR SCO
..
LK
can

BEEF LIVER
lb. 49t

24t
Pork Liver
79$ .3 CON

Boxes
for

3-1b.

Sliced

49t
9,PORK Ro ,s
•

4 Nco.an3s03
49

EVERY DAY
LOW PRICE

a a lb.

-

Captain Joe

29'-

.
Armour's

MO
•

.

. --s

BOLOGNA

oz. can

69$

Leader

lorç

EA

,.

Sliced

Liberty

COFFEE

.99

U.S. Prime
SIRLOIN

ROLLS ,.±
tb. 39c
4pkgs.sP
.
Blue Seal
FISH STICKS • First Cut
MEAL'
---8-oz. pkg. 39$
5-1b. bag 49$
Kitchen Treat
Festivat
.
MEAT
PIES
'
ICE CREAM /12 gat59'
5 8 oz. pies 896

t
CRT

.

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

B
u
R
G
E
R
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r
o
e
u
r
n
a
d
,
f
i
r
m
e
s
e
b
s
A
19
39
.
0a
9t. STEAK .

BREAD'
A 2Doz.
-* loaves
•

69'

tall can

Murray Route
ient at Lourdes
•

Plus Bot
• or Dep.

-

Murray, Kentucky

Liberty

,,

Only U.S. PRIME

: ---,
„....
•

„-

Gerber's Stra,!ne4d oz. jar

COCA- ...,
COLAS .

....

•Ib. 5 .
LARD 4 can.

tazt,\

lb.

6-Bottle Carton

Yellow Solid

Reelfoot

kW!N K

,
•

..,

4-

— We Give Treasure Chest

Liberty

At LIBERTY We Offer

2

14-oz

45$

bot.

0 b-%

Pride of HL

CORN

.: •

No. 303 A 7c

9
"

cans at i

..
Young Toms

33

All Sizes

t
lb.

ALLEN'S MIX
CANN
ED FOODS"
. „ , „ .,.
or MATCH
=.i,
TURNIP GREENS n
.t. 50
.1,

HOMINY
PORK. & BEANS U
r tt.[C.:111A PERK.
GREEN .P,EAS
H cOFFEE
PINTO BEANS
:Wietgh forutrpeo n879.
GRN. BEANS
Void after Feb 19
- NAVY BEANS

'

TREASURE
CHEST- STP1141ii

,vii,;, thi, coupon

l'and

S3 -GO or more

Pfir'

ose from --r•:,

Drug Rack

i

Vord afte,r Fell. 2—'4
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Sports DickEddit's
Van Dyke
wthrSP•Ciil
Sports CBS News
News; WIN,.;Shiloh
,g
;00 Mon
Fatherfirsou
O 0
Room
ScaLoy* Smith an
NewsWith
mi :a sa. Frans Walk CBSRome
Family
:31 Mon Frills Shiloh To
I
From

Flye-0
Movie
Newell Five-0
Nahires
wtnr.;
sparis
meses;
W
thr.r Sparta !Am";
war.;
Dick Cavatt
Mery Griffin
Tonight
Spans:7

4.4•waii
1401Alams-M0100 se.
Balance
:311

By WALTER LOGAN
an imported
NEW YORK (UPD-Manu- beach or in town,
with an eyelet
lecturers have been pushing Italian fabricItalian
jackets in a
white suits and kipts for men's stripe, some with three flap
look
knitted
wear for several years. They
knits galore, a
have suddenly caught on for pockets, double
white knit that lookSpring 1971 and we have a re- black andtiny houndstooth, and
turn to the white suit look of ed like-a
stacks by the mile.
,the 1930s, and very often in coordinated
Blacker had so
Stanley
doubleknits.
the mind
resort,
clothes
many
There were doubleknit suits,
tailored
blazers, blazer suits, slacks and boggles. There were
and a linen look
• tports jackets‘in almost every cotton denims
jacket with
manufacturing line for resort including a white
shown with red
wear and Spring, and some fancy back
striped flared
of the slacks were pretty wild white and blue
white suits in
patterns and colors to go with slacks. Lots of woven jaqand
the solid blazers-key design linen blends something
new:
stripes, big herringbone stripes uards and
a doubleknit sweater-blazer on
and checkerboard checks. .
10 colors,
And after severrt-S6asons doubleknit wool in
sweater
than
like
a
made
more
of total confusion in the men's
wear market designs stabilized a jacket but looking more like
with four to five inch wide a jacket. A brown model was
6pe1le, Pockets with big flaps shown with brown and white
and pleats, coats with fancy knitted slacks.
If you pass the Oscar de Ii
hacks „including half „ belts,
eats, biswing backs and bet- Rents showroom the first Gig w hacks. Trousers havt that catches _yow eye is a
ide waistbands and _some bright Mai jacket Closer inarid fabrics show surface spection Jtiows a red and white •
terest with woven geometric check that looks pink, made in
a two button model with a
jacquard patterns.
The most popular single split front, that is welted seam
model in jackets is two button running down each side of the
ith some three buttons and a front. There Was a double knit
ry few one buttons. There herringbone in four colors and
still many double breasted a silk and worsted geometric
odels in blazers With the sit- patterned two button model
(ton model leading and the with three flapped and button
- button-•model suddenly pockets and a deep center vent.
It had a nubby silk finish and
ck in favor.
Hammonton -Park snowed looked expensive. As a matter
wo doublebreasted models in of fact it was-S200.
Petrocelli reported a treits -resort and Spring lines-a
Six button doubleknit and a mendous sale of knit suits and
out button blazer suit in pale, blazers and then something
pringlike
grays and tans. new for Spring-a geometric
es manager Murray Harris woven worsted that look-ed like
d there was lots of interest -a knit. In the Cesar, Romeo
• whites and predicted even jacket line there were some
handsome van -stripe models
imer interest this Spring.
• Hardy Amies, who showed and soft linen looks a_t_Liki s
quarter
ots of geometrics and big sprinkling of very boldriper' plaids in the Spring inch stripes spaced an inch
ne also had a handsome white apart.
it in a linen look with five
inch lapels, some shape in _a
To •prevent dents in 'uttnwo button model and'
flared
store them in an easy-toails,
ts pith two inch rain's'
place so they can bo
reach
Many of these white suits
movins
without
re moved
01113 Cid= with the odwas.Miskwiesira locatorriffif cototed eliirts in printed
pots, lid., pie pens,
r striped patterns with a big age of
sheets, atid trays.
'ashy tie, or they could thin baking
double as sports outfits worn
,with turtlenecks or the long
tunic-type belted sports shirt
• or sweater.
Haspel, the old New Orleans
firm that practically invented
lightweight summer clothing,
showed white geometries, a
pure linen, and fawn colored
offwhite suits. But even bigger
sellers were in itucit fabrics as
random line., fainted velvets
from Italy i• a denim look, geometric stripes and a striped
pattern that looks like tiny
chicken tracks. Lapels; here
were wide and a lot of models
had scalloped and buttoned _
flap pockets.
Fancy item
One f the fancier resort
Items at Signer (Clubman) was
as
a knitted s aek with navy and
white horizontal stripes 3/8ths
of an inch wide.
ere were
solid blazers shown with fancy
pants, a 'great mmty fancy
backs, big bookie looking
plaids,linen weaves, plaids that
looked like graph_paper., And
if you want to be different
there were tattersall patterned
knickers shown with a watermelon pink linen jacket
Esquire Sports had some of
the. handsomest items-a denim
stitched suit to be worn on the

2ND GENERATION recipient of Philadelphia's Poor

Richard gold -Medal for
achievement in -a Jan. 16
ceremony is Robert W.Sar-noff (above), RCA chairman. His father, David
Sarnoff, received it in 1939.
Other previous recipienW
President Nixo n, Gen.
Douglas MacArthur, Eddie
Rickenbacker, Bob Hope,
Walt Disney, Henry Ford H.

7 11:=;
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CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER

ratif:111,
7....Mornnkne
ing

HIGHWAY 641 N. - MURRAY
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. - Mon.-Sat.
Prices In This Ad Good Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat, Jan. 27-28-29-30
COMFORT AT ITS BEST!

News;
ConventIonAll My ChIllaren
As theSing,
World turns Let's Make a Mal
of
Days
Our
Lves
:00
Many
Splendor's!
Gam"
Guiding Light ThingNewlymad
Dating Gam*
.30 Doctors
World-Say
a y !iv ecet c'71rt4Prorsetr;eN;hf
:00 Tartan
Wortd—SoMersei Gillian's
Garner Island.
USMC F.DarkTroopShadOws
:30
00 Tzan
ar
Movie:
Wod, Wild West "The Killing"
Ntodhrt; ;4::::Brvevening News AtIGs Ettettfir's SlIZ%"13

GIANT SIZE

Pyle,

Handsome vinyl
covering quality
crafted for 'caves

News;Wilson
Wthr; SporisNFamily
ews; W.;
IN Sparks Allis
Des van
BD :3000 Flits
Affair
& Jona*
SmithOgee

more durable use

•
:OD Dragnet
trOnsida ---- Pavlof
S
G.aedtaaa
EP .30
"Retten to P0.00 clamA.oassl
00
Dean
Martin
Din Aust
gu
7 :30 Dean Ma-tin
Movie" lhls Is Your lilt
is
NevemCave?
WIN,'.; Sports
:7
:0(Li News)
TonightWthr.; Sports Moyle
News; WIttr,; Soorh 0:cif
D3,

P1301"•

* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIALS *
SATURDAY
• FRIDAY

Pharoah's boat hits
some dusty weather
CAIRO (UPI -For nearly 5,000 !sears a 130-foot cettarwood
solar boat designed to carry the spirit of the 'Pharaoh Cheops
to heaven lay perfectly preserved in a limestone pit at the foot of
his pTramid.
Seventeen years after its discovery in 1954, one of Egypt's
most valuable antiquities is slowly turning to dust.
"The limestone pit was so perfectly constructed, when it
was sealed it formed a vacuum around the boat which preserved
it for centuries,"-said its discoverer,-Kamal El Malakh.
"The ancient Egyptians sprayed perfume in the chamber to
keep away insects, especially white silts," he said. "When I opened' the pit, some parts of the boat were still so highly polithed I
could see my reflection."
The pieces of the funtrary ship were removed to a nelwle,
'building for assembly and ultimate display in a specially construc•
ted musewn adjacent to Cheops' pyramid.
Because of shortage of money:bureaueratir bungling and lark
of experience the boat has lain there ever ritt14-e,
ing because of its exposure to everyday high humidity molt
host has shrunk two ardrapidly changing temperatures.
ent-ring that thaw...7z
It has beeri•diairiettistal into ne arty' I Abe parttemad fraw•.'Ibileit 41'
at least three times in 11-year.4.
Experts claimed at least half the wood of tits. Issid hail ils•teriorated, some of it turning to dust.
After several emergency meetings here, government an+
gists began a program to clean and treat at least 10 per eri4 sof
the pieces.
The boat will then be reassembled in the museum, gill under
construction, which'Will open' in July, 1971, offirials said.
Many experts said it-is too late to save the boat. The semiofficial Al Abram newspaper commented: "Some experts believs•
there is not even the slightest hope for repairing situ n*44611'114,
boat despite the scores of efforts made so far.
"It is too late to save the boat." iii;ond boat
The future of a second solar boat, discovered at the o..aine timo•
by Malakh adjacent to the first, awaited dye (noisome of the light
'to save,the first.
The government decided to leave the set'soul boat in its lims•stone pit until the first was properly restored and houps-d. It lion
remained there for 17 years, though Malakh said it would take
leas than an hour to remove the limestone blurts avid remit it.
Malakh said the second pit probably will be opened in 1972.
He said the first boat was to transport the-Pharaoh during
daylight in the fleet of immortals believed to accompany the sun
god "Ra"on his eternal round in the heavens.
He Said the second boat probably would be identical to the
first, a gondola shaped vessel, six yards wide at its middle and
eight yards high at bow and stein.
-The second vessel Was usett-to-transportthyPhaniiihirit
at _night and probably would contain spears ail& other Military
esaulpment to ward off evil spirits, Malakh said.
--lie said Pharaohs usually had five solar boats buried at the twit
of their tomb or pyramid. Though the pits of the other three
solar boats of Cheops have been found, nothing was inside them.
The discovery of the solar boat was so important, Malakh said,
because it was the first such boat discovered intact. •
to Cheops, he
It is also the only known ohject belonging
said. Though the Pharaoh built the-biggest pyramid in the world,
it was rifled long ago of all its treasures and only. the solar boat
could conclusively be traced to him, Malakh said.

Life Undetitriters Meet
For Talk On Attitudes

SPECIALTY OF CAPTAIN'S KITCHEN

LARGE SEA PLATTER
(Shrimp, Oyster, Scallops, Deviled Crab,
Fillet of flounder—Hushpuppies, Slaw,
French Fries and Tarter Sauce)

FWD FISH
Cole Slaw
French Fries
Hush Puppies
Tea or Coffee

1.27
ASSORTMENT

LADIES 100% ACETATE

and
Reg SAVE
to
t5,99
ur40t7o $ 1

22-oz Size
Colors

MOUNTAIN MIST

QUILTING
COTTON
Quilt Size 81x96
Glazene Finish

Reg.
2i'l
(Limp

27

$

• Attractive Print Cover
• Non-Allergic

Reg. 996

Print Large Size
Assorted Designs

Reg. 99'
(Limit: 2)

6x6 SHOWER CURTAIN

Sturdy black steel post,
black regular size mail box.
MAIL BOX - Reg. 82.96 POST

*IS.Issss says,.
TINA mood

fasktee

DOLL CLOTHES
$
rw

044kle.,
4 100 , 0 ,_,g,,• 0
,
000
. 4 MO% 40.4'0444 0.
00 .04 1,044.0o,
bart,

trots( is cotte.cof
The
the hardest limit to retch.
ft;esling mainli al night.
.•

Rolls-Coffee or Tea

92

tacky are invited.,.

, The Philippines, P114'110
RiCH and Client were
10
Ike United States by Spain
Dec. tO, 11198:

Choice, 2 Vegetables

DAISY FRESH

Large Selection itStyles

The Western Kentucky Life
Underwriters Association held its
monthly meeting Thursday,
January 21, at the Holiday Inn in
Mayfield.
Mr, King, District Manager for
Life of Georgia Insurance
Company, gave a talk on "Attitude".
L. H., Webb, president, also
announced the Annual Banquet
would be held February 19, and
that all members, wives, and an
Underwriters in Western Kew'

camel's temperature May
and fall several- degrees
within 24 hours. -

8-oz.
T-BONE

SPRAY
LADIES SWEATERS
and KNIT TOPS INSTANT STARCH

.\
'it
rise

Taplatit's

Compare

1416/41 .
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SWIFT PREMIUM
PROTEN

Rib
Steak

IA
sW

4•11

E;4
0
_,Lire--"e-

89'

lb

411•••••

Tea

Center
Cut
Chuck
lb.

VEl

?4

ILT

lb

SWIFT
PREMIUM
PROTEN

Stew
Meat

99
'

SWIFT PREM1UM
PROTEN

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

NO SALES TO
RESTAURANT •
OR
GROCERIES
AT THESE
PRICES

Boiling
Beef

lb.

SUNSHINE OATMEAL.

RICHTEX

COOKIES

85$

SHORTENING

39'

KEEBLER PECAN SANDIES
KEEBIES
CHOCOLATE FUDGE SANDIES

7S

GROCERY

MOONKIST SWEETENED

MUSSELMANS

DISHWASHING
DETERGENT

CRISCO
3 lb

CASCADE

85s
85'
CREAM
CHEESE,,_
FAMU,SIZE

PHILADELPHIA

Grapefruit
APP
LES
AUC
E
COOKIES
Juic
e
49;
1 9c'
2/79;
29;
CORN FACIAL TISSUE
DOG FOOD
POTATO BUDS BEETS
19,
49* 2/35'
$1"
2/45;
PICKLES Salad Dressing TOMATOES PEPSI or 7-UP
69;
29;
2/45;
qt 35;
46 oz

3°3 can

DEL MONTE WHOLE

BETTY CROCKER

*

lb.39'

3 lbs or more

COOKING OIL

48 oz.

69'

lb.

Ground Beef T-BONE STEAK
39;
69t
.$1 09

BONELESS
lb.

lb.

Short
Arm Ribs Of
Chuck Beef.

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

PURE

59

SWIFT PREMIUM
PROTEN

lb

Club
Steak

79'

English
ut Chuck

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

SWIFT PREMIUM
PROTEN

it styles.

Rib Roast

Round Steak
59 Sirloin Steak lb. 99;
89;
•

SWIFT PREMIUM
PROTEN

lb.

Standing

BEEF
EATER
fii.
mffl
e

Blade
Cut
Chuck
SWIFT PREMIUM
PROTEN

Or

•••

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

..39'

,J.etables

••••••

• loi• s;
-

SWIFT PREMIUM
PROTEN

!pare
59.95

cTir"

\Pr'

TRIVIMPAamsdlii
_

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

FIELD TRIAL

-303' can

22

25 lbs.

SALAD BOWL

HUNTS WHOLE

DEL MONTE
EARLY GARDEN

f

20 oz bag

Frosty Acres

CUT CORN

39'

No 1 Can

SHOE STRING
POTATOES
WAFFLES

3_

lb
6 in a pkg.
10 Pack

.""NwriVINar--

•

106

69;

8 PACK

HUNTS TOMATO

CATSUP
'4efri.

2.3;

* PRODUCE *

YELLOW ONIONS
RED POTATOES

- COFFEE
1 b

87;

lb.

130 b

4
25
9:

4lb

39;

Jonathon

APPLES

FOLGERS

Jiffy

BEEF PATTIES

ASPARAGUS

3 $ 1 00
20 oz. bag/

Frosty Acres

Scot Lod

16 OZ

303 can

* FROZEN FOODS *

BABY LIMAS

200 ct

303 can

o:

Frosty Acres

LADY SCOTT

White or Yellow Cream
Style -

16 oz.

ALABAMA GIRL WHOLE DILL

12 oz

BANANAS
CAULIFLOWER

ib 1
ea

49

al' •
•
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BIGGEST WALL-TO-WALL SALE!!
Lowest Prices Ever Offered!! Highway"641 N. construct
ion is now completed. The store is brimming full of bar
gains ...
ready to sell. Just follow the entrance signs to our Par
king lot at south of store.

She
more
coed
from c
men it
shop b
tioned
bright-e
• "Yot

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY MORNING AT 8:00 O'CLOC
K
* Anniversary Special *

-312 -COIL MATTRESS
with Matching Firm

Anniversary Special
KING SIZE

SET OF BEDDING

BOX SPRING

FULL COMPLETE SET

rt.

Both Pieces

Only $

Only $7995

179

CARRIBEAN - EXTRA FIRM

:TWO-PIECE TRADITIONAL

312 COIL'MATTRESS

SOFA & CHAIR

Over Solid Foam Box Spring
Per Set

'Only

Beautiful Brocade Covers
REGULAR '299.95

8195

onry- $22995"

-

Anniversr Special

BIG SELECTION

of Cut Velvet- Couches and Chairs
- Floral or Solid Colors

QUE,EN SIZE

$50 to $1000FF Regular Price!
DuPont 501 Nylon
Carpet

COMPLETE SET
Only $ 1

19

Green Only —
Only $695
Installed with Rubber Pad. sq. yd.

SEVELP1ECt BEAUTIFUL

SHAG CARPET

DINETTES

TWO-PIECE

BOX SPRING
MATTRESS

VINYL SOFA
AND CHAIR

Frame.- White or Maple Headboard
ALL PIECES
Only

Beige.- Green - Gold

In Bronze, Green, White Finishes
PRICE BEGINS AT -

9

!-.
7
Y

sq. yd.

Closing Out All

HOTPOINT
APPLIANCES

•

* DRYERS

• Unbelievable

Low
•

— No

Repeats —

299

6 Chairs - 42" Table
2 Leaves - Textured
Formica Top
ALL SEVEN PIECES

•THE BEST DEAL
Only

HEXAGON

95

MAPLE FINISH TABLE

FIRST COME GETS

$ 149

From Only $219 per sq. yd.

Pm*
- In Th
Seven
the HilZI
Polk* J'
within
Records
cuffed:
Willie
reckless
costs $5.
Ann
speeding
Jetmie
speeding
Jamel
speeding
Georg
Tenn., C
and im
$145.08
J. C
speedily
Walla
Tenn.,
costs $5
Rich'
River,
$20.00 ci
Betsy
speedirr
Juliar
Tenn., I
Thom
Ohio, sr
$5.50.
Philli
Tenn.,
costs $:
John:
speedin
Artht
speedin
Geor
necessi
costs

Smartly designed and sturdily
constructed
important tables lo enhance your
living room
,re being offered by us at moneylovers
Tops of, high pressure laminates assure prices
uorrv-ir,'('u.e. Roomy storage
areas gke the
tables elided utility, and the sparkli
ng finishes
and arvings_”•nd an sir of
elegance,
come in now and see hitiv much
beauty you
in Eti,i7 for so little money

Regular Price '389.95

prices

WM a

for elegance in decor and
years of carefree enjoyment!

REAL NAUGAHYDE

$

16 Patterns to Choose From.

COLLECTION

EARLY -AMERICAN

SALE!

the•ast
• plained
She'
tonff-ha
Ih
had a
she as

VINYL CUSHION FUR

Be Sure and Get In On
the Bargains!

TWO-PIECE

On Our Floor
* REFRIGERATORS
* RANGES
*.WASHERS

ALL LAMPS BOOKCASES
END TABLES BABY CRIBS
PICTURES

MARK

$9995

$7495

beca t
ave
a small
Whit
in Tu
quainto
owner
cutting
She
women,
doesn't
tomers
is short
• her ow
- many
had to

WITH THICK RUBBER BACK
Simple Installation
4 Colors to Choose From

, FOR SEVEN-PIECE SET
• TWIN SIZE

-enthusii
"Hey, h
Miss
sen car
MB du
with a
want tc
mercy.
But
so can&
"1 b
school
school,'
closest
was do
not war
her, bu
now. N
ing aboi
Had ow
' Miss
own ba
-- town m
ing froi

.11.4 IVOR

$3495

—AU
VACK
ILET 20-.w

$5496

SQUARE
COMMODE $
MTN [V100

3495

2MN 2111 Sill IMO NM =I1,Mall =I NM GM =I NM

OM NM OM MN I=

IOW 212 221

211111 2.1

212 own
DON'T MISS TIOS SALE! Lamps,Itecliners,
Bookcases,--Bedroom Suites, All
Hotpoint Appliances, Bronze Dinette
Sets, Solid Maple Dining Sets . . .
If it's furniture you need, see us before' you
buy!

WIGGINS FURNITURE

* Free Parking

FREE - DELIVERY

21/2- Miles on Highway 641 North
PARKING AT SOTTH SIDE OF STO
RE

necessi
costs
John
necessi
costs $
Rob(
Spring

* Easy Terms

CALL 753-4566
.••
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Campus
barber
is a lady,,,
TULSA, Okla.(UPI) — Get
too close to pert little Mary
Phelan "doing her thing," at
the University of Tulsa and
stir may use scissors on you.
Or the razor.
Miss Phelan, who says "I'm
under 30," is the first lady
barber on the TU campus,
though she is not the only
woman who has invaded the
sanctuary of tbe once all-male
barber shops yi Tulsa.
She looks as if she belonged
more with the university's
coeds than Frrompting quips .
from customers who find the
men in the school's barber
shop busy, only to be motioned to have a seat by the
bright-eyed brunette.
• "You're a barber, too?" an

•

(C G7
s tistAt_
azetAT DE,—
.caT
eeO
---- Si

R. WITH THIS VALUABLE COUPON

^ Chase & Sanborn L- ,
".
COFF

'rice!
1
95

yd.

with Freeze-Dried Flavor
SZO

ke
4

r-..
........, ...--..,
....7.'".

-4114,dr.

1 0-0Z.

JAR

,/..

'
$1
"

WITHOUT
V
$1.39 THIS COUPON '.-..
.,.
COUPON
UPON PER PERSON
°
OPN
IE LY
\-r
CAS.r•LUI t/26•• or i• .

LIMIT 1 COUPON PER BOTTLE
Redeemable only at

-a THIS 02FIFLR7GiOOD THRU22

Exoirpe

Mkt

Parker's
2/3/71

AVitillottles-Or _Deposit

Apple Sauce
16oz 2/394
Call

Craddock's Pure
10 Lb fiaig
$

Country

1 09

Sausage

s, 59

Had own shop

Stokely's PONG

' Miss Phelan operated her
• own barber shop in a small

_ -4-tirs
- —errnrar-Tii1saliffer-Tritifuirt-

yd.

Pineapple-Orange

-DRINK

ing from barber college. She
Faye it up after 18 months
'because of the sameness" of
a small community.
While looking for a shop
in - Tulsa, she became acquainted with Fred Speer,
owner of the university's hair
cutting salon.
She has been in demand by
women, too, but says now she
doesn't cater to female cus▪ tomers unless their hair
• is short. During the igiyaf
her own business, she had so
many women customers she
had to send some away.
"They were driving away
the men customers," she explained.
She's had her share of the
lonfg-haired youths, too.
'I had one boy who hadn't
had a haircut in two years,"
she said, "and all he wanted
was a trim."

)R

46oz. can

3/89'

Hart's Yellow'
.

LEAN, TENDER

CREAM CORN
PORK
EG
GS
3/25' STEAK
Medium Doz.3-9•
can

NritRirit

Super Value

"js'

lb.

394

5 lbs $1m)

Chef's Delight
a

William T. Forres, Hazel,
reckless driving, fined $30.00
costs $5.50.
Ann L. Herron, Hazel,
speeding, fined $20.00 costs $5.50.
Jeanie D. McKee, Murray,
speeding, fined $20.00 costs $5.50.
James R. Roper, Fulton,
speeding, fined $20.00 costs $5.50,
George D. Spurgeon, Stewart,
Tenn., driving while intoxicated
and improper passing, fined
$145.00 costs 15.50.
J. C. Gallimore, Hazet;
speeding, fined $20.00 costs $5.50.
Wallace V. Phillips, Paris,
Tenn., speeding, fined $20.00
costs $5.50.
Richard J. Allen, Wading
River, N. Y., speeding, fined
• $20.00 costs $5.50.
Betsy S. Jones, Murray,
•
speeding, fined $20.00 costs $5.50.
Julian N. Reddick, Maury City,
Tenn., fined $20.00 costs $5.50.
' Thomas J. Maxwell, Madison,
Ohio, speeding, fined $20.00 costs
$5.50. .
Phillip A. Williams, Paris,
- —, Tann., speeding, tined
T costs $5.50.
• Johnny Choate, Sunman, Ind.,
W speeding, fined $20.00 costs $5.50.
Arthur Miles, Sharon, Term.,
.1.
ly. speeding, fined 120.00 costs $5.50.
George Starks, Hazel, un'f.
necessary noise, fined $17.00
I.
, costs $5.50
William McIntosh, Boaz, unnecessary noise, fined $20.00

•

-

costs 85.50.

•

Johnny Miller, Hazel, unnecessary noise, fined $20.00
'" costs $5.50.
Robert M. Durham. Holly
1
.
, Springs. Miss., unnecessary
noise. fined $2000 costs $5.50.

a

ClIT • •''

•

CHICKEN PARTS

Persons Are Fined
- In The Hazel Court
Several persons appeared in
the Hazel Police Court of City
Police Judge Noah G. Paschall
within the last thirty days.
Records show the following occurred

6

')int' '

EE

-enthusiastic young man asked.
"Hey, how about that!"
Miss Phelan admits her ehosen career amuses many, but
says she seldoms has problems
with a customer who doesn't
want to put his locks at her
mercy.
But she hasn't always been
so candid about her job.
"I began attending barber
school while I was in high
_school," she said. "Only my
closest friends knew what I
was doing. My mother did
not want me to become a barker, but she is resigned to it
now. My brother is even talking about becoming a barber."

iirs

INSTANT

AN

Flavor-Kist

CRACKERS

35,
Produe
1-1b. box

FANCY RED VINE RIPENED

TOMATOES
COLE SLAW
POT
LsATO
l ES

PET-RITZ

_
°AO

YE
LL
(ollsOWdit

29'
1Ooz. 019'
.bag 49'

PIE SHELLS
FROSTY SEAS

FISH STICKS

8-oz.

39s

FROSTY ACRES

I"'

-

3 lb bag

FROSTY ACRES

19'

GREEN PEAS
[cc ited in Downtown
Shopping center

10-oz. pkg.

2/33'
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Don't make issue
of children's bodies

sk

ers

axp

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenge Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently esleed by taxpayers.
Q) Who must file an income
tax return this year!

Snow removal
should be safe

iRs.
1, f

Q1 I was out on strike last
Do I have to pay tax
on the strike benefits I recei‘ed then?
spring.

statement from each job held
during 1970 should be attached
to your return. Failure to do

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are having a mild disagreement over a subject we have never seen discussed in
your column. We agree to abide by your suggestions [If
you print this, please, no names.]
We have two children, an adopted daughter, 11, and a
son of our own, 9. They have separate bedrooms but they
frequently undress in front of each other, take baths together, etc. There is never anything that appears unhealthy;
in other words from the standpoint of sex, they ignore it.
I think this is perfectly all right. My wife takes the
opposite point of view and says we should insist that they
not see each -other undressed. -

Al Yes, strike benefits are
taxable, unless the facts clearly show they were intended as
a gift.

A) Yes, the IRS will figure
the credit and the tax for
them in many cases. To qualify, they must take the standard deduction and have income not over $20,000 coming
only from salaries or wages
and tips, pensions and annuities, dividends and interest.
For those who don't meet
these qualifications or who decide to figure the credit themselves, the Schedule R Form
has been changed to try to
make the computation a little

DEAR PRO: As long as children are not selt-conscions
about their bodies, don't make an issue of it; if you suggest
that they -hide", they may become unduly curious, or get
the idea that nudity is "wrong' or "dirty." As your
daughter matures she will acquire modesty without. being
told. Whether they are "blood relatives" or not makes no
difference.
DEAR ABBY: I wanted an engagement ring very much
last year and my boy friend wasn't able to get it for me. So!
took out a loan for the down payment with the understanding
that he would make the payments.
So far he has never been late with the payments, but my
problem is that around the time the payment is due, if wetuiva • quarrel, he reminds me that the payment is due so I
had btaer shape up.
Is 'awe some way I can let him know that I love my
ring, hut I would rather do without it than have him holding
it over my bead the way be does? Please don't tell me I
shouldn't have taken the loan out in the first place. I
NO MORE LOANS
already know that.

!Mier.

_ .

Q) Does a dependent have
to be someone related to you?
No, you may claim
someone who is not related
to you if he or she was a
member of your household and
lived with you the entire year.
In addition, the other dependency tests such as support and
income must be met. Check
the UM.instructions for details,
ii-4
t 4
..„

DEAR NO MORE: Tell him in English, unless you can
communicate better in anotber language.
DEAR ABBY: Now that the lioRday seamen has email and
gone I want to tell you about a barbaric custom which is
considered very much "in" these days, and to which I am
strongly opposed.
I am sick, sick, sick of the communal pot thrust upon
holiday guests—both chip 'n' dip and fondue!
I have seen many otherwise well-mannered people dip
into the tribal pot with a potato chip, bite off a portion, and
redip into the pot again. Is it any wonder that flu and colds
are rampant during holiday time? Also, I resent being
handed a long fork and asked to cook my own meal at a
fondue party. I can do that at home the other 364 days a
year.
This custom of everyone slopping around in the same
container remainds me of a tribe of natives sitting around a
pot of boiled dog eating with their fingers. This is a plea
for a more civilizei form of entertaining. NO DUNKER

A

:
C Taiops

Chops 98C
Pork ChopsAii
iiiiii';itxPieces 79

SUM-RIGHT
(7 RIB END)

PORK ROAS

LOIN SLICED INTO

PORK CHOPS

SLICED ALLGOOD

Bacon

1 LB. PKG

FACIAL

PUFFS TISSUES

) Everyone who -filo] •
return last year will receive
a package of forms and instructions in the mail in January. Extra copies of the
forms and instructions will
also be available at local offices
of the IRS as well as many
banks and post offices in January.
Remember to take the blue
name label off the cover of
the tax package you received
in the mail and put it on the
return you file. This label
identifies your return for
speedy processing and avoids
refund (telays. Any corrections
may he made on the label.

CREAM STYL

8

200 CT.
BOXES

OR

GOLDEN (ARNO? On WHOLE KERNEL
EARLY GARDEN PEAS Os oz.1

ct) How should I handle income from land I rent to a
farmer?
AI Unless you are materially involved in the management or fanning of the land
you rent, you should report
income from the land as rent.
Use Schedule E, Form 1040.
Q) Twice a week I drive my
mother to her doctor for therapy- Can I deduct my driving
'
costat—

Hate to write letters? Seed $I to Abby, Box SSW* Lou
Angeles, cal. I•46S, for Abby's losselkist, "Hew to Writs Li
ters for All Occasions."

i

A) If you are allowed to
deduct medical expenses for
your mother you may include
such travel costs. For car
travel, you may deduct 6(' •
mile or the 'actual cost of gas
and oil.
This ef a mile ra0 is a
penny higher than a year ago
and may also be used for
travel costs associated with
charitable contributions.

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS
LB.
FRESH

Strawberries

Q) I mailed some contributions to a charity in December.
Can I deduct them on my 1970
return it they weren't cashed
until this year?

POTATOES

A) A copy of Your Vedetal
lnnome Tax, Publication No.
17, may lie-olitarned from most
'IS offices for 75.. It may also
i""Vedered from the Superintendent of Doeuments,
(;overnment Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402.
Q) I haie all my taN record,
.
Carel file sithout ray W 27
A i No-a 1A'

2 N1 ithholdinr

PKG

Radishes

2

, GOLDEN

Yams
TEMPLE 1120'0

39'
104

LBS.

FOR

CELLO KAkE OR

Spin&

10 OZ. PKG

49
29

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR

5 LB.
BAG
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3ANE_PaRKER

-Petn-fic--- "59
PARKERPie
Cherry
JANE

PRICES
GOOD
THRU SAT.
JAN. 30.
FROlf N

1000 ISLAND

Pt AIN OR
SELF-RISING

294

0

°ramps--

A) Yes, check mailed and
dated in .1970 should be rePorted in your 19.79_income
year.

SUPEF

.PT

CELLO
-WISCONSIN RUSSET

HURRY! OFFER LIMITED.

N. PORK

the tax forms?

What's your problem? Yogil feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box WM, Los Angeles, Cal.
SMIlle. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

.0
AmerIcas largest sellitig c. ai-vilairon:
(na(1 nyneral£79'tc.1

"3
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f
ii
S jC
i
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OSCAR MAYER SKINLESS
0

CONFIDENTIAL TO NEW YORK PARENTS: If you are
coocerned about your Andrea Ind drags, or wish to become
mere informed on drug abuse for your own enlightenment.
---- isitact the New York State Narcotics Addiction Control
Commission. Any interested group of parents can form their
own action group with the Commission's help.

transistor radio . the personal
radio with the clear sound —
whon you buy a 365 tablet size
bottle of Rosati

.B8

lit

DEAR NO: Okay, so decline all chip 'n dips, and if
you're invited to a fondue party. stay home.(P. S. And keep
your eyes peeled for mistletoe! I

all

—Know the controls and
how to stop quickly, and keep
children and pets a safe dis-

CV Have you made it any
easier for retired people to
figure the retirement income
tax credit!

What is your feeling? If you agree with my wife, would
your answer be different if the daughter were not adopted?
PRO AND CON

ELECTRIC

To reduce the chance of
Injury,()PEI offers these safety
rules.

A) The 1969 Tax Reform
Act raised the gross income
levels at which returns must
be filed. Previously a return
had to be filed when gross income reached $600.
A single person must file if
his income is $1,700 or more.
Married persons living in the
same household and filing
jointly must file if their income is $2,300 or more. These
totals are increased by WO
if a person is 65 or older.
,
Other married persons gent
erally are required to file if
they have income of $600 or
more.
Taxpayers due a refund of
taxes withheld must file a return to get a refund.
-

By Abigail Van Buren

GENERAL

SYRACUSE, N.Y. (UPI) —
Owners of snow - removal
equipment should read the
owner's manual and know the
equipment thoroughly, advises
the Outdoor Power Equipment
Institute (OPEI).

—Use a groonded three-wire
tance away.
--Disengage power and stop extension cord for all plug-in
the motor before cleaning dis- electric units. Keep machine
charge, removing obstacles, in good operating condition
making adjustments, or when and keep safety devices in
place.
leaving operating position.
—Never direct discharge at a
To make an attractive toss
bystander nor allow anyone in
front of'the machine — debris salad, tear greens into pieces
may be hidden in the snow. large enough to give body to
the salad, but small enough to
Adjust height to clear gravel
eat easily. Add tomatoes. at.
or crushed rock surface.
the last -minute before serving
—Handle gasoline with care
— refuel in an open area, as they tend to thin the salad
dressing.
Disengage all clutches and shift
into neutral before starting
* * *
motor. Keep hands, feet, and
The field mouse produces as
clothing away from driven
many as 17 litters a year.
parts.
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Editor's note An estimated 250,000 women in
the
United States now undergo legal abortions every year.
The following tow-part report examines how health
insurance is helping to pay the bills, and looks
at the
issues facing the Suprerne-Court when it opens hearings on the legality of abortions

tomatoes at.
efore serving
hit the salad

produces as
i year.

One-third of the nation's Blue Cross plans-covering an estimated 5 million women of child-bearing
age-pay some or all the costs of hospital expenses
for abortion. In most of these plans, Blue Shield
helps

with

the

doctor's fee, a

Blue

national

Cross

official said.

AMONG

A DOZEN major private insurance companies, abortion coverage is almost universal, although it usually is under maternity benefits and is
not spelled out as such. But many of these benefits
are greatly limited, according to Charlotte F. Muller,
health care economist with the City University of

IN THE NEW YORK CITY area alone, abortion

New York

claims have averaged 300 a month with the Associated Hospital Service of New York (Greater New York
Blue Cross) since the state liberalized its abortion
lais July 1. A spokesman said there is good reason
to believe many more women eligible for benefits
are not making abortion claims because they are
reluctant to identify themselves.
"Before the law change, I don't think we
(claims) a year," the New York spokesman said.

ran

''Coverage isn't adequate because of the exclusion om many single girls and women and because
of the restrictions and waiting periods in some
contracts and the dollar limits," she sair jirin
interview.

HOWEVER, a Blue Cross Association official in
Chicago, Allan Mandell, told UPI some local plans

300

BOWLING
STANDINGS,

Sports Ratings

Thursday Couples
Bowling League
JANUARY 24
1
1
3
4
5

-

U. C. L. A.
SO. CALIFORNIA
KANSAS
PENNSYLVANIA
NOTES DAME
MARQUETTE
SOUTH CAROLINA
JACKSONVIIELE - FLA..
KENTUCKY
IC- WESTERN KENTUCKY -

-

1 23 4 6 7 • 8 9 10-

96.6
95.5
93.0
92.4
92.0
91.8
91.5
91 .2
90.9
90.8

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 ..-

Team
Pin Busters
Red Birds
Fighting Four
Ten Pens
Spares
Odd Balls
Night Owls
Reapers
Rockets
The Four "C"s
Alley Cats

1971:

HOUSTON
TENNESSEE
LOUISVILLE
UTAH STATE
LASALLE
VILLANOVA
INDIANA
DUQUESNE
OREGON
NORTH CAROLINA

-

COLLEGE DIVISION TOP 'METE ItAin-:"..filittiar 24, 1971:
KENTUCKY STATE
- 82.2
11 - EAU CLAIRE
2. W. Louisiana - 81.9
12- - FAIRMONT
LOUISIANA TECH
- 81.0
13 - AKRON
TEMI ESSEE STATE -79,7
ALCORN A A K_
riornicer wEst.eisarr 74.6
-T5 - NEW ORLEANS-Tr ORAL ROBERTS
- 79.0 •
16 - CENTRAL ST. (8110 INDIANA STATE
- 78.7
17 - ASHLAND
NORTHEASTERN
- 78.0
- /8 - TRANSYLVANIA
PUGET SOUND
- 77.3
19 - BETHEL - TENNESSEE ASSUMPTION
- 77.0
20 - N. W. LOUISIANA -

90.0
89.7
89.4
89.2
88.8
08.5
88.4
88.0
87.9
87.6

76.6
76.4
76.0

WASHINGTON

Mt LI(

161

49C

.0.9n
t4,

(UPI):

Secretary

from the State Department

President Nixon's national 'security adviser, Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, and his staff

whether for abortion or any other medical procedure, the federal government shares the cost with

NEW YORK (UPI) There
-will-be 400
Amencan roads and highways next
year -- in glass-belted tires,
that is. More than half the
passenger tires produced in
1970 will be reinforced with
Fiberglas beitiietording to
R. Kerivan, an

Owens-

main reasons for the indugtry
wide switch.

760

Red Birds

695

insurance officials to run from $150 to $500, including doctor's fees. But several profit-making hospitals
in New York City are advertising $600 abortions
with use of the hospital as long as it is needed and
"a Park Avenue type doctor."

Next: The Court.

tires are the

Big load
airliner's wings. When filled
,
N
AKRON, Ohio (UPI)
with -fuel, the- section weighs
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
Center wing sections built by some 124000 pounds - more
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.
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01"e
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warding industry may pay un- non for the Boeing 747 super- gross weight of a, World War .
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official.
company
"Small towns, distant from
major airports, have not had
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York and Washington. Many more states have reformed their abortion laws, he said,
Cost of legal abortions were estimated by several

the state."

Alan

director

T1ETZE SAID the states where abortion now is a
matter between a woman and her doctor-"essentially abortion on request"-are Alaska, Hawaii, New
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"It is possible," McCloskey said, "that
the Secretary of State will submit a report
to Congress later."
--

welfare clients in some cases.
"The regulations provide for federal matching of
state expenditures for all kinds of medical care and
services," said a federal Medicaid spokesman. "If the
state Medicaid program pays for these services,

Diego, Baltimore and New York,
11W NUMBER of legal abortions in the United
States has jumped in the last few years, said
Dr.

associate

totaled only 55.00 in 19&3; 18,000 in 1968, and are
now running at a minimum of 250,0010 a year. The
number
of
illegal
abortions
commonly
accepted
among experts is one million a year.

MEDICAID, the federal-state program of
medical aid for the needy, pays for abortions on

Muller, in a recent extensive survey of health
insurance coverage for abortions, reported Medicaid
paying for abortion costs in San Francisco, San

an

"Unless there is a
'
reversal of the legislative
trend (to relax abortion laws), I would expect it to
continue to increase," he said.
He estimated legal abortions in the United States

might be covered."
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37 31 This compares with the 20,000
31 37 made in 1966. Tire manufac31 37 turers report that the longer
30 38 life, added strength, and im30 38 proved performance T'the

Red Birds

of

William P. Rogers is building a
colorful new room for his department's
daily press briefings at a time when his
spokesmen have less and less to say.
It also coincides with the increasing
decline of the State Department as a
foreign-policy-maldng institution.
THE LATEST blow to the prestige ot
the State Department was the concession
by Rogers' -chief spokesman, Robert J.
McCloskey, that the White House staffnot the foreign policy officers of the State
Department-is preparing the President's
,:'State of the World" message to be sent to
Congress soon. "We have or will receive," McCloskey
.said, "a draft from the White House available for the comment of or contributions

Christopher .Tietze,
Population Council.
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annual paper on American foreign policy.
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He said a single girl living at home who becomes
pregnant "would be covered up to 19 years of age. If
she's a student with extended coverage to age 23,

Strikes

NormanChancey

BY R. H. SHACKFORD
Staff Writer
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now offer abortion benefits
young gjrls in families.

she still

BY CRAIG A. PALMER

•

. WASHINGTON (UPI): Health insurance is defraying the cost/ of an increasing number of legally
performed abortions, a survey revealed recently.
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NEW PRESS briefing room for
State Department has been under
construction since last month. With color
television in mind, it is being decorated in
two shades of blue (one very dark, the
other very light) with a gleaming gold rug.
There will be a special podium for the
department
spokesman
against
p
very _
deep blue background wall. There will .be
special areas for television, cameras and
still photographers and sniall tables for

the

the writing press. .
The

"State

of

the

World"

message

to
after SenForeign Relations Committee Chairman J
William Eultiright (D., Ark
had

Congress was Initiated last year
ate

suggested

an

annual

report

on

foreign

TRENTON, N.J. (UPI)
jersey's 1970 cranberry,
crop of 177010 barn-f..
New

most 18 million laiunds, was
the highest since 1921'). when
215,000 barrels were prod aced
-sart-the state Aprrettnre tke-- partment.
fiuttivation of t lic cranberry

aick LY native to NewJersey,
began in 1835 ind annual production today is valued at
more than $2,5 million New
Jersey ranks thinil
na
tion in cranberry production,
behind Massachusetts and Wit:Tonsil).
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East and West
swap adoptions

The two women continued

to ecarilspned. Mies Rekernesek
became an airline stewardess
and _then a bride. Then her
aunt •-:-the high priestess of
Palen- '-'-was killed in an accident.
• "Joanie. returned to Palau
to help -take care of her aunt's
children," Mrs. Fite said. The
Palauan, take care of one another.
Tribe member As an honorary member
of the tribe, Mrs. Fite also
was deeply concerned.
"When Joanie wrote me
about the Mochas' (priestess')
death, I though of adopting
one of _ ber_ ais _children," she
• Mrs. Fite called her hugband at work and discussed
the piattex with him:
0
--ratted back in three heths,"11• said okay." she recalled.
Mrg. "Fite was- off for Micronesia where she went
through an official ceremony
to adopt 17-months-old Allen
Terningill. There was a new
hitch immediately.
Mrs. Fite needed papers certifying the adoption to bring
the child into the United States,
but "it was a Micronesian holiday and everything was
closed." She finally got a
judge and his secretary
to make-,out the necessary
forms.
The littleime„['shy finally arrivedarrived at his new home
here with a case of bronchitis
and a new name - David
Temingill Fite. The biggest problem? Accustoming David to baby food
instead .of milk and bananas.
Mr. Fite now works as a
special assistant to the President on programming, and as
senior program officer for
Trans Century.'a private social
service organization.
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in Libya.
One girl who works for one
of the biggest oil companies
here, is secretary not qtly to
the company president but al.

By JOHN SONAR
TRIPOLI, Libya (UN)
Walk into some
oil executives' office in this
oil capital of North Africa and
sou are likely to find the boss

$15,000-a-year

I
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NEW YORK (UP1)-Anseri.
ca's favorite traveling companion-the little plastic eredit
earcl"Lis becoming a -Tann isir
sight in mine circlet, inside the
Soviet Union.
The card, developed in the
• United States 20 years ago and
now familiar in most of the
globe./nade its first appearance
in Ruissia about a year ago.
, "Since that time, visitors
to Russia from the United
States and other"countries have
made the cad well known to
Russians who plrovide peoducts
and services to foreigners,,said
Robert H. Pitt, president of
Diners Club's international
..
division. ,
" "The 'Soviet Union reports
that some two million visitors
,
1969. including approximately
50,000 Americans. With- the
Russians expanding their lodging facilities 'and actively
working to propinte totwiani,
ne expect a further expansion
the use of credit cards,"
Pitt said the first 4.ordit card

-.-
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stfmnber of
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1960 after an 4M-went was
by repo•sentatives" of
„
lYiners 1.'hili apti InIouriot. the
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oriel bureau.
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so for two other top directors. means long
I am supAt an oafieitservice company executive secretary." 'til six
nine
foe busy consultan t engineers posed to work off for lunch.
share thf sense secretary . For with 90 minutes
half an
the secretariat-here, whose ages I am lucky if I snatch often
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I
and
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for
it
hour
upwards,
21
from
pug,.
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three 11 months of the rear and
in the office until two or
glorious miles of beaches.4,
in the morning."
For some girls, however,
can be no compensations
there
ons,
eliblisati
It has 10life they have
though. Top secretaries earn for the remote
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month
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Big Once A Year Clean-Up
One Of The Largest Selections Of Quality
Furniture At Greatly Reduced Prices
2 Mammary traditional gold linen
lounge chairs

$199.95

Sale
2 Price
1/

1 Gemina leather istee's
lounge choir .....

$299.95

Price

Reg.

PICTURES at ACCESSORIES
LAkflitSELECTION!

2. Seely troditieseel geld, green
and rust all-over floral linen

, Price
2
/
- .1
.795
-$49

2 Fairfield attached button-bock
olive green lounge chairs

12
$129.95 /

on chest
Kroithler 4 pc Spanish pecan triple dresser with mirror, chest
$579.95
color I
bed, and chest type night table chest slightly off
Drexel heavily carved 4 pc. Spanish triple dresser with torte
$1,253.00
mirror, chest, spindle bed and door night table
Drexel very dark pecan Spanish design triple dresser with
twin gold Wel mirrors, chest on chest, double hooded king
size headboard and door night table

SOFAS

Kroehler traditional loose cushion
ell nylon turquoise and olive itOrill
Kreabileir traditimiel tutted back
ljellillegg green corer
Keselelsr loose combine gedked greedy
sail amid diddiseseeet beespeee Hoeel
Rees beef ceskiee traditional gold, MR, Sird elitrig
floral linen with olive contrast wat

2
1
/
1/2

$299.95
$349.95

Price
Price

2 wk.
1
/

$349.95
•

•
2
/
1

Price

1 2
$429.95 /

Price

1 2
$499.95 /

Price

Kroehler 4 pc. Spanish pecan triple dresser with
mirror, chest on chest, headboard, and night stand

$579.95

4 pc. pecan large triple dresser
Bisset? Mediterr,
with mirror, large chest on chest, double drawer
$569.95
night stand and headbood
Kincaid 3 pc solid maple Early Ambition dresser with
mirror, chest and poster bed bed slightly damaged , $390.00

Price

Sealy queen size Early
back, green burlap

2 Price
1
$349.95 /
1/2

Price

Auserisera wing

$329.90

$22995

.101..1100 queen size loose palow
bock green* plaid Vectra

$369.95

Jamison queen size loose pillow
bock gold antique velvet

$499.95

2 Price
1
$349.95 /

Kroehler Early American maple trim wing back,
queen size, green or gold nylon

$499.95

2 Price
1
$329.95 /

Kw:mister semi-attached pillow back
queen six• gold and green floret nylon

$499.95

2 Price
1
.$399.95 /

-

$235 00

Sale
1 2 Price
/

$23000

VI5995

5230 00
5220 00
$266.00

$266.00
$249.50
$245.00
$243.00

94995
949"
999"
989"
99995
999"
$19995
96995

Jamison contemporary gold, oliv• and celery stripe
Vectra with hires, cotters, queen size

$399.95

Jamison super-queen use deluxe harvest
floral fruit & bird Print

$499.95

Jamison queen size loose cushion
green and geld floral

$369.95

JOIlliS011 reg. size modern,
block vinyl cover

$249.95

'antigen Early American maple trim
wing beck bronze colored Vectra

$299.95

CHAIRS
$229.95

Sale
1/2 Price

Jennison supreme medium firm
Rem. or twin size set

1111.9113011 decor extra firm
Rog. or twin size set
Queen size net
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1
$149.50 /

$159.95
2
1
$149.95 /
2
1
$1869.95 /

2 Peke
1
/

$39995
$39995
299"
$39995
$29995
999"
$24995

King size set

Stanley Mediterranean pecan oval dining table, one cane$799.91
beck choir, five side chain, gloss deer chine

Reg.

2
1
$139.95 /

2 Price
1
$145.00 /

Lane Spanish flip toe bar, pecan, completely
fitted, formica serving shelf

$249.95

1/oe
A

Prior

Lingerie seven-drawer mini-chest,
webbed gold finish

$139.95

1/2

Me*

Thornosvilk citron pointed console
trimmed with white edging

$299.95

1/0e
A

Piles

Gloss door curio ant:clued mushroom
color, two glees shelves

$329.95

1/2

Priem

949"
$349.95 5229"
92995
$200.00
979"
, $260.00
:400.00-1299'1
$219.95

Davis Cabinet gelid cheery mews
lamp table

Nor

Prim
1 2 Mei
$289.95 /
2 erie•
1
$$$.91 /
2
1
$149.95 /

Set of three Kroehlim tables, Spanish,
very dark pecan finish, chest type

past"eh

9995

Sale

Imported nest of three tebies.
Tortoise finish faux bamboo

2 Campaign chests with brass corners and
one block enamel, one red enamel

pe

.$4114LINLY.2

4
2 Prise
1
$349.91 /

1/2
$119.95

Irk*

Two door credenza by Butler,
traditional design in fruitwood

$99.95

Price

12 Samsonite card tables,
slightly damaged, values to

St695

throe Hetsiodois tables, 18th century Spanish
c•briola lag, two lamp tables, one cocktail
Glese-deeelleakeme.
finished Plik

very dm/

ANNIV
biggest
entire St
$5.00.
Shoes
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TWO 100
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AKC IRIS
Poodles a
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2 Prke
1
$114.95 /

4-pc. set Spanish pecan tables, eenisine slot* tops, 1
2 Irk*
1
$309.90 /
cocktail, 2 end tables, 1 mond doer-commode
2 Drexel end tables, Spanish pecan,
two drawer

USED
Excell
2623 afte

FIFtEW
4895 after

Stanley Tout Hereto Spanish pecan
cocktail table, wrought iron base

Spanish styled pecan octiggeord
cone beck chairs, black vinyl NUMB .....

$15995

$44995

MISCELLANEOUS

Spanish Pecan hall credenza, glass top
over wood filigree

Sale

09995
,
$1

k.w
049
v-bac
i $69995
ietlg
Stanley Tour Notate Spanish oval dining table, casie
choir, with five side chairs, glass door chine

Red campotan throe drawer officer*
ti,est, brass trim
• • • • • ••

Reg.

King use set

Reg.

$29995
$29995$39995

BEDDING

Queens size set

2 Kroehler English lounge chairs, gold end
olive heavy textured tweed
2 Kroehhir Early American maple trim olive
green burlap lounge chair (Hoer samples
leely_Aeseeicese-edeteArieee peel,
olive on beige linen
1 Krisehim Early Asnerken wing bock
maple trim gold
Kroehler gold and brown tweed Vestre,
contemporary styled with lirem casters
2 Kroehler blue and olive traditional
floral lounge
Kroehler contemporary tub chair,
black and white floral Yeitirs
t Galas button -beck mon's lounge choir,
dori brown nougahyde, with ottoman
2 Seely traditional elite, blue,
and coral linen lounge chairs
1, Montgomery Italian tell, cone-bock
pull up their, black vinyl mkt

Sale

$399 95

'999"
$699.95 $399"
Thomasville English oak gate-leg table owe eese Ask,
$499"
three side choirs, long huntboord with open kith& ile. $1,139.00
.
.
black
!kisses., oak oval table with four choirs,
$399"
vinyl seats, glass door chine
Solid hard rock maple formica top 42" mired Nide
989"
$2$$.$5
' one loaf ) with four mates Chilirl, heavy scale

Doggett Spanish pecan oval dining table, two arm
chairs, four sides, glass door chino

Henredon Spanish oval dining table extends to 102"1
one cane-beck •rm chair, five side choirs
$7;640.00
and glass door lighted chine

Reg.

Price

2 Price
1
$349.95 /

$349.95

$39995
99995

SOFA SLEEPE.I0

Price

ALL OTHERS REDUCED!

erm
Drexel Spanish pecan round pedestal table, two
choirs, four sides, gold corded velvet
$1,670.00
seats with large glass door china

Price

Jamison reg. sis• traditional gold and
green Morel Vectra

PRICE

$1/19995
$44995
DINING ROOM SUITES
Sale
Reg.
$36995
nosh mated
woven
six
with
table
oval
maple
finish
dark
Solid
$39995 choirs,
$1,000.00 $59995
ladder back, open top hutch

..10.9 C.Maldrifte
41.1w %wire rime, Won own 0,
C.M.M
of corner chest, one ••••4et choo with bookcase
upper, one door chest with bookcase upper,
2 Price
1
$420.00 /
night stand and reg. use headboard

Price

La-Z.130Y CHAIRS
Chippendale wing bock continental mcliner,
gold damask cover
Traditional Lawson arm dark green buries,
cover recliner-rocker
Dark green matelesse traditional button bock
recliner rocket 'slightly soiled ,
Early AMBACOR wing back, green burlap
recliner rocker
Sognesli wood trim gold covet
.......
mediae. Pecker
•
Arley
Vedas eschew pecker
Spanish wood trim green-gold matelots.
racks., rocker
Red velvet channel bock treditional
Lawson Orfft rocker recliner
Button bock troditional orange and olive
floral nylon
Traditional styled gold on gold ineteleme
rocker recliner

$599.95

2 prk.
1
/

Kit:Nikki loose cushion traditional
12
$449.95 /
mushroom velvet
brown
and
green,
gold,
back
pillow
Kreektee loose
1 2
$399.95 /
seetched bouquet floral slightly soiled
green
gold,
Krookiler semi-attached back Lawson style
12
$329.95 /
and bronze crewel design linen
woven
beery
beck
Kroehler attached
12
$449.95 /
....
beige cover ...
Fairfield attecleell hawk pate ceder, and olive
2
1
$349.95 /
floral with olive MAINS contrast welt
Johnson Carper golden -olive crushed
velvet traditional
Kroehler tufted bock traditional,
*bye groom cover
'Mimosa Carper attacked bock, all over floral
design copper, beige and green linen
Gent attached beck bouquet Hotel, turquoise Mod
gold on oyster ground, traditional
Kroolikr Spanish attached beck, rest floral
Vertigo cover, pineapple finials
forty American wood tiim, copper,
gold and green 'notched boogies. floral

Kincaid 3 pc. solid chary traditional triple
dresser with mirror, chest on chest and bed

Sale

Reg.

'349"
899"

BIG
cards.
2q
Phone

ENGLIS
years
ticked,
Broke,
Pointer
old, whit
stylish a
0. Wilso

$1,584.00

Bassett walnut contemporary triple dresser with twin mirrors,
$679.00
armoire, double drawer night table, and headbood

$399.95

Price

Sale

510W

600 WA
inch J
covers.
Phone 7

Westwood, Resekbreeek, St1fHge,
Wilma! er Oritelate

1/2

Reg.

ALL OTHERS REDUCED!

Caravan traditional 3 cushion
Lawson style, celery green Hoof sample ,
Kroehler contemporary green plaid
Vectra cover.
Gans traditional gold and green
bouquet Hotel slightly damaged

100 LAMPS BY

REMN
per 6.$

ONE
3 Jand
3900 be
6:30 p.
Wareho

LAMPS

BEDROOM SUITES

CE
PRI
2

PAGE

aro

FEBRUARY STOREWIDE SALE

M urroy, Ky.

Reg.

Credit card
-is,accepted
in Moscow

31111RAY

Lybian secretaries: 'Good pay.. but'

South Sea saga

By FRANK BULLARD
WASHINGTON (UPI) The Micronesians adopted Mrs.
Susan Fite in 1966. In 1970
Mrs. Fite adopted a Micronesian.
It all started when Mrs. Fite
• and her fuisband, Jerry, went
to Saipan in August,.1966;
vilis'appoltifed Pace
when FifeCorps Director there.
Mrs. Fite became close
friends with a woman working
in her husband's office, Joanie
Rekemesek, a native, of the
island or Pelilu.'She later
visited anolter island, Palau,
to meet Janie's parents and
learn about theirriilture.
Susan was weighty received.
More specifically, she was
adopted by the Palauan family.
I didn't know what was
happening," Susan recalled.
"1 don't speak Palauan, and
they didn't speak Elfish. It
was all very informal.
„Exchanging gifts was part
of the cerelsorky_2The vat
me 'women s money,'" Mrs.
Fite said in an interview, dis-ptifying a brown, hand-rubbed
tortoise shell.
After three years in Saipan,
the Fites
.
returned to Washington-

TEMFfi

REMOVE
spots: fluff
Blue Lustr
$1.00 Big K.

:500
$425.00 Vit
/2
sstss I

(SA
Yew meet10c sect,
inlet El..,
of soda

Foiks-T
make no

Price

simply
Price

$129.95 /
2 Pei(e
1

100 RE

SHOP NOW

Liter vol
Airy porch
SWEEPSTA
sense and
of resort

2 Prie,,
1
$169.95 /

AND SAVE
2 Nice
1
/
1 2" !rice
/
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by law
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FOR SALE

I

REMNANTS IN stock, 30 to 40
per cent off. Montgomery-Ward,
510 West Main Street.
F1C
BIG SF-LFCTION of Greeting
cards. All kinds. Also have a new
2 quart casserole with basket.
Phone 753-1712.
J28NC
ONE WIG DRYER, holds 9. Also
3 Jand L color rings. Phone 7533900 before 10:30 a.m or after
6:30 p.m. or inquire at Wig
Warehouse.
J28C

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

DATSUN

MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
NEW DATSUN TRADE-INS

1969 FORD Galaxie

-1,195.00

2 door hard top,automatic, vinyl roof low mileage,

air.

KR

KENTUCK

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

T1RE SALE: 4-ply nylon whi
sidewall, premium grade,
around tread design. F
excise tax included on all
650x13-$17.85.
775x14-$31.2*
825x 14-$22.09.
855x14-$23.63
815x 15-122.09.
845x 15-123.63
900x15-$25.07. 4-ply Polyeste
white sidewall; 885x14426.37
845x15-$25.25. 6-ply pick-up truc
tires premium traction; 700x1
$28.80. Compare price an
quality. You can't beat Uncl
Jeff's.
J27

MONEY ISN'T everything-they
say-but it's awfully nice. And
selling AVON is an awfully nice
way to earn that money. Call
collect after 6 : p.m.--365-9424 or
write Mrs Janet Kunick, Route 2,.
Box 136 A., Princeton, Ky. 42445.
College representatives also
needed
J28C

WEDNESDAY-JANUARY 27. 1971

NOTICE

Studes get
answers
by dialing

NOTICE

Open Monday, February 1

TUCKER'S
TV and RADIO
REPAIR

BUCKHANNON, W. Va.
(UPI)-r-Students at West Virginia Wesleyan need have no
fear of flunking an exam in
abnormal psychology if they
forget Freud's definition of the
Id at 2 a. m. the night before.
Nor do history majors among
the 1,711 students at the private Methodist college have to
worry if they forget who were
the Yorks
who the
Lancasters in the War of the
Roses, and. can't walk through
the snowdrifts to the Library.

MANAGER TRAINEE position
Owned and Operated by
available. Good starting salary.
4 door, V-8 automatic, steering , air.
Artell Tucker
Must relocate Jackson, Tennessee.
Contact
Curt
Ragland
at
600 WATT Univox PA sixteen 10
1968 CHEVY Van
18 years experience in Calloway and
Burger Chef, 1304 West Main,
'1,450.00
inch Jensen speakers, 4 cabinets.
6 cylinder, straight drive, like new
Murray,
VOX
PA with Bogen amplifier
Kentucky.
J30C
covers. RCA mike. Go-go lights.
surrounding counties as service technician.
and Shure microphones. Phone
1967 CHEVY Impala
Phone 753-4100.
J28P
-'1,695
.00
753.5685.
J28C
9 door hard top, V-8 automati
c, steering, brakes, air,
WANTED: WOMAN to live to
vinyl roof.
USED BABY bed with mattress.
care for elderly lady. Phone
TWO
MEN'S
winter coats, size
1966 CHEVY Impala
Excellent condition. Phone 75I'1,395.00
J26P
38, $9.00 and $5.00. Phone 767-4385 753-2322.
Any student at Wesleyan
convertible, V-8 automatic, steering, extra clean
2623 after 5:00
(Earl Nanney building)
J2IIC
after 5:00p.m.
can pick up .the telephone in
J27C
1966 CHEVY Impala
his dormitory or fraternity
PART TIME career available
ENGLISH SETTER dog, four
'1,495.00
room, dial a certain three-digit
with
2
door
Sarah
hard
Covertr
top,
y
steering, automatic, 39,000 actual miles,
Inc.,
years old, white, black and
FOR RENT
number - and get up to 20
This car is new
worlds largest seller of costume
ticked, close to medium wide.
minutes of recorded supplejewelry
on
party
plan.
For
in1966
DODGE
Broke, $250.00. Also English
Dart
mental, explanatory or back-195.0
0
formatio
n
call
753.3056
NICE
FURNIS
between
HED apartment
Pointer Dog, registered, 6 years
4 door sedan, 6 cylinder automatic, local
information on almost
for three or four girls. Phone 753- 4 00 and 6110p.m.
J28C
old, white and liver, $150.00. Each
any course in the curriculum.
SERVIC
ES
OFFERE
D
1965
NOTICE
CHEVY
Impala Station Wagon
'1,395.00 7381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00
stylish and broke, Sacrifice, G .
All this is possible tirough.
9 passenger, V-8 automatic, steering, clean.
P.m.
O. Wilson, 753-3536.
TFC
Wesleyan's unique Digt Across
J28C
WANTED: HOUSE wife. Three FOR ALL your home alterations, IN ACCORDANCE with Ken- Retrieval System,
1963 BUICK Wildcat
into the
'695.00 FURNISHED APARTMENT for openings, part time. Average repairs, remodeling, etc., new or tucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 schc•ol's centrestiedtelephon
e
steering,
brakes,
air,
nice
car.
ANNIVERSARY SALE. The
three or four college boys. Phone $3.00 per hour. No experience old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123. and 25.200: Notice is hereby given Avsterrf. When, it was initiated
biggest sale ever Clearance of
necessar
y.
We
train.
753-7381
For apdays or 753-5108 after
1968 FORD Cortina
February 15NC that a report of final settlement of two years ago here, it win the
entire stock. Boots; one group
400 p.m.
accounts was on January 25, 1971
red, good sound ,car
t_ OLiLs _kind in the natant.
TFC pointment*17534711.
$5.00. Others priced $8.00412.95.
filed by Robert Lassiter, Ad- Other colleges and universities
FURNIT
URE REFINISHING. ministrat
Shoes priced from $3.00 up.
1963 DODGE Dart
or of the estate of have sent people to Wesleyan
'895.00
All work guaranteed: Free
-Nationally advertised brands:
- THREE
ROOM --furnished
Preston
Brandon, Dec'd
WANTED:
HOUSEKEEPER, pickup and delivery. Free
Latest styles. Casual and dress.
Wesleyan officials expressed
apartment for married couple.
and that the same has been ap1964
CHEVY
Impala
SS
five
days
a
'960:4
week.
estimate
0
Provide
Now
.
own
The Shoe Mart,corner of 13th and
Antique or natural proved by the Calloway
'895.00 Private bath, air conditioner.
delight with the program s early
County
V-8
automati
transport
steering,
c,
ation. Phone 153finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
brakes, air conditioner, bucket
Main.
Wall to wall carpet, available
J27C
Court and ordered filed to lie over •uccess. They plan expansion
seats, extra sharp
9989.
J28(
February 20 NC for exceptions. Any person ,.1 Ow system to snake-it availFebruary 1. 1641 Miller
J27C
able to more students at one
1970 OLDSMOBILE 98
1969 60 x 12 MODERNAGE
desiring to file any exception
'3.14j0
time and make more mateASI
loaded
FURNIS
equipme
with
HED
nt
trailer. Three bedrooms, PA:
ONE bedroom
NOTICE
thereto will do so on or before
NOTICE
available.
apartment. Couples
baths,furnished. Phone 753-9849.
Feb. 22, 1971 or be forever
1967 FORD Country Sedan Wagon - Now '1,395 garage
preferre
d.
'the
Availabl
system operates 24
e
barred.
imWitness
hand
my
this 26
J23C
V-8 automatic, steering, luggage rack,
hours a day. sexen days a week.
mediately. Phone 753-6781. J27C
day of January, 1971.
9 passenger
FIRST CLASS Timothy hay.
By Marvin Harris Up to :30 students can use it at
* ECONOMY LANE *
NICE
PRIVAT
Phone 753-4676.
E
rooms,
will
Court
County
Clerk,Calloway One time.
I
JnF
The material is pre-recorded
accomod
ate
8
to
10
boys,
Count
Kentu
with!
y,
cky
1969 DATSUN
kitchen priviliges. Phone 753-'
158
By Judith Ainley D.C. III magnetic tape cartridges
1,stitleysh4ft. luggage -raelltPeadfe, excellent shape
BALIWIN PIANOS and organs,
similar to those used in corndays or 7s3-51011.11"ei VMS
rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies
menial ratit‘o Asthma. l'he
and on Sunday,
.TFC I
1969
DATSUN
Sedan
'1,395.
00
to purchase. Used spinet pianos
.inain switching board is located
2
door
IN
ACCORD
sedan,
stick
ANCE
with
shift, radio, clean car
Ken- in the (:hrsapeake
i
and organs. Lonardo Piano
& Potomac
tucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 .fele
ONE BEDROOM furnished ,
Company, "Your Complete
phone Co. office in Buck1966 DATSUN Sedan
'895.0
0 apartment, carpeting, electric
and 25.200: Notice is hereby given hannon, and
Music Store". Paris, and Martin,
it is connected
4 door sedan, extra clean
that a report of final settlement of to the retrieval
heat, air conditioning. Water
Tennessee.
system on lines
J29C
accounts
was
on
January
25, 1971 rented
1963 CHEVY II
cosi
by the scii001,
1595708 Now '495.00 furnished. Reasonable. Couples
WE
ALSO
HAVE
SEVERA
L
GOOD
USED
filed by P. A. Lindsey, Jr.,
only. Apply 1414 Vine Street J28C '
2 door, 6 cylinder automatic, good sound car
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
Low
COLOR 'TV SETS
Executor of the estate of Dorothy
hearing aid batteries for all make
The oply cost for Wesleyan
1964
DODGE
Dart
Holland,
E.
G.T.-Dec'd
and
930700
that
the
Now-4650.00 FIVE ROOM house, gas heat.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC
2 door hard top. 6 cylinder, automatic
same has been approved by the I. die line rental, S[RI) per line
Next to Austin School, Vacant.
Calloway County Court and or- rach •;emester and for the...rac.
$75.00 per month. Phone 753-3084
FIREWOOD-OAK. Phone 4351968 VW Deluxe Sedancording machines, about $2.50
dered
filed to lie over for exor 753-3523.
4895 after 6:00 p.m. on weekdays.
J28C
Nick Ii averages out to a cost
red, radio, stick shift.
ceptions.
Phone
Any
person
753-5865 312 N. 4th J28c
desiring to ,,r about 20
J291'
cents per student
file any exception thereto will do ,
* SPECIALS *
TWO FURNISHED apartments;
,
e7M•gi . so on or before February 72, 1971
One 3 rooms and bath, one large 2
Installation-of-the retrieval
Now '845.00
AKC REGISTERED White
or be forever barred. Witness my -'-tern coincided with
bedroom, 4 rooms and bath All
install.German Shepherd puppies, 9
NOTICE
hand this 26 day of January, 1971. iii ui of the vampuseentres
AUTOS FOR SALE
Radio. Extra, extra sharp!
'utilities paid. Central heat, quiet,
telweeks old. Quite rare. One
By Marvin Harris 1.11/14141r r".i1.111 Wh1.11 placed
plenty parking. Downtown
regular color, about nine months
County
Court
Clerk,
Calloway
a
telephon
e
iii every,dormitory
location. Phone 753-5617 das or
1967 PONTIAC Bonneville, 4 dr. County
old. Call or see Howard G. Bucy,
THE YOUTH SHOP
,----K-antucky rootn and in off-eainpus fruAutomatic, air, plus many accessories!
753-1257 after 5:00 p.m.
J28C
hardtop. Red with black vinyl
753-1861.
J28C
By Judith Ainley, D. C. lentil, houses.
roof, power and air. All new tires
1968 STARCRAFf Camper. Reducea :1,325.00
Has All Coats
‘ssiSiaiit Clean Walter
1TP
NICE FURNISHED one and two
and
low
mileage.
Phone
to
436-2323.
Brown reports that WesleN an
bedroom apartments Married
FURNITURE FOR living room,
J29C IN ACCORDANCE with Ken- bieult) mendirrs and stirdrms
1\3 to 1 2 off'
couples only. May be seen at
kitchen and bedroom. Phone 753*
TRUC
KS
*
tucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 have responded enthusiastically
Kelly's
Pest
Control, located 100
9605 between5:00 and 6:00 p.m.
litt.. ..1tdriie
tig
va
ltilitrog
ttrrtatw
int
:
i. it
and
25.200: Notice is hereby given 10 tt
1957
South 13th Street.
CHEVROLET, two door
J28C
1969 DATSUN Pickup
J28C
'1,495.00
that a report of final settlement of
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser:' sedan, 327 automatic,
body
in
20,000 miles, almost new
s4-it up primarily to expand
10 x 48 TWO BEDROOM trailer, vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. good condition. Phone 753-2622 accounts was on January 25, 1971 regular
elassroom -instruction TWO 100 x 200 ft. lots. Three 1-970 DATSUN
filed
Sanders,
Elizabet
by
L.
phone
h
Ordway,
after
382-2468,
Far5:00p.m
private
.
location. Automatic
Pickup.
F2P
and not lit replisci• votiventional
'1,725.
00
_
Executri
bedroom home on one, other
mington,
the
x
of
estate
Kentucky
of
Preston
.
J79NC
washer, couple or couple with one
practically new
1.•11111VS.
Instructors were adW. Ordway, Dec'd and that the
ready for mobile home, 12 x 12
child. $70.00 monthly. Phone 489vised
not to use it to rrpbtirt1964
CHEVRO
LET
Impala
four
1962 CHEVROLET Pickup %IWO Now '750.00 2595.
same
storage building, circular
has
been
approved
the
by
J28C SHORTHAND
t heir regular lecture work,
REFRESHER door hardtop. Good condition. Calloway County Court and orwhiterock drive, patio, outside
11 ton,6 cylinder ,excellent shape for
this model.
peogralth., SI Ulf
t
•
J28P dered filed to lie over for excourse offered one night. per Phone 436-2276
lighting, two miles from Murray.
sekpment.
studies is;
week.
Beginni
ng
ceptions. Any person desiring to , bolt,* :Ind
We have many other fine used
City water and on paved highFebruary.
10' WIDE mobile home. See
business stimulaways. Reasonable. Would con-,128C 1962 DODGE DART, new blue file any exception thereto will do tion are 41111Tellay In
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer Phone 753-6613.
cars to select from!
paint, new tires, V.8,3 speed. Will so on
sider rent to right couple. Phone
or before February 22, 1971 .111 a ilireel outgrowth Of midiCourt after 4:00 p.m. No phone
sell with or without hot' rod or be forever
7,53-8548.
barred. Witness my sitlitSi
calls please.
J28C
ALSO SEE THE COMPLETE L
.129C
ig,two fa,taelTetc. tand this 26 day of January,
THE YOUTH SHOP
1971. liri,w n saul.
f6ettk
„
Phone
753-4100.
.
NEW
3261"
1971
DATSUNSu By Marvin Harris,
AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
fir.reetled the program "die
has the
•FURNISHED APARTMENT for
County Court Clerk, Calloway Iiiggest borni to our .1111110-1,i,
Poodles and three herds of
ROB ROY
1965 FORD FAIRLANE 500 sport County,
one or two boys. Private garage.
Kentucky iial media prOgraiii- and said
Chinchilla from certified stock.
coupe. Needs some work,$350.00.
One mile out on 121 North. Phone
knit'shirts
By Judith Ainley, D. C. the key to ilvisucerss is active
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
753-6508.
Phone
753-4552:
J28P
J29C
One-third Off!
February 26C
Its
1TP participation
faculty
members.
1968 CHEVROLET Impala, V-8
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
automatic, factory air, power
girls. One bedroom and kitchen:
REMOVE CARPET paths and
steering. Phone 753-2321. Feb. IC
Electric heat and air' conspots: fluff beaten down nap with
In Memory
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
Open Evenin Till 8:00
413'
604 So. 12th Street ditioning. Phone 753-3100. J29C IN LOVING
$1.00 Big K.
memory of our dear
J30C
husband and father, Lee Cald • Jukesidted
NOTICE
ROME (UPI)- Juke boles
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE well, who passed away two years
NOTICE
WANTED TO BUY
ago today. We miss you so muck are Insiog favor in Italy, accordJ.- I
since you went away, but the to..an industry survey. Only 7
WANT TO BUY one electric 3-YEAR old 3 bedroom brick, Lord had called you and you per cent of Italy 's 24;000juke
50 BRAND NEW RECORDS S4.95
(SATISFAC9tON GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK)
utility box for house trailer ZOO patio, carport, electric heat, air- couldn't stay. We have been so borek brought earn; of more
Yew fireortro 30.+rowel. -rime -amuse/44-AI APIA. r••••••1. rrt
AMP, Also used utility pole. conditioned. and. carpeted. call lonesome and all Mule, but tong-ihan11100
lOc each. These •r• not budget mad* but were made for high price
753-8110 after 5:00 weekdays for to meet you at the Great White pared with 13 per cent in
Phone 753-8287 after 5:00p.m.
sales. Elvis,- luck Ow•m. Dean Martin, James Brown. Great stars
an appointment
J2/3C
of totter.
J30C Throne. We are waiting here '19611. The number of juke
for that call from ón high to boxes losing money after taxes
Folks-This k no gimmick. Just a fantastic offer and you
WAF
TO BUY; junk cars. Must REDUCED; one year old come to be Stith you pillssweet and royalties rose from 34,to
make no promise to purchase filter* records. We lust
40 per cent.
.
complete
be
.Phone 753-9730. J28C Southern Colonial back. V.: by and by.
simply have millions of records that mint be sold.
C. *
rooms; two baths, 7 closets, all
, Mrs.Floy caldwell
•
100 RECORDS 58.95-1000 RECORDS ONLY $75
built ins, central air, fully carand children,
WANT TO buy; logs and stank11.-.? peted,
Larger volume prices on I...guest. Orders post-paid vii.cdtpf C.O.D.
paneled garage, on Pi
Mules,Mary,and
Thai students ill U.S.
timber. Also have for sale lumber acres.
Any purchase enters your name in' tb• "CO VACATION
Moving to 'Illinois this
i•rd BANGKOK (UPI) .There
SWIEPSTAKES- or without a purchoie you may enter by sending
and sawdust.-Murray Saw Mill month. $25,000.0
0, Mayfield, 247are - 4.372 Thai students enname and address You rn•y receive • eacation for two fop S days
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147. 2456.
of resort accommodatiors .n beoutiful KAM. Beech. Dos•-is of
rolled. in accredited American
•
.
J28C I.ands role
r
We are working to treat birth defects
TFC'
vacations offered. WI/Inert nottfield by milli. kerscat.oris valued at
colleges, reports the Ins'iliac of
orePt$165.00 each. Only one entry per family. Void what.. proh;64.4
11(11.1.1W44411)- (1•Ply
FIFTEEN ACRE failn with
We
are working to pirvent birth defects
Inteffiatiohal 'Education. Thaiby ow.
Wikr.N't 'f0 buy electric trams story
Janie.... Hid, landed a featured
frame house. loCated 1
land now ranks seventh among
•
role with Allicrt F. 1, in
Anierican Flyer or Lionel, any miles
- all nations in the ti brr iii
west of Hazel on State Line '1;
age or condition. Phone 753-2707
unisler:'. .1 I “liimbia Picstudents enrolled in,Jniericsii
Highway. Phone 753.5898 after
,TEMPLE, GEORGIA 30129
PHONE 562 29S6
tures release .114,4,1111g 111 4,11Murray, Ky.
J29Nf 6:30 p.m.
,1291' 1/1111.

1967 PLYMOUTH Belvedere II

'1,050.00

104 North 13th Street

Stiffki,
•

Phone 753-2900

3SSS

>a ie
19995

9995
199"
199"
199"
189"

199"
199"
4995

- NOTICE

The TV Service-teMervill soon
be moying.A) the Central Shopping
Center. •

ALL TVs and STEREOS_
GREATLY REDUCED!!

Watch For Our Grand Opening!

TV SERVICE CENTER

;ale
Priam

Price
Priest
Price

Price
Price
Price
Price
Priest
Prime
Prig*
Priest
Price
$500

Price.

Price

1964 VW BUS
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DECCO RECORD COMPANY
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Funeral Rites Are
Held For Mr. Crass

Today's Stock
Market

•VEDNESDAY—JANUARY 27, 1971

Mrs. Self . . . Kirksey PTA...

(Continued From Page One)
(Continued From Page One
The funeral for Conley Crass of
NEW
YORK (UPI i—The
413 North 4th Street was held
Greenville
three
Texas;
,
of
Goen
Fones, presided. She, along with
today at two p.m. at the chapel of stock market opened mixed in
troir
sisters, Mrs. Susie Farris, the secretary, Mrs. Bill Crick,
i
the Max Churchill Funeral Home moderately active trading toCosie
Mrs.
Curt,
Murray
attended
the Drug Airareness
with Rev. Lloyd Wilson of- day.
Phillips of Murray Route Five, Conference in Louisville in
alortly after the opening, the
ficiating.
and Mrs Eula Robertson, 115 December and gave highlights of
Dow
Jones
industrial
average
Pallbearers were Toy Lee
"South 10th Street, Murray; one the conference.
Barnett, Mason Crass, Richard was up 0.13 at 866.92. Of the 282
brother, Ofus Outland of Murray Announcement was made that
issues
crossing
tape,
the
Ill
Farris, Aubry Woods, Relmond
Route Five.
the Kirksey PTA, along with
declined,
and
85
gained.
Wilson, and Raymond Jones.
Funeral services will be held Hazel and Alm° PTA, will play
In the oil group, Phillips
Burial was in the Murray City
Thursday at two p.m. at the the
women's
men's and
Cemetery with the arrangements tacked on ;is to 31%. Texaco
chapel of the J. H. Churchill basketball games this year. The
held
unchanged
34,
at
as
did
by the Max Churchill Funeral
Funeral Home with Dr. H. C. regular schedule will be played
Occidental at 18. Atlantic
Home.
Chiles officiating.
starting in February and the
Crass, age 68, died suddenly at Richfield picked up los to 66%,
Interment will be in the Hicks tournament will be held at Hazel.
George Vernon Nichols III, the second place
8:15 p.m. Monday at his home. He but Standard of California
whiner in Rows Cemetery with the arrangements
• The Murray firemen will play the
was the son of the Oralando Crass dipped La to 51%, and Pennzoil Baby Derby, is being held by his mother while his father, George
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral teams with the proceeds at the
Nichols II looks on. Bill Edens, manager of
and Olive Jones Crass and was was 4% lower at 29%.
Roses, is pearientlag
Home where friends may call. firemen's home games to go
Du Pont gained 1,4 to 135 the baby with his prize money.
born February 27, 1902.
among
toward the Rescue Squad.
the
chemicals
Union
.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
GIANT SLALOM WINNER„
Maudie
Childers
Crass; Carbide rose lits to 44%, Allien
ABEI.BODEN,
Switzerland The room count was won by the
daughter,
Mrs.
Maxine Chemical % to 24%.
(UPI
Helene
Sondereg
ger of fourth grade, Mrs. Rachel Neale,
In
the
automotiv
e
group,
McLemore of Benton; son,
teacher, and the seventh grade,
Switzerland
defeated
Tamara
Ford
and Chrysler were off nu
Conley Crass, Jr., of MorganMarCinuk of Fitchburg, Mass., Mrs. Lucille Potts and Paul
From The
town, Pa.; two sisters, Mrs. Eula apiece at 55% and 27%,
Tuesday by more than three D'Urso, teachers, according to
Funeral services for Minor
Ross and Mrs. Bertha Barnett of respectively.
seconds
Charles
to win the women's Mrs.
Coleman,
Missouri
Pacific
picked up % Colson will be held Friday at
Murray; two brothers, Coy Crass
giant slalom in the seventh hospitality chairman.
of Murray Route One and to 67% in the rail group. eleven a.m. at the chapel of the
World Winter Games for the
Thomas Crass of Murray; three Northwest Industries held un- Max Churchill Funeral Home
(Reg. US. Pat. Off.)
Mrs. Ray Broach and Mrs.
Deaf.
changed
at
20%.
witti, Rev. Willie Johnson of- By United
gr Indchildren.
Press International
Jewell McCallon were appointed
UAL Inc. was unchanged at ficiating.
.
,
SAN
FRANCISCO
—Paul to recover from it. Most of our as a committee toward the
211% in the airlines. Pan Am
Burial will be In the-Temple Halvonik, an attorney repre- flights are canned. But once painting and curtains of the
dipped)ii to 14%, but American
with
the senting two men arrested for something happens that is so speech room of the school.
gained Ili di 26/
1
2. General Hill Cemetery
begging and obstructing a catastrophic, you throw away Hostesses for the social hour
arrangem
ents
by
the
Max
Dynamics eased Is to 24/
3
4 in
sidewalk
while
playing
a all your checklists and all your were the third grade mothers,
the aircrafts. Boeing rose V4 to Churchill Funeral Home where
books and start from scratch ... Mrs. Dean Humphreys and Mrs. TWO DIE IN STORE FIRE—Two employes who were takfriends may call after 6:30 p.m. Mozart duet:
181-4.
"Certain groups are conspir- to get horn again."
ing inventory died in this fire which destroyed a home
Paul Dailey, Jr., teachers.
(Wednesda
today
y).
Services for Mrs. Nell Rowland Bethlehem surrendered ½ to
furnishing store in downtown Hutchinson, Kan.
Colson, age 80, died Monday at ing against good taste ... It's
23
in
the
steels.
National
Steel
Outland have been shceduled for
nine p.m. in Houston, Texas. He very hard to block a sidewalk
gained
3
4
43.
to
Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
was a member of Temple Hill with an oboe or a flute. With a
of the Max Churchill Funeral Burroughs dropped 1% to
Lodge No. 276 F. & A. M., in sousaphone, maybe."
112%
in
the
electronic
s.
Home with burial to be in the
Calloway County.
Outland Cemetery.
GLENSIDE, Pa. —Thomas
F'riendis may call at the Max
Survivors are two daughters, McDermott, neighbor of EdChurchill Funeral Home after six
Mrs. Perlane Ahart of Houston, ward W. Pruyn, who apparently
p.m. today ( Wednesday.
Texas, and Mrs. Gladys Cothran shot to death his wife and four
Mrs. Outland, age 76, died
of Detroit, Mich.; three sons, of five children, wounding the
THE COLD SEASON IS HERE!!
Sunday at 11.30 p.m. at the Grace
Ralph, Rudy, and Roy Colson, all fifth child, then turned a gun on
Hospital, Detroit, Mich. Her
of Houston, Texas; three sisters, himself:
Fresh Picnic Style
husband, Burt Outland of Federal State Market Naas Mrs. Donna Hale of Detroit, "I never_ Mw_ him ex(lited,
..,CaLloway County, died May 17, Service January 27, 1971.
Mich., Mrs. Minnie Rhodes and upset or emotional. I think his
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Miss Lurlene Colson, both of whole life
1965.
was the children ...
Market Report Includes, 10 Paducahi_five brothers. Marvin,
Survieort are four
He didn't want_ to leave his
46-ozo-taw•
Stations
Mrs.-J7P. James of Ferndale,
.of Almo Route One, Raymond of family to face all this
Receitits: Act. 867 Est. 900 Murray Route Three, Sanders of
Mich., Mrs. Lindsey Shoemaker
Fresh Sliced
of Jasper, Tenn., Mrs. Glen Barrowi and Gilts 50c higher Reidland, Troy of Paducah, and WASHINGTON —Senate De46-oz
"Sweet
can
Moonkis
ened"
t
Grant of Hazel Park, Mich., and Sows steady to 25c higher.
Toy of Detroit, Mich.
mocratic Majority Leader Mike
Mrs. Harry Fowler of Troy,
Mansfield, charging the Nixon
US
1-3
200-240
lbs. *17.25-17.75;
Mich.; four sons, Burt, Jr., of
administration has altered the
Utica, Mich., Hugh and Dale of US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $16.75-17.25; Retailers Beware
spirit of legislation prohibiting
"Sliced"
Warren, Mich., and Brent of US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $16.25-16.75;
the use of U.S. ground troops in
Del
Monte
"Sweet
ened"
No
2
can
US
3-4
260-280
lbs.
$15.75-16.25;
Ferndale, Mich.; one brother,
\EV, ( IRK (1. PI) -Mat Cambodia:
Charlie Rowland of Murray; Sows
"elhe administration seems
lb.
women
prefer to shop ip etnoes
twenty-one grandchildren; ten US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 812.75-13.50; that are litter-free
both inside' to indicate that what is being
US 1-3 390-550 lbs. $11.75-12.75;
greet insakiiikken.
. done in Cambodia is in accord
US 2-3 4150-1450 lbs. $19.75.11.7$. and Gist.
The 'Litter 1,etter of the with the Cooper-Church Arnapvilb.
Center Cut
Del Monte "Mary Washington"
Alcoholism slighted
National • -Council of State ment. which I think is contrary
No 1 can
NEW YORK (UPI) - Only
Garden Clubs reports that 82 to the fact."
a small fraction of what can be
--per cent of women questioned
lb.
Reg. 62'
done about alcoholism in the
CAPE KENNEDY —Astrewin a survey said they have
Meter
readers
United States is being accomdefinite feelings about the ap- naut James A. Lovell, comReelfoot
plished, says Dr. Luther Cloud. get protection
pearance of the establishments menting on the useful result of
president of the National
they patronize
super- the aborted Apollo 13 space
Council on Alcoholism.
4-lb. ctn.
markets,
CLIFTON, N.J. (UPI) dress
shops flight:
"Abuse of hard drugs and The nation's utility company
hairdreZrs, drugstores, filling
SCOT TOWEL
"I think 13 really showed
each
marijuana has nowhere reached meter readers have found a
stations and the like.
what capability we have here in
the proportions of alcoholism
way to protect themselves from
Craddock's
NASA to handle a situation and
(2 lbs.-989
yet concern for alcoholism is a 'daily hazard, the family
far less than for narcotics." watchdog.
he ,al.s.
The meter readers are using
BIG ROLL
their meter binders to ward off
that nip in the pants, reports
PORK LIVER
Dinah renewed
the American Loose leaf
and
division of Dictaphone CorporHOLLYWOOD (DPI) ation. For that reason, the
Dinah Shore's new daily telefirm says, its meter binders are
vWqn Rho, has been renewed
SCOTTIES
lb.29'
BOX
finished with a hard bakelite
by NBE-rnr for another 52
enamel.
weeks.

Rites Are Friday
For Minor Colson

Quotes
News

Services Are Friday

For Mrs. quda0

SWANNS MARKET

Purchase Area
Hog Market

* MEATS *

HI-C

FRUIT-DRINKS - Por
k Roast
_
3/$1_
PORK STEAK
Grapefruit Juice 25
/A

Grapefruit Juice 10
SPECIAL!!

HOLDERS

HOME LOANS

"Can You Qualify- You may!
Read these requirements:

RESIDENCE:
NOTICE OF SPECIAL
SCHOOL BUILDING TAX ELECTION
Notice is hereby given that a special school building tax eletion
will be held in and for the Calloway County School District
on
February 9, 1971 to determine whether the voters of said
District
are for or against the levying for a period of twenty(20) years
of an
annual special school building tax of 13c on each One
Hundred
Dollars 4$100) assessed valuation of property subject
to local
taxation in said District in addition to the regular maximum
annual
, school tax levy permitted by KRS ISS.470
t2I.
The question which will be submitted to the voters of
said
Calloway County School District at said election will be in substantially the following form:

SPECIAL SCHOOL BUILDING TAX QUESTION
Are you for or against levying in the ('.alloway
County, Kentucky,
School District, each year for twenty ZO)
years, a special school
building fund tax in addition to the maximum
school levy as
provided by law, at the rate of thirteen cents
(13c) on each $100 of
property subject to local taxation in said District,
the proceeds of
which shall be used for the purchase or lease
of school sites and
buildings, for the erection and complete equipping
of new school
buildings, for the major alteration, enlargement
and complete
equipping of existing buildings, for the purpose of
retiring, directly
or through rental payments, school revenue bonds
issued for such
building improvements, and for the purpose of
financing any
program for the acquisition. improvement or bsin4sn
ofseheohr?

FOR ()

AGAINST()

All qualified voters in said Calloway County School District
.are
hereby notified of suchslection and are requested to vote
bpon said
question
This notice is given pursuant to an Order and Resolution
adopted
to the Fiscal Court of Calloway County on the 14th day of
January.
V47) in which-reference is hereby made fqr further details.
I signed i Marvin Harris,
Cooney Clerk of Calloway County.
Kentucky

•

Must live in rural area, own land in rural area or be employed in -ural area.

Applicant & Income Must:
( 1) Be a citizen 18 years of age or older.
2) Not own an adequate home.
(31 Have good credit and character rating.
( 4) _Have income to pay living expenses and
scheduled loan payments and other indebtedness.
( 5) Have income ot less than $8,000,00 per
year. Larger incione may qualify if family is
exceptionally large.
If-family owns an inadequate home a. loan may cx made to
bring it up-to acceptable standards or family may sell it.

HOUSE RESTRICTIONS:
Not exceed 1400 sq. it. finished living space
unless more than five in family
( 2) One bath only for family of less than five
members.
3,4 Not more than three bedrooms if family is
not more than five in number.
( 4) No den, T. V., or rumpus room but
may
include extra space for shop if needed for earning living.
(5) No elaborate,luxurious, expensive doors
windows, built-in cabinets, bars, paneling, etc
(6) House may not cost more than *16,00000
does not include cost of lot and water system
(7) House ,must be conventional design
8) Must not have double carport or garage

SITE REQUIREMENTS:
1. Miereleswitisadsare=calved*site purchaals.Scitin
-Se.-ihass
one acre may be purchased. State Health Dept. requires
m;imum of 10.000 square feet if septic tank installei.
ot rwise, these are no set requirements as to sire of lot

For More Information .
Call or See

GENE STEELY
. 901 Story Avenue
Office • Skiuth 9th Street.
753-7850

Nemo

lb 39t

PORK LOIN

49'

PORK CHOPS
69'
43'
Reg. 65'
59C
PURE LARD
33'
3 rolls PORK SAUSAGE ib 49c

Asparagus

1% Interest On New

lb 29'

9
.00

TOWELS

NECK BONES

HANKIES

10'

Emge's

BACON

2-lb pkg.

$1"
_
lb.
NESTEA
2/49
'
i Choice
ROUND STEAK 89' i3tri
SPECIAL!!

Tangy Lemon Flavored
ICED TEA MIX

Jai!
mum an.%

12 oz
leg. 595_

RASPBERRY CHERRY
or LEMON

JELLO
BEM CROCKER

CAKE MIX

"THICK SLICED"

Tender
6-oz pkg.

19'
box

39'

MINUTE STEAKS

lb.

99"

100% Pore

GROUND BEEF

Lb.

59 L

Emge's

lb

SMOKED PICNICS 39'
MIRACLE WHIP
63' Chicken (Frying)
lb 49C
ElbilgIgAT N 0
o R3T0H3ERcfla n
3/39C BREAST
Qt

No. 300 can

Kraft

PEAS 2/29'
— PRODUCE
$weet Potatoes 2 lbs 29
6;1(14Potatoes 79'
Romaine Lett c 31'
E

VALUABLE C.ouPorv

King

Size (32 fl. oz.)•
DISIONASS
ivrie _LIQUID ING--_

WITH THIS
COUPON

49c

795
LIMIT I COU"N PER BOTTLE
Redgennable 001
Swann's Mkt
Expir
/3//1
PIKE *IWO COUPON is

10 lbs.

We Have New Package Garden Seed In
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In Our 92nd Year
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Libraries Campaign
Against Drug Abuse
By Leis Campbell
utes after the exhibit opened,
State News Bureau
all copies had been given away.
FRANKFORT, KY.—In an Eight hundred requests for adeffort to actively engage in the ditional copies were recorded by
campaign against drug gape the end of the conference.
Initiated by Gov. Louie B. Nook
public libraries throughout the Requests for the drug
Mate are steadily building their bibliography are still being
collections of books,
received almost every day. To
and films on various aspects
date, approximately 3500 copies
drug education.
have been printed. The books on
In order to supplement
the list have been in such connumber of local libra
stant demand that cuplicate
materials, the Department
copies have been ordered.
Libraries has published an
publication
of
The
notated bibliography of
bibliographies on various topics
and pamphlets on drugs.
has long been a supplemental
bibliography is edited by Mrs. activity of the Department of
George O'Rourke, assistant
Libraries' reference department.
of the state library reference The bibliographies are done as a
department.
service to other departments of
It lists 85 books and pamphlets state government, as well as to
in the library's collection—all of the general public.
.
which are available to anyone in Past publications have inSteve Porter, son of Rev. and Mrs. William M. Porter, is pictured at the Calloway County Public
the state through interlitrary cluded reading lists entitled "Air
loan. Copies of the publication Pollution—Man's
Certain Library as he assists the staff in sorting and arranging the library periodicals. Porter is a member of
are available at all public Suicide;" "The Negro in Boy Scout Troop 77 and is now working on his Eagle Badge. He spends several hours each week
Libraries in Kentucky, or directly America;" "The American donating his services at the library.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
upon request from the Depart- Woman;" "Prescriptions for
ment of Libraries.
Retirement ;" Alcohism;"
Five hundred copies of the new "Conservation:" and "The
bibliography
were
made Romance of Quilts." The
available to interested persons at department has also issued more
the department's exhibit during abbreviated leaflets on such
industrial water supply areas. preventing
industrial
an
By Mary Anne Gurnee
the recent Governor's Con- topics as gardening, recreation
Temperature for industrial allowance of five to nine ph.
State News Bureau
ference in Louisville. Within 46 and summer sports.
water intake areas must conform
In other matters, the com-

o were takyed a home
)n, Kan.

Standards Set For Streams

39'

) 49'
69'
59'
—9lit)
b 49

) 29'

99'
59'
lb

39'
49'

09

Michael Alexander,son of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Alexander, has taken on the project of raising and
lowering the flag each day, Monday through Saturday, at the Calloway County Public Library.
Alexander is a member of Boy Scout Troop 77 and is now working on his Eagle Bagde. He comes to
the library each morning to raise the flag and returns each evening to lower the flag
Photo by Wilson Woolley

Reaction Cool Toward Proposed
5-Year New Business Tax Holiday
Editor's Note: A new business tax burden aggravates this
Some
businessmen
also
usually has a tough time getting situation. Taxes cut heavily into
recognize that the proposal would
established and many new any profits which might be
not help those businesses which
businesses fall to survive the needed for additional investment,
show losses in the early years,
early years. The tax burden is an particularly if the business was
since no income tax would be
extra load which reduces any started on a shoestring.
assessed. Losses can now be
earnings which may be needed to The problem of retaining more
carried forward only five years,
silicify the business. Based on its after-tax earnings is faced by
and subtracted from later earown findings, the Senate Small the entire small business comnings so as to reduce the tax bite
Business
Committee
has munity.
when profits are made. Some
recommended that Congress In voting heavily against the
businessmen may feel this is
allow new businesses to be proposed tax moratorium for
adequate; others might support a
exempt from the Federal income start-up businesses, the majority
longer carry-forward period so
tax for five years. The National of independent businessmen
that first-year losses are not
Federation of Independent apparently tends to view this as a
washed out before the business is
Business
polled
business subsidy to promote new com- profitable.
proprietors and found only 18 petitors. With the Federal budget
percent favor this proposal, while heading deeper into the red ink.
In any event, the proposed five77 percent object and 5 percent the proposal to create a class of year income tax holiday apare undecided.
tax-free businessmen is less parently is too generous a conA five-year tax holiday for the popular then it might otherwise cession to the new business, in
man or woman starting a new be.
most independents' eyes.
business has been proposed as
part of a coinprehensive package
of Federal tax reform for small
business. Proponents say it would
assure fewer new-business
fatalities. But first reactions
from the nation's small
businessmen are decidedly cool
By Lewis Sharpley
payer, a mistake (occasionally a
toward such a blanket exempState News Bureau
simple transposition of numbers)
tion.
sometimes occurs. Luckett said.
Perhaps because the burden of FRANKFORT, Ky.—"Filing "If an accountant or some
Federal taxation is so heavy on row income tax return on a form other tax practitioner prepares
business today, the proprietors with the piggy-back identification the return, please be sure to peel
may feel that a five-year tax .abel can speed refunds," State the label off the form you
respite would give too much Revenue Commissioner James received in the mail and place it
compeititve advantage to the E. Luckett explained today.
on the return before you sent it
business newcomer
The pre-addressed labels in," the commissioner said.
Or, in the manner of a father appear on nearly 900,000 income
who lectures his son on the tax forms mailed recently to
hardships he had to endure, the Kentucky taxpayers.
businessmen see no reason why "The taxpayer has the choice
business should be made so much of either making his return on the
easier for today's beginner.
cm to which the label is atIn any event, a poll by the tached, or else peeling off the
National Federal of Independent label and affixing it to another 740
Business finds, nationwide, that form," Luckett said.
18 percent favor the proposal for The labels, used for the first
a five-year tax holiday for new time last year on corporation tax
businesses, but 77 percent ex- forms, improved the processing
press opposition, And 5 percent so much that this year the plan
reserve their opinion.
as extended to individual
Poll returns from Kentucky returns.
businessmen show 17 percent in "If there is an error in the
favor of the tax holiday, 81 piggy-back label, simply draw a
percent opposed and 2 percent line through the error and write
undecided.
your correction on the label,
Proponents say the five-year preferably by pen or typewriter,"
e tax exemption would help offset the commissioner advised. "You
the hazards a person endures in can still use the label."
risking his capital, his labor and
The labels result in quicker APPOINTEE to the Senata..,
his career future by starting a handling of the returns because to fill out the late Sen.
business. It's likely that most of the department accepts the Richard, B. Russell's re-:
the businessmen polled would (Social Security) identification 'raining tWo years is atilt
agree that the risks today are numbers which appear on the ported likely to be Ernest
substantial, in view of inflation labels as being correct, whereas Vandiver (above), 'former
Georgia governor.
and compeition, and the present when it is filled bin by the tar
•
_

Piggy-Back Label Can
Speed Refund On Taxes

-

EconomicSecurity Commissioner
Announces Change In Personnel

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The to 89 degrees Fahrenheit at all
Water Pollution Control Com- times instead of the previously
mission meeting here recently excepted 95 degrees Fahrenheit.
passed water quality standards A six to nine ph level, which is
applying to interstate streams, the balance of water between
those that form boundaries or acid and alkaline, was accpeted,
cross into another state.
Kentucky's interstate streams
are: the Mississippi River, the
Ohio, Tennessee, Cumberland,
t both upper and lower portions),
the South Fork of the Cum-

FRANKFORT, KY.—Twe in Public Assistance until 1966,
high-level
administrative when he became head of the Food
changes recently were an- Stamp program.
nounced by Economic Security He attended Morehead State
Commissioner Merritt S. Dein University where he majored in
Jr.
Business Administration. He and
Jaen leaddetioulipervlieemligatirile lirs..44.-Irrementnt wiels
Re4 River, South Vatic
Food Stamp program, has beerts ir two children.
i Red River 'irid thi": stgl
promoted to director of Medical Samples, 24, joined the Sandy River, including the Tug,
Department in 1969 as assistant Russell and Levisa Forks.
Assistance.
Gary Samples, who has been superivor of the Food Stamp
Regulations prohibit sludge
serving as Waddell's assistant, program.
deposits, floating debris, color,
He holds a M.S. Degree in odors and other conditions which
whill become superivisor of the
Public Administration From create a nuisance, and toxic
Food Stamp program.
The appointments are effective Brigham Young University, substances harmful to human,
Provo, Utah.
February 1.
animal, plant or aquatic life.
Waddell replaces Byron Kirby, He and his wife live in
Intrastate streams, the ones
Lawrenceburg; they have two that flow only in Kentucky, have
who is retiring.
Kirby, 67, joined the Depart- children.
no particiflar standards to conment of Economic Severity in
form to at this time.
1969 after retiring as a partner di Mission budget
Ralph Pickard,staff director of
the public accounting firm of of l:nited Church
the Water Pollution Control
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. in
sEArri.E, Wash. (UPI) — Commission, suggested the
Louisville, where he and his wife A 1971 budget of
$6,900,258 commission wait for an opinion
make their home. He is a native down $552.
-742 from 1970, from the attorney general's office
of Warren Co.
has been adopted by the on effluent standards, which are
Waddell, 35, joined state lliiitrd Church Hoard for pluution levels at the point of
government in 1963 as a Public World Ministries, overseas mis- discharge, before establishing
Assistance social worker in his sionary arm of the 2 million- regulations for intrastate waters.
native Knott County.
member llnitrd Chun+ of
The corruilission atio voted to
He also served as a superivsor (:twist .
enforce strict regulations in

mission reelected Commissioner
of Natural Resources James
Shropshire as chairman, and H.
N. Kirkpatrick, commissioner of
Mines and Minerals, as viceehairMan.

V!t

WINNER BY A NOSE--Key Knight wears a cold weather

none cone being tested for winter harness racing at
Windsor Rareway in -Windsor, Ont.

THE LEDGER -INDIES - MURRAY. KENTUC
Y
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Washington Window
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
•WASHINGTON (UPI)-When
government issues its cost
living index. for January it
y look at fled glance as if
inflation has
been finally
defeated.
The January index, which will
come out late in February,
probably will be a little over
119 compared to the 137.8
. reported for November.
Don't celebrate. It's a matter
;
at numbers. Prices are still
801.143 up.
The government, as it does
every 10 years or so, is
updating the base for its
closely-watched business statistics. Most economic indicators
now are based on a 1957-59
average. The new base will be
1 1967.
The
November
consumer
price index meant it cost 813.78
,
duringthe month to buy the
same variety of goods and
services that could have been
. obtained for $11.63 in 1967 and
$10 in the period from 1957 to
1959

Coati More Now
When the November index is
recomputed to show the 1967
base, the figure is 118.5,
meaning it cost $11.85 to buy
the same goods that cost $10 in
1967.
Other key government reports will also be revised to
show the new base.
The Federal Reserve's industrial production index will
switch to the new base in
March or April. This index,
which measures the output of
the nation's factories and
mines, was 163.9 in December.
If recomputed to show the 1967
base, it would drop to 103.7.
The wholesale price index,
117.8 in December, will be 111.0
on the new scale.
Government statisticians say
the change is intended to keep
the figures up to date. The base
traditionally is revised every 10
years or so. This time, the
Manson, an appearance later in the trial, and when he v..e. first under arrest.
government is abandoning its
previous practice of using a
three-year period as the base.
The new base will be for a
single year.
Previous changes in base
periods often were greeted by
complaints that they were a
cosmetic job intended to mask
the effects of inflation. Critics
.argue that 118.5 seems like less
inflation than 137.8.
Concern About Index
Most individuals, however,
• New Pennstliania
are
more concerned
with
changes in the index than the
governor rebuffed
actual number. A 0.5 per cent
monthly increase is a 0.5 per
on appointments
cent monthly increase regardHARRISBURG, PA. less of the base.
A cioser look at the figures
(UPI): Gov. Milton
J.
Susan Denise Atkins
Patricia Krenwinkel
Leslie Van Houten
tells something about the
Shapp, less than four hours
course
of the economy since the
after inauguration, sufDEFENDANTS in the seven-murder Tate-LaBianca case in Los Angeles are shown
mid-1960s.
during course of the seven - month trial. They are "members" of what.was called
fered a humiliating slap
Consumer prices rose by 16.3
hippie Charles Manson's "Manson Family," which padded down on deserted ranch
from his own party when
----:- - the Qemeeratic majority in...,.*per cent-in the more than eight
-- in -theism An eele.: - neva.
the State Senate rejected
years from the 1957-59 base
all his cabinet appoint- - until 1967. The increase was
EQUAL TIME
,18.5 per cent
ments.
priorities of the 25 million CUFFLI
in less than three
NKS LICENSED
The Democratic senators,
WASHI
blacks in this country. We feel
NGTON
f
UPI
-The
years
from 1967 to November
openly angered by Shapp's
11
black
member
this
s
is
of
an
the
issue
BEDFO
House
that
transce
RD, England UPI)nds
1970.
independence of the partz
a
Police have granted Albert
Wholesale prices rose 6.1 per of Representatives, all Demo- party politics."
organisation, then
Morris, 50, a firearms certifijourned the Senate until
cent from 1957-59 to 1967 and by crats, who boycotted President
the Union
Monday.
oil ea.' iissialls
11 per cent from 1967 through Nixon's State
raise cate so he may keep his new
speech Friday have asked the
Shapp, an hour and a
cufflinks.
1970.
half after the Senate acted,
networks for equal time to tr7y_ ii1141 41411411,..it into neryint
The
industri
al
production
appointed his 10 cabinet
respond to the address.
piece- nlui lir !Midair) 11•41J11%
The cufflinks are shaped like
watched baes:goatees as speetat es- index-a e
imam\ miniature guns and were the
stn,a..to the governor nee rometer.
all economic Rep. William L. Clay, 0-Mo., I- J 14
Jblil the three !do)or networks titan td -tip !motility-%
subject of a recent warning by
„ Wolin the duties of the actleity=increased 58.1
per
British Overseas Airways Corp.
heads of the 10 depart- cent from 195749 to 1967 and by and the Mutual Broadcasting
f he. medium raw apple cwt. (BOAC) that they could be used
merns involved.
3 7 per cent from 1967 to System the President spoke of
i
.....;
:
•t,i
Shapp. who twice won
priorities which "are not the tains about 70
in a hijacking. They are
December 1970.
!'. gubernatorial primaries in
capable of firing real bullets.
opposition to organization
candidates totally ignored
the job recommendations
of county chairman. Democratic senators complained.
No Democratic county
chairman were appointed
7
PAA
YZeddi

Sharp
differences

Move-in day
HARRI SBURG, PA.
(UPI): As soon as her
husband was inaugurated as governor. Mrs. Milton I. Shapp began moving bedroom furniture
in the state's $2 million
governor's mansion. Mrs.
Stapp said she and her
husband would not live
in the mansion until a
double bed was mosed
into the master bedroom.

SSAPAL
EAST SIDE OF THE
SQUARE

BATH BEADS
•Watef softening
•Sion smoothing
•Body refacing

hallway mark
Commissioner At the
Nixon 'very optimistic'
starting ta'third
Miller
on
Kentucky
Agriculture

• WASHINGTON (UPI) President NixOn reached
the half-way mark in his term today "very optimistic" he will fulfill in the next two years the goals set
forth in his inaugural address.
He planned to mark the anniversary by concentrating on official duties, meeting with his staff to
set policy for the coming months and polishing up
his State of the Union address.
Yesterday he held a long session with his cabinet,
telling them "government must become more responsive to the needs of the people as we improve
the qualitesiof life." a top aide said
The aide explained Nixon feels the government
has made a lot of promisies in the last 10 to 15
years
but has fallen short on performance.
Nixon's televised address before a joint session of
Congress at 9 p.m.(EST) tomorrow will focus on
his
concern for solving the nation's social problems with
programs such as welfare reform, health care and
revenue sharing.
Looking back to that cold winter day, Jan. 20,
1969. when he stood on the steps of the Capitol and
promised "to bring us together," aides said the
President feels the "spirit of America will come
forth and result in a unity of purpose."
At this stage, Nixon's mood is upbeat. He has a
rosy outlook on bringing stability to the economythe hairsturt of his Administration so far and a
problem which could mean the difference between
defeat and victory if he seeks re-election in 1972.
Aides said he feels the restraints he has put into
effect in the past two years have brought "positiv
results" even though critics may think otherwise. e
At the start of his third year in office, Nixon
gave the appearance of one who was willing
to
softer on students and political foes and tougher be
on
business and labor.

by J Robert (Bob) Miller

The Kentucky
Department of Agrtfulture
iagnostic
Laboratory
at
Hopkinsville handled 4,054 cases
for testing during 1970.
'This represents a 41 percept
increase over the number handled in 1969. However, the 41
percent increase-and the 4,054
cases-does not show the increased load the laboratory is
handling. In some cases, more
than one type of test was required
on many of the specimens submitted to the lab.
These additional, tests were
processed without added personnel, which riot only shows
greater
efficiency, but also
shows expanding services being
performed by the lab. The lab has
also established a program with
other laboratories through which
reagents, new cell lines and
viruses are exchanged. A great expected to
be completed in July.
Winter flowers are scare'.
lumber of these procedures are
Overall, Kentucky has a
but- rried arrangements and
trained
'.oreig,n to those not
livestock industry in which we
plants will put flowers in your
or experienced in laboratory can share sense
a
of pride, and a home with flavor
a
of winter.
work, but they do represent livestock health progra
m that is a
greater services at the same, or complim
ent to all who have a
In many cases, a reduced cost. hand in its impleme
ntation and
Kentucky's diagnostic operation.
laboratory is the only such lab to
date to receive full accreditation. MINI TORNADO
This is certainly a credit to the LONDON (UP!'i-A "minor
Department and to the staff tornado" Monday night tore off
members who havf._ enabled the roofs, uprooted trees and tositsdalab to gain this rating.
automobiles about in southeast
The most important thing of London. No tasualties were
course is the services the lab is reported.
providing to Kentucky livestock A weather center spokesman
owners. It is hard to say just how described the whirlwind as a
many thousands of dollars have "minor tornado" and said it
been saved through the rapid and was part of a
line
of
accurate diagnostic reports the thunderstorms that hit the area
lab has been able to provide.
earlier.
1ST COWBOY IS DEAD Livestock
production
is
Bronco Billy Anderson,
becoming more and more iml)ifficulty in_ peeling hardfilmland's first cowboy who
portant to our agricultural
made the first two-reeler,
economy each year. Our cooked eggs is associated with
fireshne.sTiof the eggs reaching
"The Great Train RobHopkinsville lab has made us a
coi&mergn • Since -beryl," in 1903, is dead in
leader in animal disease oilier eggs
arelissually 'easier
Los Angeles at 89. He made
diagnostic work. A second lab is ill peel. USE your
older ems
385 films before retiring
underway at Lexington and is for hard cooking.
from the screen in 1920.

* NEW C-3 *
STOP, SHOP,
COLD COUGH CAPSULES
Allday
or
all-night temporary relief from
AND
nasal congestion and coughing due to
common cold. 10 capsules, by the people
SAVE
who make Contac!
..tilICRETS
PACQUIN
LOTION
FOLD-LOCK

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
ITI

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

etsfeTc 0007744
'

17-oz. box

to his cabinet, a departure
from past practices of Democratic governors. Rocco P.
Urella of Philadelphia, appointed by Shapp to head
the State Police, is a Republican
Senate Majority Leader
Thomas F Lam said he ex.
ts the cabinet appointments to 1,ie confirmed
when the Senate rtnurns to
work Monday.

for f.xtwory Skin

BRECK

SHAMPOO
Kills householdgetñsIii
eliminates odor.
7-oz. spray.

Box of 12_Suppositories

Reg. '1.65

Reg. '1.09

JOHNSON

Preparation H.

1 18

SALE

got..
babY
0.1ft°

BABY
POWDER
ECONOMY SIZE
14-07 PlASJIC BOTTLE

NEW ROMtLAR CF
"4

EXTRA-STRENGTH PAIN RELIEVER

101 MOO Of HI/1010d •11111NAITI$•
COOS

sou nestia.O.S.- Pant- MESI

WAWA
NSP R\1\1

ST1114ING DOWN Declaring no one should wee,
more than one 5-31ear term
as secretary genertl of the
United Nations.- U Thalia
announces in .New York
Ono he will not serve again
after hir-second 4-rear
-teens
thla

For Headache Pain, Fever
Bottle of 200 Tablets
Reg. 11.09

Pain Reliever

BOTTLE OF 100 TABLETS
SALE

8-Hourveough
Formula
Safe, extra-strength cough syrup

86'

PULVEX SUPER

Reg. '1.59
SALE094
3-oz. bottle.
HAIR SPRAY
HOLDS EVEN IN
THE RAIN

Kills Fleas for 3 Months

SALE
SALE

96c:

• 01.9.4,
• Extra Hold
• unscomed
• Fen
0,1, Ha.

13-0Z.

Spray

Reg. '1.49

LADY
-ESTHER
4-Purpose
FACE CREAM
10 Oz

Jar

2(

0.11m.

•

•1
1'
,

ir,e..ir,:4•••.....0111444.
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Northside
_ Shopping
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cry optimisthe goals set

PRICES
ARE

•••

*

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

LOWER

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

y by concenhis staff to
polishing up
his cabinet,
e more rewe improve

EVERYDAY'
Partin

PORK. ROAST

government
to 15 years

(
AMIVIM.1111°
VERIBES1PORK

nt session of
focus on his
blerns with
th care and

SAUSAGE
BONE

2 lb. bag
TENDERIZED, SMOKED

BOSTON
1311739.;
BA111-0 CHICKEN

ay, Jan. 20,
Capitol and
$ said the
will come

U.S. CHOICE

t. He has a
economy—
far and a
ce between
on in 1972.
as put into
ht "positive
erwise.
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filing to be
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lb.

•

59c
Richtex
c
9

Shank
Portion

STORE-COOKED

viers are scarce
rrangements - and
I flowers in your
flavor of winter.

IGA

Coffee
GERBERS
Baby Food
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11 y Anderson,
rst cowboy who
rst two-reeler,
t Train Rob03, is dead in
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BACON lb

9c
IGA
TOMATO JUICE
29
strained

46 oz

200 ct pkg.

FLOUR

10 lb. bag

PRICES
ARE

LOWER

EVERYDAY

TIDE

GIANT SIZE

•
•

DY
HER

Ripe, Yellow

BANANAS

rpose
REAM
Jar

fyi
•

99

Vitp- BEANS

soup 2/25c

441

240z.

20 oz. bottle

Folgers or Maxwell House

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO s5w FORCED PURCHASES

COFFEE

1 lb. can

JUST LOW PRICES !

CORN

BREAD

CREAM STYLE-GOLDEN

1 lb Loaf

TOMATO
SAUCE

ICE MILK

43'

19'

8 oz. can

MIRACLE
WHIP

69'
Yellow, Sweet

CORN
EARS

Fresh

PINEAPPLE

79'

HUNT'S

IGA

IGA

5/1

69c

TOMATO
WESSON 110a.
thISUP
(5)ty
330

CHILI
15 oz. can

3 lb can

HUNT'S

JUST-RITE.

DEL MONTE

303 can

Detergent
TTLE

ail
PM
ili
foM

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

Martha White

CK

SHORTENING

MATCHLESS

73c

1 lb. can

lb.,

HAM
lb

10'

Qt. Jar

49'

Florida

ORANGES

EACH

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS SA It's the total on the tape that counts!

_

-
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54 WAYS TO
WWI

All

new
SERIES
:=66

COME ONE...
COME ALL!

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 641 N.
MURRAY, KY.

FUN! EXCITING!

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY

Bakery prices good Om Sat, Jan. 30.
All others good thru Tues., Feb. 2.
Limit right reserved.

7-oz.

MACARONI DINNER
PORK & BEANS
IH liBy FOOD
PET MILK
SWANSOFT
TOWELS

CHEERIOS

PIS

32'

SHOWBOAT

FROZEN FOODS
BANQUET

All Flavors

Cream

Pies

1-11). can

141-2-oz. can

25c

6/954
CAL
99'
CAKE MIXES
89'

fa)

5-1b. bag

Jumbo Ron

14-oz. bottle

REM CROCKER

J1
69

8

.011011MENIMMINIMM.

236

HIMMEL SPAM
TEXSUN
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
TOMATO JUICE

Miracle

Pkg.

1-lb. 2-oz.

33'
39t

BAKERY FO DS *
MEL-0-SOFT

Qt

12-oz. can

1-it. 14-oz. can

48c

Ii

14-on. cal

4 3.75 oz. 29

A(Ci

SPOTLIGHT BEAN

2

LIMAS
AG
GREEN

2

E
I
(LIMAS
B
i
4
g

sFaSSU E

Giant

* DAIRY DEPT. *

Ajax

BISCUITS

Special Label,
3-lbs., 1-oz.

Buttermilk or Homestyle, 15 Ct

14'

13-oz. can

101,2-oz. can

25'
12'

KROGER
JEMIMA

All Flavors

14-432" /Kink

29'

gaL43'

AITOR in a DRUM
JANITOR

CING

KROGER SLICED
Cheese

Fa.

89'

1

Bottle,
98 Size

1-crf

CAT FOOD

15-oz.

96c

ARRID DEODORANT
HEAD & SHOULDERS
Hi51IC
24' HAiR DRhSING
4.

""111

1.34
996
88'
78'
99'

PI

$1.15
Size

9115i Size

FRUIT COCKTAIL

1-1b. can

$1.29 Sue

FOLGER'S or
MAXWELL HOUSt

1-oz.

54'
PRIDE

DREAM WHIP

Pkg.

49'

pgrEAN
4 1V'
:

COFFEE
Bars

PEANUT BUTTER
ICAN
DAIT.i. PICKLES

12-oz. jar

496

LE

PO

Hand

LEd

-

1 lb. Can

Qt 55'

79c

Lotion

85 sr
Pint

49;

$1.00 Size

9
944

UPTON

a

,

$1.15 Size

VASELINE

I

INSTANT TEA

Fig

CREAM

79c Size,
Pint

GTF
PO

81.29 Size

10 lb. Bap,

SWITCH

Ea
Food
.4
Pimento, Swiss or American, 8-o7

Green,
Amber,
or Red

EXTRA DRY4oz

I-ganon 7at
1-qt

19'

69c

HYPER-PHAZE

SUGAR

'IIC BOTTLE

sizFX BLEACH

1-lb can

642.

WASHFMILY
MOUTH
POND'S
DRY

WC:

SYRUP
uT
PANCAKE
'
HEINZ
CHUP

45'

! MOUTHWASH

'PRIDE

12-oz NI.43

I-lb
CMS

53'

59C

4 f" 45

3,

COLGA TE 100
Gal.

Roll

mnpi:lF.nng.LIQUJp
SlidcAlii
TOMATO SOUP

AR

6
CIB •,

55'

Qt

FOR A WHITER

Ea.
Horns. Bear Claws, Fruit Strip,
Cinnamon Twist, or Cinnamon Schneckenl

1-1b.

ATPELYE SAUCE

FREE-RUNNING

Plat

Term

284

1-qt.
14-oz. can

I APPirONTE uiTUICE
lL

1-1b. 14-oz. box

5 1-lb
ctns.

51-2-oz. can

COFFEE

KROGER

CLOVER VALLEY

44'

B3,S

Of COMBINATION

CINNAMON ROLLS 4 foil.
5 fors
MARGARINE
ILK

66'

Makes 3
quarts Pkg.

ARMOUR
TTED MEAT

Qt
SALAD DRESSING
11/4.16,E
12
MORTON SALT
BROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS
1-1b. can
3= 89'
NOR'N BEANS ib.19'
tor89`
3
Pkg
WIENER ROLLS l"
TEA BAGS
100et-Pkg.s1.29 OCEAN
SHEY
ROYAL
JUICE
VIKING
27'
CHOCOLATE SYRUP
Danish
WASH
CLOROX BLEACH
,
Pastries 39
TIV04-IlLAKE

5-1b. bag

PERSONAL

63'
494
356

Yboz 19
BREAD:
Loaves
OLD FASHIONED WHOLE EGG WHIP
1110101.14/04 CHOCOLATE LAYER En- 1

4-o
`
2. Can ,27

IVORY

HUNT'S

Whip

63'

MOW

41' KLEENEX TISSUES
8 OATS
611
1 (ER

KRAFT

10½-oz. pkg.

COCOANUT
thliiimiTABTLE MIX
CARNATION
MILK
I

Pepsi

154
334

1-112. Pkg.

9-inch
shells

Meat Pies
Beef or
k
Turey,
hicken
5 For
1

)ECISAL "K"

RC

45i-oz.jar 84

TALL

EVAPORATED

7-Up,

•WiliiiONE DRESSING 8-01- 39'
-,

53c

COI
MEI

SP
PO

FIR

WOMMIIM• J

•
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WT.111 up to $11
3,200,000 Tickets to be Distributed

100 EXTRA'
AS OF JANUARY 13, 1971
N. Unredeemed Prizes

*1000

10

- 27'
ag

kg

Ow

On

16,500

Bone -In

SWISS STEAK

0.
Limit one.
a=
OM
--ii
,ThT.
ou MURRAY ONLY

_

18,090

L

WHAT IS TENDERAY BRAND BEEF?
Kroger Tenderay Brand
Beef is aTways-.U.S.D.A.
Choice Grade, gralp-fed
beef, which has been
placed in special rooms
where controlled temperature and humidity
allow this fine beef to
tender NATURALLY,
while flavor and freshness
are retained.

Or

44'

400
1,000

Total Unredeemed Prites

STEAK

66'

120

*2°°
sloo

ROUND

ig 63'

11.
0
a..

.... with this coupon
IN.
...and
15.00 purchase
sp.
...excluding tobacco.
op.
.
0 Expires Feb. 2

W

‘
/ *20
$500

U.S. CHOICE

6
11

PRIZES

*100

32'

TOP VALUE STAMPS

ODDS CHART

in the 38 participating Kroger Stores located in West Tennesse
e, (excluding Memphis), Eastern Arkansas, Northern
and Central
Mississippi, Southern Illinois and Western
Kentucky. Scheduled termination of this program is May 5, 1971.

E GUARNATEE THE TENDERNESS
F EVERY CUT OF TEN DEllAY
BRAND BEEF!

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

Rib
Steak
Family Pak
lb.

U.S. cH9ICE TENDERAY
U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

Boston
Roll

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

Nfr

WHOLE RI3

1.99

L

•••••

lb

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

in

28'

K.C. STEAK

41

SHOULDER SWISS STEAK,!1.09
TENDERAY
•
anuis Esci
iDERiY
ROAS
t T
lb. 996

lb.s1.71
U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY— BONELESS

TENDERAY

CORNED BEEF

lb

79'

FRYING
CHICKEN

HAM
WIENERS

lb.43'

ei)
10"

lb $ 1.29

lb

39'
ze 94'

'1.34

It)

lb.

lb.

-99'

t.

88'
78'
99'

Quarter
,Pork Loin
Sliced As
Mixed Chops
lb.

e0c

a7

PORK RIBLErs
COUNTRY STYLE RIBS
LEAN,MEATY

MEDISPARE
PORK
CHOPS
F

3 to

T•C 'T

S-lb.

avg.

lb

FAMILY PAK

lb.

FOR BAKING

lb.

L-S DA GRADE A• WISHBONE OR DODGFN

55'
49'
38'

RED
GRAPES

beh.29'

iTRA
1 WBERRIES

it.

59'

2 lbs

29'

NLW (BOP

SWEET POTATOES

aiEN ONIONS - 2
TANGERINES

lb. 39'

lb.
In.

lb.

lb.

49'
49'
79t
49'

POTATOES

9

lb.

MARKET-MADE

Fresh
Picnic
„.3(Y

29'

bell

12/49'

121 -SSET

1"bs and uP 39C

PORK SAUSAGE
WHOLE
PORKILYPARSHOULDER
PORI', STEAK
FRESH HAM
PrIslinitITT ROAST

k

F:FRLESH BROCCOLI

AYGELRDAJU IC
F
GRAPEFRU
E IT

ler

69
t
8 69
'
696

Pink or
'r
V.irsh Set Liles,' Ti

CORN
CELERY HEARTS

5 ears for

1

2D-lb !
lag

99'

FLORIDA TEMPLE

ORANGES
hmibo

;1-

12/89

pkg. 49'

4;

17,1.

•

LEAN

FAMILY PAK

FRYER BREAST
FRYER LEGS
LARGE HENS
KIO
ROASTINGR
G TURKEYS
CHICKEN

12-oz. pkg.

Sliced
Bacon

39'
39'
79'

.
4

•

lb.

KROGER

BREAST QUARTERS
F,EyHD„1
.
3 QUARTERS
17,,O QUARTERS
FRYER LIVERS
FilficiPGECFCHICKEN

Mixed Ports

lb.
Hy
FINESTlii
s-p '2.85
E
nR
89'
FRESH,GROMR CHUCK
PORK LIVERLIVER
39'
F":03 ii NECK BONES
15'
59'
lig:CODER
PIG FEET
lb. 25'

lb

COUNTRY STYLE

Cut-Up,

Cube
Steak

89' t
69'
79'
49'

"
CARVE -

6116
QUARTER11 Tifiik

Boneless
Roast

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

er

RIB ROAST

FLORIDA JUICE

•-•

A444

NO. I AGAIN—Apollo 14 Commander Alan Shepard,
America's first man in space a decade ago, looks happy
at Cape Kennedy as he gets suited up for the upcoming
Moon mission. He is 47, oldest of all our astronauts.

High price- of drugs
U. S. auditors co_nfirm,_ •
charge of excessive cosh

. •

WASHINGTON (UPI): Government auditors say
they have confirmed what Sen. Gaylord Nelson long
has suspected: The government is paying too much
of the taxpayers' money for drugs prescribed at k
federal facilities.
Without speculating on the total amount of
wasted dollars, officials of the General Accounting
Office testified that the government's nearly $1
billion drug bill yearly is due in large part to :
policies that favor purchases of high-priced medicines.
Nelson a Wisconsin Democrat whose special • monopoly subcommittee has been probing government
drug-buying policies for months, summed up the •
testimony of Comptroller General Elmer B. Staats.
"This is becoming a catastrophic situation. I have
the suspicion that the taxpayer is getting euchted
out of a lot of money."
Staats didn't go that far in hislengthyAsstiniony.
But hedid sa'R governinini-approved purchase prices
for "indefinite quantities" of certain drugs have
avenged 63 per cent higher than contracted prices
for fixed quantities.
He also said the Veterans Administration spent
t5.1 374 more than it needed for nine specific
nsedleines over a two-year period by negotiating
costly contracts with single drug manufacturers
rather than askingfor competitive bids.
In fact, Staats said. only 7 per cent of the drugs
bought by the VA and the Defense Department for
their central stocks in the 1970. fiscal year were
_
pure_hased after seeking bids.
Ze suggested the VA and the Pentagon. along
with the government's third major drug-purchasing
agency. the Public Health Service, could reap considerable savings by buying their drug supplies
jonitl .
.attMISSAWNSOMSS::::0

NEW YORK (UPI) —
"Satellite Cities" don't orbit
The earth. Instead, they are
New Towns influenced by older, established cities.
The National Committee on
Urban Growth Policy recommends the building of 1005
new towns for 100,000 people
each, plus 10 new cities of
I million to house the growing
population. If built, most will
be satellite cities.
An example is Litchfield
Park, Arizona a new town already under construction. It is
satellita-of Phoenix, located
16 miles from the center of
Phoenix on a huge, 12,000acre farm.
In the early stages of its
glowth, it draws on Phoenix
for jobs, homebuyers, services,
cultural events, and governmental functions. That make,s
it a satellite of Phoenix, partially dependent upon the older community. But as time
goes on, Litchfkld Park wilt
grow more autonomous, acquiring jobs, services, and facilities to cater to its own residents.
:Eventually, it will have jobs
for 50 per cent of its working
population in the town commercial and industrial areas,
ending commuting for those
people. In mobile America, the
planners doubf more than that
would want_ to work near
home.
Why build New Towns at
all?
Partly to funnel population
out of the over-congested cities
and into new areas; partly because New Towns can be designed to solve urban problems
such as auto traffic that were
never considered when older
cities were built.
At Litchfield Park, for exhome
walking distance of an elementary school, so school buses will never be needed. Stores,
recreational areas, and jobs are
also nearby. Parks and open
spaces are built into the new
town, guaranteeing that green
spaces will always be available. Roads are laid out to
keep traffic moving and out of
residential areas, making the
city cleaner, quieter, and more ,

LONDON (UPI): The government said today the
three-day-old postoffice strike was showing signs of
cracking. The Postal Union denied it, but warned
strike-breaking members would face disciplinary
acion.
A union spokesman said local union officials
were taking names of those who reported for work.
The Post Office Corp.—the government agency that
runs the mails, telephones and telexes—said this
number was increasing.
Telephones were almost normal and the only real
strike-caused inconvenience for most of the public
was the inability to easily send or receive mail.

whole life is organized around his
By Dee Giaanini
Though it may not
alcoholism.
Bureau
News
State
_
FRANKFORT, KY. — seem fair to them, family
-Alcuholism affects not only the members need help at this point
the drinker if
one who is drinking, but even far more than
is to be arrested."
more so, the ones who must live alcoholism
with the problem," according to
Harold B. Armstrong, alcohol
information specialist with the
Department of Mental Health's
Office of Alcoholism.
He said research indicates
alcoholism interferes with many
phases of family living—social
and
physical
activities,
emotional health and spiritual
life.
"The alcoholic also affects the
Personalities and behavior
patterns of the family members
TORCH TEST—The new 2.5the functioning of the family
pound carbon composite and
MOSCOW (UPI): American and Soviet space saes- s
unit. The family, in turn,
a
as
brake disc for USAF's F-15
tists agreed yesterday to trade tiny but significant
either to the
fighter resists 3,000-degree contributes
of metal soil brought back by their rival -2
amounts
.
-7
of
persistence
heat from an acetylene alleviation of the
lunar probes.
-s
S. I"
torch at Goodyear's plant the alcoholism."
Dr. George M Low, acting director at the U.
-7One of the most successful
in Akron, Ohio, while a
S National Aeronautics and Space Administration
6.5-pound steel disc melts. treatments of alcoholism—
(NASA), said the Americans would exchange two to
family oriented therapy—is
three grams—about one tenth of an ounce-4d lunar
By Mari Soult
based on this interactional
soil garnered by the manned Apollo-II and 12 4.
Special Writer
relationship within the family of
expeditions for a similar amount 'of moon rock
the alcoholic, Armstrong added. LEXINGTON,
up by Russia's unmanned Luna-16.
scooped
Ky.—The
"This may not seem like much but it is a very
Family oriented therapy aims Kentucky Educational Television
significant amount of samples," Low told newsmen
at helping both the alcoholic and network has chosen a stylized
directly
S at the end of four days of talks with Soviet space
members of his family
"a" to provide viewers with
scientists.
involved in his drinking behavior. information about the adult
11111111113111111111111M111/1111111111111111111114111111 I ti
.$1,1111111i10111111111111111,1111111111111/111110011..MIllllll
54
Unfortunately, cited Armof certain programs
nature
the
sought,
strong, before help is
broadcast on the network. The
the screen during all or parts of
alcoholic's drinking usually has
"a", which stands for "adult",
become so severe that he is was chosen because of its sim- the program. Warnings and
disclaimers at the start of a
desperately ill or is threatened
MANILA (UPI)—An interisplicity and easy identification.
with some crisis such as loss of "We feel," says 0. Leonard program are, frequently missed land ship smashed against a
by people tuning in late. The
family, loss of job, or difficulty
wooden pier in Iloilo in the
symbol will also by given the southern Philippines Sunday,
with the law.
before such a crisis director, "that this system of widest possible publicity so that it killing nine persons, police
become immediately reported today.
develops, the alcoholic plays 'the 'flagging' significant programs will
game' of denial, retionalization, places at least part of the recognizable."
and insistence of handling the responsibility and freedom for
the fact that
selection where it belongs—in the KET recognizes
problem on his own.
woman and
the Public Broadcasting Service A pregnant
viewer.
individual
.tite
thof
at
hands
successful
most
is
-He
-ifere- report'
ago
child
another
conwell
presents important,
drowned
feared
warting every constinCtivelsocial This does not absolve the station,
and
missing
ed
ceived and well executed peractivity of his family, including a of course, from its prior
when the ship's impact caused
very
have
which
formances
plan for his recovery, and the responsibility to observe the
shed to
clear and significant social value a portside warehouse
family often falls into the trap of limits inposed by law and by
collapse.
but which
contemporary standards ot taste for large audiences,
playing 'the game' with him.
occasion, be conmight, on
"They relieve him of family and treatment.
for the
responsibility,. make excuses for "The plan," according to sidered inappropriate
view.
to
family
entire
of
director
for
KET's
him,
break
Turner,
up
Donna
him, cover
social engagements, accept programming, "will be, first, to
STRIPED FOR TV — R ed promises they know will be broadcast a warning at the "Therefore," concluded Press,
stripes on Astronaut -Man
broken and make repeated beginning of certain programs to "rather than eliminate all such
Shepard's helmet, arms and
of drastic action which the effect that 'the following programs from the schedule,
threats
legs will enable Earth tetethrough."
program, while considered which treats the mass audience
carried
not
are
visian.viewers to tell him
Armstrong added, "The significant by this network, may as though it had one mass level of
from Ed 'Mitchell during 4
1
their Apollo 14 Moonwalk- alcoholic's whole life is organized be found in some parts to be of- interest; we can give them some
ing mission. The wheel in around escape from reality fensive to some', and, second, to choice and a way to exercise their
the photo is on the cart through drinking; the family's keep the distinctive letter "a" on own individual judgements."
carrying equipment for the
experiments.

!U.S., Soviet scientists OKI
I exchange of moon soil. I

Delivered In Murray...Only '1,957.25!
(Includes State Sales Tax and 1971 License Plate—Drive It Out Today!!)

Introducing the Li'l'Something.
Our least expensive 2-Door Sedan.
The VI Something is our all-new 1200
2- Door. We took the ugly out of economy and put
the performance in.
New high-eam 691411 engine,-0-60 MPH
in 14.8 seconds. Gets up to 30 MPG.
Front disc brakes, all-synclifoffieth
4-speed stick shift, all-vinyl upholstered interior,
front bucket seats. Loads of no-cost extras.
The Li'l Something— a lot of car for very
little money.
•

Sunglasses worn at
inappropriate ftMeS and places
hiding dilated pupils—LW

These are a few of the signs that
may indicate that a young person
could be abusing drugs or using
c.otics. While these symptomsaxe
not proof of drug abuse(most
could occur for several otber reasons),
they should serve to alert MIrerits
and friends that a problem may exist.
If you're not sure, talk with
your family physician. If you suspect,
..Are
ask your child point blank,"
you taking drugs?" .
It's A sad thing to havAo ask'
someone you love, but saying
"Goodbye" is even sadder still.

0

.advertising contributed
for thf public good

The 510 2-Door Sedan has an expensive
96 HP overhead cam engine. Gets 0-60 in 13.5
seconds:
Plus front disc brakes,fully independent
rear suspension, all-vinyl upholstered interior.
Many no-cost extras including whitewall
tires. Optional 3-speed automatic, too.
Looking for valve? Your Datsun dealer
has it in the 510 2-Door Sedan and the new
1200 Lit Something. Drive a Datum,then decide.

(Prire includes state sales tax
& 1971 license plate)

Lassiter-Hcianney Datsun
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COFFEE

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

3
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CHILI

1-1b. can
v
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 2/2/71

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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soil

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 2/2/71
' i03471CO1JPON
Limit: One coup. per pur
Gold Medal 5-1b. bag

2822 * coijAp6i1
(
Limit: 1 per family
15-oz.
Armour

COUPON
Limit: One coup. per pur.
Chase & Sanborn

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

39'

1-1b. can
Good Only- at Storey's
Offer Expires 2/2/71

•
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COFFEE

Detergent
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Ex ires 2/2/71
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for work.
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COUPON
Limit: 1 per family
Giant Size
AMON

COUPON
Limit: One coup. per pur.
Maxwell House

2830 COUPON
c2o
o.u pz. per pur.
int
iq_ft
u id 2

4/s1

39*

FLOUR

with BEANS
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 2/2/7

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 2/2/71
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SERVICE
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SOUTHERN BELLE SLAB

8119

SANDWICHES Bar-B-Q

FRYERS
USDA Choice

MORTON

DINNERS
'

Fresh & Meaty PORK

MAXWELL HOUSE
ALL GRINDS

CLUB STEAKS '119 NECK BONES 19'
BIRDSUE

ORANGE JUICE60z7,s1

4/$1

COFFEE
1-1.b. Can
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3
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(LIMIT: 6)

HEINZ STRAINED
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At Top Of Page)
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Fat drivers beware!
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Extra weight won't help

HIGHWAY 641 N. - MURRAY
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. — MON.-SAT.

you in an auto accident-_
light
LOS ANGELES. Fellows who - ex- in injury rates for heavy and
seems to be the mere factor of
people
it
claiming
by
obesity
own
ruse their
tends
comes in handy when colliding with weight, since the heavier person
the car
things can no longer fall back on that to collide with objects Inside
with more force.
overweight notion.
'They add, however, mat age also
Statistics indicate that it's those
berelatively unpadded, thin lads who appears to be a factor, probably
more
truly have the edge on survival in a cause the older (elks' hones are
brittle. Their injuries, Dr. Nahum
serious automobile accident.
says, tend to be generally more seThat is, if that thin man doesn't vere.
happen to be sitting in front of a fat
AND SHORT FELLOWS?
guy who forgot to hoc* his seatbelt.
They too, Dr. Nahum adds, have
THESE AOPEAR to be the major characteristic problems in accidents.
conclusions emerging from a statisti- He reports that short drivers tend to
cal seedy of injuries suffered in a be hurt because their faces smash into
series of collisions that occurred in steering wheels, while taller drivers
Los Angeles from 1963 to 1969. The usually avoid facial injury because
study was done by Dr. Alan Nahum of their heads are higher and miss bangthe UCLA Medical School, Dr. Samuel ing into the steering wheel.
Dr. Nahum's statistics also show
H. Brooks of the university's school of
public health and Arnold Siegel of the that the occupants of later model cars
tend to be safer, indicating that more
College of Engineering:
The researchers reported that the thought given to safety in automobile
collisions studied involved OM passen- design does pay off. This advantage
ger cars carrying 972 persora, of tends to disappear, however, he says,
as speed increases. His recommendawhom all but 139 were injured.
tion: "We need design innovations for
•TifElr' REeoRT that the difference more safety at higher speeds."
seeeesse sees.sante

TRUCK LOAD

$ALE

"PAROLE" FOR SPY—Igor
Soviet chauffelur convicted of spying in
1964, looks happy on finalInstead of buying three dif
ly getting State Departferent creams or Sotioni for
ment permission to fly
skin softness, makeup removal, 'home to the Soviet to visit
and face cleansing, try baby
his mother and ailing falotion or oil, or even mineral ther—on condition that he
oil for all three.
return for his court appeal.
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Four Are Initiated
In Phi Delta Kappa

principal of Paducah Tilghman
High School; David Lusk,
coordinator of Project Eight
programs in Paducah and
LoMsville; rdlord Underwood,
instructional supervisor in
McCracken County schools; and
doctor and legal adviser. The
Coleman Crocker, supervisor of "- By KALEVI J. SAARI
caught on and several
idea
middle schools and adult
HELSINKI (UPI) - The projects are already under way
education in Christian County. Finnish capital has two sizable or in the-planning
Even
_h
--Trebie*Ft° solve as the 1970C—inore important is t att must build housing for -areas are situated not far from
Dr. R. G. Matheson, formerly
-70,000 people and it must central Helsinki'where several
NEW YORK (UPI)—Some the dean of Paducah Junior construct an underground rail- large industrial complex-es have
may think the bull market is College, was the speaker at the way to move the people from decided to move out to make
over, "but we feel it has barely dinner following the induction. one place to another,
room for Itousing pmjetts.
begun,"•.Filor, Bullard & Srnyth The new members in the in:If both projects are realized
High land prices and reor-„
says. The company says many ternational professional as looks probable the whole ganisation of traffic coanecof its indicators are "still much fraternity for men in education face of Helsinki will change wins pose a serious problem
nearer their lows than their were initiated by a team from
City officials d•i•verea in but these tali and will
highs” and a wide variety of Murray State composed of Dr. the 1460s that Helsinki's pop- be solved, according to city
stocks are "still at depressed Ralph H. Woods, president ulation was not increasing. officials.
The two most likely taigople moved QVt. of downlevels." Speculation is dormant emeritua; Dr. Teas B.
n areas and gr•tion• under tii•-eu•nson TWA*
vni sind
because • the small trivestor Hogancarnp, vice president for
Aalto plan.
"still in shock" is selling during administrative affairs; Dr. Jules took up residence in neighbor- 'are the nu called
architect Alvar
the rising market, the company Harcourt, professor of business Mg communes and parishes. named -Icier
would "raze"We began losing mimrY. Aalio,
Says.
education; and Dr. Lloyd Jacks,
t
in
iri.
anialn.
nitral
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y nnitIsu
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w:tal
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• d
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youonug
professor
associate
74ve"
°08
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The Dines Letter is maintain- agricultural education.
and paid the most taxes," an its
an to
ing a bullish outlook on the
buil
,r;rtPl.
autd
te-. ,,
official said. "We needed a I neli144'
about
B.
Dr.
Donald
Hunter,
dean
of
performance
current market
of tin, per,
north
'
threemiles
and
trend
this
stop
solution. to
the
School
of
is
Education,
and adding to its optimism is
we believe we have found it. sent downtown area.
the women's apparel indicator. president of the Murray State
Helsinki began to spread
But a niore "imminent task
Graphs have been produced chapter.
out in the 119s in every • di- is the C.On.truction 'of a subthat argue the length of
The idea na, rim pre_
So-called "sleep-in
rection.
way.
company
says. The
women's apparel tends to firm
and
I : tiln
e
ih,:t (:
eeiV
t AcoluSnevitear
tm.'in
anticipate market movement: predicts the Dow Jones Indus- gu
Hselsinri ngbeguat
burb
tral
and the letter notes that after trial Average will "approach more and more an office jun. '
311ay
build
to
May, 1 AO.
the midi came the "extremely" 4.he 1000 mark before yearkilometer (20-mile) east-wesT
But the "sleep-ins" were
short pants. "Not that you end."
iiy., The. first pillar was
.
sulov.
very
not
popular.
found
be
to
on
decisions
any
base
should
dnven into the pi a in
more
buy
to
fathers
tried
quarter
City
fourth
though
Even
this, but it is certainly worth
and the first train is
keeping an eye on—so to earnings have fallen from last land. None was available. 1970
1w
to
"'
r'""''t by'
"'Peet
"ineoryear, the stock market con-- Then they tried to
speak," Dines says.
then Helsinki s popiaaBy
tinues to advance, Spear & porate by mutual agreement" tion is expected to have risen
communes with
The market is being pushed Staff, Inc. notes. The*, firm neighboring
from the present 5:10,000 to
the _capital. It did not work
by "presidential jawboning," believes companies are writing
560,01.10 and the tailed iu l9110
inthe
when
government
out
is 600,0(10.
falling interest rates and a 20 off "everything but the kitchen
were
ideas
New
terfered.
year high in housing starts, sink" and thus paving the way needed. A completely new
The subway will be elimely'
according to the Alexander for better earnings comparisons city building philosophy was linked with •existing—enuthnorth electrii: train service and
Hamilton Institute. The mark- in the future. Currently the born.
et's bullish tone was "under- market seems to be selfThis would create large and bus lines, and officials believe
scored" when prices remained correcting excessive price concentrated housing area .these three together will in
unaffected by the announce- movements as interest moves where the inhabitant can get future handle about 90 per
more favorably priced all possible services from dent- cent of the total traffic.
ment GNP fell off sharply in to
...This, it is hoped, will dethe last quarter of 1970, the issues, the company says.
ist to supermarket to family crease the number of private
cars which already jam central
Ilelsitfki during rush hours.
Parking , space is already just
about impossible to find and
air pollution has become the
byword oi the day.
Another "first" in Helsinki
last, summer was a pedestrian
street, barred from all traffic
but maintenance care and
street cars.
be left in South Vietnam next spring. WASHINGTON fLIPI): The Nixon
The experiment has brought
But the latest clarification of AdminAdministration, under -pressure from
both , praise and blasts from
istration policy 'concerns Cambodia,
the Pentagon, has evolved a policy perwhere the President is barred from usthe'phblic, depending on whc•
mitting an escalated use of U. S. air
ing ground troops by the Cooper-Church
power throughout hidochina as Amerther the critic sits behind a
amendment which passed the last sesican around troops are withdrawn from
steering wheel or strolls along
Congress.
of
sion
combat.
the ep,yement. But it seems
The policy is an outgrowth of rethe Meksanterinkatu for peOn June 3, 1970, Nixon said that after
duced reliance on American fighting
destrians ii lb Helsinki to staN
another 31,000 American troops were
men; but it has caused concern within
withdrawn, "the only remaining Amerthe upper levels. of the State Departcan activity in Cambodia after July 1
ment because it could extend and prowill be air missions to interdict the
long the fighting in Indochina.
movement of enemy troops and mate_
rial where I find it is necessary to proSO LONG as the United States continues to shoulder a heavy burden 'of „,tect the lives and security of our forces
nit South Vietnam.”
,the conflict against the • North Viet- And on June 30 he added there might
namese and Viet Cunt through' use
-be South Vietnamese operations into
air power in Laos Canibedia, South
Cambodia but "there will be no U.S.,
occasionally North Vietair or logistic support There will not
nam, idtne officials feel, the incentive
S advisers on these operations."
be
for native troops to take over the fightThe Pentagon Monday directly acing will remain low.
knowledged the U. S. now is providing
'President Nixon, in what amounted
air support activities for South Vietnato an important new 'petite( dt'veloP.
mese operations hi Camttodla and that
meat, told a White Bougie news'conferthese are deemed to fall Within the efence Dete" 16 he would feel free to
fort to safeguard J.1. S. troops and the
AVALANCHE VICTIM —
destroy missile sites and military comVietnamization program
Peggy Dean, 12, daughter
plexes which (iced on IJ. S. reconnaisAnd presidential Press Secretary
of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Dean
sance.ai:eratt corer North Vietnam.
Ronald L. Ziegler said yesterday "I
of Seattle, Wash., was ono
would not rule out the possibility of
Mid during the closing months Of
of four persons killed in an
some U. S. aircraft ferrying supplies
1970. Nixon made it clear he would take
tbat smashed
and some personnel tin Cambodia, but
whatever steps were necessary to pro7- two cabins at a ski alea in
tect the 263.000 U. S. troops which will
that has not taken place."
• '•
t he Cascade- MouriTains
Seven others Were irijtowl
•

Four'West Kentucky educators
were initiated into the Murray
State University chapter of Phi
Delta Kappa in ceremonies on the
campus Tuesday evening
They are: James A. Traylor,

Uni

Finnish capital has
familiar problems

Wall Street
Chatter

"ate 7,1

t

U.S. air role

Escalation in Indochina linked to Cl withdrawals

RUGS--RUGS----RUGS
3131G DAYS - JAN. 28-29-30
SALE BEGINS AT NOON JANUARY 28
AN OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE TOP QUALITY RUGS
AT DRASTIC SAVINGS!
We're On
Our

CHECK THESE LOW,
LOW PRICES!!

Way ...

18x27 REG-99 24x36 REG. '1.99
-24x7 REG. '3.99
Shop
2708 REG. '2.97
ROSES
-27x14 REG. '11.88
and
-3x5 REG. '4.99
SAVE!
-4x6 REG. '7.99

64‘-$1.62
$3.27
$2.47
$9.92
$3.96
$6.44

ROOM SIZE RUGS
12x15
$4988
REG. '79.94
12x12
REG. '69.88

$5488

9x12
REG. '47.94

$3992

6x9
EG. '22.88

$1776
These Beautiful Rugs
Come In Assorted
Colors and Designs.
'LONG WEARING
ATTRACTIVE

a

BUY NOW
DURING
THESE
3 DAYS
AND SAVE!
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